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CHAPTER XIII.

CBALEUR BAT.

109. Chaleur Bay, general Description.—UO. Grand Rlyer; Little and
Great Pabou; Newport ; Point Maquereau.— 11 1. Port Daniel; Nou-
Telle River.— 112. Paspebiac— 113. Bonaventure Point; Cascapediac
Bay and Anchorage.—114. Carleton Roads ; Heron Island and Rock ;

Nash and Charlo Rivers.—115. Ristigouche River; general Descrip-
tion

; Bonami Rocks and Maguacha Spit ; Dalhousie Island and Har-
bour; Middle Ground ; Directions with Fair and Beating Winds.—
116. The Coast from Heron Island to the River Nipisighit ; Bathurst
Harbour; the Coast from the Nipisighit to Point Mizzenette 117. Ca-
raquette, general Remarks; Caraquette Island and Shoal; Mizze-
nette Ledge

; Fishermen Ledge and Channel ; Pokesudie Shoal ; Cara-
quette Channel and Harbour.— 118. Shippigan Sound; its Bays, Har-
hours, and Gully; Shippigan Channel : Shippigan Flat—119. Miscou
Harbour; Miscou FlaU; North Point of Miscou; Miscou Banks.

109. The magnificent bay of Chalcur is the largest in the Gulf of Chakur Bay.
St. Lawrence, being 25 miles wide, on a S.W. i S. line across its

entrance, from Cape Despair to Miscou Island ; but the entrance
is more generally considered to be at Point Maquereau, from
which the north point of Miscou Island bears S.S.E. 14* miles.
The depth of the bay, from Miscou to the entrance of the Risti-

gouche, is about 75 miles, and its circumference, reckoning from
Cape Despair round to Miscou, is 185 miles.

The northern or Canadian shore of the bay is of moderate
ST. L.— 2.
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height, but nn 'irregular range of hills, of considerable elevation,

is everywhere visible a few miles back from the "coast, the pre-

dominating features of which are red clififs of sandstone and shale,

with intervening shingle and sand beaches. Trap rocks and

limestone are occasionally met with also, but more sparingly.

The southern or New Brunswick shore is, generally speaking,

much lower, and for the most part composed of similar rocks

;

but between Bathurst and Caraquette the cliffs of red sandstone

rise to the height of 200 feet above the sea. The sandstone

either belongs to, or is very nearly connected with, the coal

formation, fossil vegetable remains of which, as well as thin veins

of bituminous toal, being not unfrequently met with.

There are increasing settlements all round the bay, and several

harbourS; roadsteads, and rivers, which will be presently more

particularly mentioned, and which are frequented by numerous

vessels engaged in the lumber trade and the fisheries.

The climate is warmer, and the weather in general much finer,

within this bay, than it is outside in the adjacent parts of the

gulf. The fogs, which prevail so much with southerly winds on

the Miscou banks, seldom enter the bay, although rain and mist

accompany easterly gales here as elsewhere.

The navigation is by no means difficult ; for although there

are some dangerous shoals, yet there is everywhere good warn-

ing by the lead.

The tides are regular within the bay, and celdom amount to

the rate of one mile per hour ; but outside, off its mouth, and

especially on the Miscou banke, the currents and tidal streams

are so irregular, both in strength and direction, that nothing

definite can be said of them; and their dangerous effects upon

the course of vessels can only be guarded against by the con-

stant use of the deep-sea lead, and attention to the soundings.

Vessels bound for the Bay of Chaleur, and approaching its

entrance in a dark night or foggy weather, should not attempt to

m. ke Point Maquereau, which is co bold that there is little or no

warning by the lead; but should strike soundings on the Miscou

banks, which extend nearly 22 miles to the eastward of Miscou

Island. A cautious look-out shjuld be kept for the numerous

fishing schooners, which are generally riding on the banks ; and

the novthern edge of ths latter, being followed in 30 fathoms,

will bttfirly conduct vessels past the north point of Miscou, at the
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distance of 4 miles, and form a sure guide up the bay. (See Art. Soundi„g» in

119.) The bank of soundings oflF the north shore is tlso suffi-
"^""«"«-

ciently wide to guide vessels ever^'where within Point Ma-
quereau; nevertheless, in a dark night and bad weather, vessels

had better not approach the shore much nearer than 30 fathoms
in any part of the bay to the eastward of Carlisle Point. The
soundings are generally of sand and shells on the banks, while in
the central parts of the bay black and brown mud prevail, with
depths between SO and 50 fathoms. Within, or to the westward
of Carlisle Point, and the opposite Bay of Nipisighit, the depth of
water decreases to less than 30 fathoms, but tlere is still suflScient

warning everywhere by the lead quite up to the head of the bay,
as will be seen in the chart.

110. Cape Despair, and the Leander Rock, which lias off it,

have been described in Chap. V. Art. 43. The course and dis-

tance from that cnpe to Point Maquereau are W.S.W. | W.
23 miles. In the bay between .hem are Grand River, Little

Pabou, Great Pabou, and Newport.

Grand River, 7 miles westward of Cape Despair, is a con- Cfrand River.
s derable stream, but has only two feet at low water over its bar.
There is a village and a considerable fishing establishment there

;

and immediately to the westward of the river a shoal extends
fully half a mile out from the shore.

Little and Great Pabou are fishing-places, fit only for boats Little Pabou.
or very small craft. There is but a foot of water over the bar
of the former at low water, and the ordinary spring tides do not
rise over 5 feet. Great Pabou, which is a similar, but much Great Pabou.
larger place, had 5 feet over its bar at low water when we sur-
veyed it, but the depth and situation of the very narrow channel
change wUb easterly gales.

Newport, situated 3J miles S.W. of Great Pabou, and 6 miles ^ewpnrt.

N.E. of Point Maquereau, is another fishing-place, where a small
vessel or two may be moored, 'under shelter of a shoal, and at
some risk,) to take in fish duriug the summev months.

Point Maquereau is of bold and dark-coloured craggy rocks. Point
It 18 also wooded, and rises to about 200 feet above the sea.

^'"l^eau.

111. P-'iiT Daniel,
7 miles west of Point Maquereau,i3 a fine ;„rt/Pmrf

bay, open to the eastward, and about 1 J miles wide and deep
In the northern corner of the bay, half a mile within White Point,
which is high and of white limestone, a small riveJ enters the

B 2
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Port Daniel, bay through a sandy beach, after descending a beautiful valley

between wooded hills. There are many houses and stores near

the entrance of the river, which will only admit boats at high

water, being nearly dry when the tide is out. Supplies of wood

and water may be obtained there, but fresh provisions are not

plentiful. A shoal extends half a mile out from the shore all

round the bay south-westward from White Point to West Point.

West Point is of craggy grey limestone, with a high and remark-

able semi-isolated rock at its S.E. extremity. It is the S.W. point

of the bay, and bears S. i W., 2 miles from the river's mouth.

On the north side of it there is a small cove, and very good land-

ing for boats.

The points in order westward fircm Point Maquarcau, and

between it and the river, are Red Point, Pillar Point, and White

Point, which will all be easily recognized ; the first and last by

their colour, and the other by a remarkable rock close off its

extremity. The ground is not good outside the line joining

Pillar and West Points. The best anchorage in the bay is in

6 or 7 fathoms, mud or clay bottom, .'n the line between White

and West Points, with the entrance of the river N. i W., and

Red Point and Point Maquereau in one bearing E. ^ S. The

shelter will then be from east round by north and west to S.S.W.,

and in winds from between these points this bay affords safe and

convenient anchorage. Strong S.E. winds roll in a heavy swell,

but there is no difficulty in getting out on their approach, for the

points are all bold, and in standing out or in vessels may safely

pass West Point at the distance of two cables.

Daniel Hill. About one mile to the westward of West Point is Daniel Hill,

of the estimated height of 400 feet above the sea, remarkable as

the highest land close to the shore on this part of the coast. It

serves to point out the situation of Port Daniel, as does also Red

Point, which often appears like an island close to the shore.

NouvELLE River, 9 miles to the westward of Port Daniel, has

only 2 feet ov - its bar at low water, and will be known by the

fish stores and stages on the sandy beach on the east side of its

entrance. The western side is formed by Nouvelle Point, which

is a high cliff of red sandstone.

Paipehiac. Paspebiac, 5J miles westward of Nouvelle River, and 21 f
miles W. by S. from Point Maquereau, is an excellent roadstead,

and the principal fishing establishment in the Bay of Chaleur.

Siver.
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A triangular point of sand and shingle beach, inclosing a lagoon, Pa,pebiac.

extends out from the mainland to the distance of a mile, and has
on its west side the extensive white buildings of the establishtaent

of Messrs. Robin and Co., of Jersey, together with numerous
huts belonging to the fishermen. On the west side of the sandy
point, and close to the cliflFs, the lagoon has an outlet, which has
a rough bridge across it, and will admit boats at high water. In
rear of this, the mainland rises gently from the edge of dark red
sandstone cliflFs, displaying fields of the richest green, and build-

ings, which, although struggling along the coast, are yet so

numerous as to deserve the name of a town. There is an English
Episcopal and a Roman Catholic Church, both are small, and
of wood, and the latter stands furthest to the eastward.

Carlisle, or New Carlisle, the county town, is 3^ miles to the CarluU
westward of Paspebiac, and its jail and court-house, standing on
the ridge in rear of Carlisle Point, ate seen from the anchorage.

Carlisle Point, which is wooded, and consists ofsand, bears W. by N.,
3* miles from the sandy point of Paspebiac, and the roadstead Paspebiac
is between them, but much nearer the latter. In this excellent and *<««^'«»«'-

convenient anchorage vessels are sheltcied from west round by
north and east to S.E. ; and although it is completely open to

the S.W. winds, which send in a very considerable swell, yet the
ground is so good that the Jersey vessels ridp here moored all

through the season without accident. The best anchorage is in

6 fathoms, clay bottom, with Robin's flag-staff and Single Tree
Point (the extreme to the eastward seen over the sandy point) in
one, bearing east, and the extremity of the sandy point S.E.
A sandy spit extends under water rather more than half a mile Sand S it
to the westward from the sandy point, and nearly as far to the

" ^ '^
'

southward likewise. This assists in sheltering the roadstead,
and is the only danger to be avoided in approaching it.

In running along the Hnd from the eastward, the low sandy Directions.
pomt of Paspebiac, with its white stores and numerous huts, will
be seen stretching out from the mainland to the southward.
When the vessel has passed Nouvelle River, and is approaching
withhi 2 or 3 miles of the point, observe the following directions

:

Keep the summit of Daniel Hill open to the southward of Nouvelle
Point until the Roman Catholic church opens to the westward of the
south extremity of the sandy point, bearing N. by E. * E. Then
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haul up ibr Carlisle Point, with the lead going, till the above

church and Robin's flag-staff (at his northmost large white store),

come in one bearing N.E, ^ N. Haul in now boldly for the

anchorage, only taking care not to open the same church out to

the eastward of the flag-staff until Single Tree Point (the extreme

to the eastward) is well shut in behind the sandy point, when the

vessel will be within the spit, and a berth may be chosen by the

lead at or near the position already pointed out. There is an

excellent watering-place at a stream which will be seen falling

from the cliffs just to the westward of the outlet of the lagoon.

Supplies of all kinds may be obtained here, but to a limited extent.

There is nothing in the way when approaching this anchorage

from the westward, but in standing out from it with a westerly

wind, and especially with a lee tide, the marks for clearing the

spit to the westward must be carefully attended to. The Roman
Catholic church should not be opened out to the eastward of

Robin's flag-staff until Single Tree Point is well open to the

southward of the sandy point ; nor should the vessel bear up

to the eastward of south before Daniel Hill comes open to the

southward of Nouvelle Point.

113. BoNAVENTDBB PoiNT,5 milcs wcstward of Carlisle Point,

is formed by a low red sandstone cliff, with a thin superstratum

of sand and clay containing tertiary shells. The Bonaventure

River, with only 2 feet over its bar at low water, together with

the village and church of the same name, will be seen in the bay,

2 or 3 miles to the northward of the point. A rocky shoal ex-

tends off this point to the westward fully a mile, and continues

round the bay to the northward and westward nearly to Red Point,

a distance of 7 or 8 miles. There is good anchorage under

Bonaventure Point, with easterly winds, in 6 fathoms, mud
bottom, with the point bearing S.E. i S., the church N.E. ^ E.,

and the entrance of the river E. J N., li miles. In the bay

between Red and Black Points, and 5 miles to the N.W. of the

former, is the small river Caplin, remarkable only for a reef

which lies off its mouth half a mile from the shore.

Cascapediac Bat, situated on the northern side, and near the

head of the Bay of Chaleur, is of very considerable extent, being

13 miles wide, and .5 or 6 miles deep. At its head is the Casca-

pediac River, a very considerable stream, but which can only be
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entered by boats, in consequence of the extensive shoals of sand Caacapediac.

and mud, which dry out 2 miles from its entrance, and occupy

all the head of the bay. Black Point, bold and rocky, and rjaing Black Point.

to the estimated height of 400 feet above the sea, is the eastern

point of the bay, bearing from Bonaventure Point N.W. i N.,

16 miles. The shoals commence about 1^ miles to the northward

of Black Point, and at Indian Point, on the east side of Little

River, they extend out to the westward nearly 1| miles, sheltering

the anchorage from S.E. winds.

Duthie Point, the east point of entrance of the Cascapediac Buthie Point.

River, bears N.N.W. | W., 5 miles from Black Point. One
mile to the eastward of Duthie Point, and in the bay, between it

and Little River, stand the church and village of Richmond.
The anchorage, where the timber ships moor in 3 fathoms, is oflF

^i<'f>"*o»<i

the village, with Duthie Point bearing north three-quarters of a
-^"c**"""?*-

mile, the church N.E. -f E., and Black Point S.E. i S. Vessels

may anchor farther out in 4, 5, or 6 fathoms, on the same line of

bearing from the church, or to the westward of it, but they will

not then be so well sheltered from easterly winds.

In running for this anchorage from the Eastward observe the

following directions. The marks for the south-western, or outerS" ^''""

edge of the shoal off Indian Point, (already mentioned as shel-

tering the anchorage from S.E. winds), are Red Point a little

open to the southward of Black Point, bearing S.E. i E. Keep -^''«c'«''«»-

these marks therefore well open, as you run to the westward with
the lead going, and go no nearer to the shoal than 5 or 4 fathoms,

until the church bears N.E. by E. Then haul boldly in, steering

directly for the church until you arrive at the anchorage already

pointed out.

The settlements on the western side of the Cascapediac Bay are

mostly of French Canadians and Acadians,and they extend along-

shore all the way from the river to Tracadigash Point, which is

the west point of the bay. In rear of the settlements, the Carleton Carleton'
'

Mountain range will be seen two or three miles back from the
^''"'^<"""-

shore.

114. Carleton Road. This name has been given to an excel- CarUion Road.
lent and capacious anchorage safe in all winds. It is situated on
the west side of Tracadigash Point, which consists c ." sand, inclosing Tracadigash

'

a shallow lagoon, capable of admitting boats, or very small craft, ^^„"'
""^ ^'

at high water. On the northern shove of this .ig an stands the
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church and village of Carleton, the latter extending to the

westward to the shore of th^. bay where the sand beach of the

lagoon joins the mainland. A small stream, with a bridge across

it, tliere enters the N.W. comer of the lagoon ; and one mile

farther to the westward, near the commencement of the clay cliffs,

another small stream will be seen, which is the watering place.

Immediately in rear of the village, the Carleton Mountain rises

abruptly to the height of 1830 feet above the level of the sea,—the
hills of the range trending from it both to the northward and

westward for many miles.

Vessels may choose their berth for anchoring anywhere in from

5 to 6 fathoms, remembering that although the sandy beach of

Tracadigash Point is quite bold on the west side within the spit,

yet shoal water extends off the mai-iland to the distance of nearly

half a mile. The best berth, especially in easterly winds, is in

5^ fathoms mud, with Tracadigash Point bearing S. by E. ^ £.

;

Carleton steeple E. by S.; and the watering place N. by W. i W.
Tracadigash Spit, of sand, and running out half a mile to the

S.W. from the san^y point of the same name, is the only danger
in the way when approaching this anchorage from the eastward.

Observe that Point Maguacha and the summit of Dalhousie

Mountain in one, bearing W.N.W. i W., pass the extremity of
the Spit in 3 fathoms. Therefore, to clear it keep^the mountain
well open, or at night, go no nearer than 10 or 9 fathoms.

As soon as Carleton steeple comes in one with the S.W. extreme
of Tracadigash Point, bearing N.E. by E., the Spit will have
been passed, and the vessel may haul in to the northward, going
no nearer than 7 fathoms till the point bears to the southward
of east. The tides are weak in Carleton Roads, seldom ex-

ceeding one knot. Point Maguacha, of red sandstone cliffs, is

the N.E. point of entrance of the River Ristigouche, and bears
from Tracadigash Point W. | N., 6* miles. In the N.W. corner
of the bay between them is Nouvelle Basin and River, nearly
dry at low water.

Heron Island, 5i miles to the S.W. from Tracadigash Point,

is of very mod -rate height, wooded, and with red sandstone cliffs

at both its N.W. and S.E. points. Shoal water extends off both
ihose points to the distance of 3 quarters of a mile ; as it does
also all along the northern side of the island, where the 3-fathoms
mark is half a mile out from the shore.
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The island is 4 miles long .parallel to the coast, and there is Herrm hiand.

good anchorage between it and the mainland ; but the channel is

rendered narrow and diflScult by shoals, which extend a great

distance out on either side. At the western end the passage is

only 2 cables wide, and 3 fathoms deep. It becomes wider to the

eastward, and deepens to 4 and 5 fathoms j but there the danger-

ous Heron Rock lies nearly in midchannel, and consequently Heron Bock.
right in the way of vessels. On this small rock, which has 6 feet

least water, and 4 or 5 fathoms all round it, the S.E. extreme of

Heron Island bears E.N.E. one mile : the nearest sandy south point

of Heron Island north, 600 fathoms : Beaver Point S.V/. i S.,

500 fathoms
: a rock, 300 fathoms north of Beaver Point, and

almost always above water, W. * S. 350 fathoms. This latter rock,

which lies on the edge of the shoal off the mainland, is quite bold

;

and a vessel, by passing it within the distance of one or two cables,

may clear Heron Rock to the southward, as she may also to the
northward, by running along the southern edge of the shoal off the
island, in 3 fathoms at low water. But this is an intricate and
dangerous channel for a vessel of any size, and requires the aid of
a good pilot.

Vessels occasionally anchor, for the purpose of loading with iVosA AW.
timber, in the bay off Nash River, in 4 fathoms mud bottom,
where they are much exposed to easterly winds, but the ground Anchorage.

is so good that they ride safely during the summer months. At
this anchorage the east point of Heron Island bears N . by W., 2J
miles; and Black Point N.W., a mile. Two miles to the east- Fowler Point.
ward of that anchorage, 3* miles S.E. of Heron Island, and 1*
miles north of Fowler Point, there is a ledge of rocks which had Eoch, Ledge.
better be avoided

: for although we found no less than 4* fathoms,
it is yet possible that there may be less water. The shoal water
extends off Fowler Point a mile out to the 3-fathoms mark.
There is also very good anchorage, in 4 fathoms mud bottom, to
the westward of Heron Island, and nearly midway between it and
the River Charlo. The River Charlo will only admit boats, and Eher Charlo.
bears from the N.W. point of the island west 3i miles.

115. RisTiGoucHE River, from its entrance at Point Ma- Ristigouche
guacha, to where islands, shallows, and tapids terminate the^'"*^'
navigation for all but canoes or bateaux, is an estuary or inlet of
the sea, varying in breadth, for the first 11 miles, from 1 ^ to 3
miles. At that distance Campbell-town is situated on the southern Campbell-
or New Brunswick shore, and at the foot of a remarkable conical

'"«"'•
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mountain called the Sugar Loaf. Between Campbell-town and

Indian Point, ou the northen shore, where the Micmac Indians

have a settlement, the breadth of the estuary is only half a mile

;

but it expands again to 1| miles at its head just below the

islands. At Indian Point, a mile above Campbell-town, the naviga-

tion for shipping ends, there being only 12 feet in a narrow chan-

nel at low water ; but small craft may ascend through very narrow

passages, on either side, and from 6 to 9 feet deep, to within

3-quarters of a mile of the head of the estuary ; where the River

Ristigouche, properly so called, enters it through narrow channels

between the islands, 21 miles from the head of the Bay of ChaJeur.

Off Loup River, which enters a bay on the northern shore

2 miles below Campbell-town, there is a shallow part of the

channel called the bar, over which there is not more than 13 or 14

feet at low water; but the tide, which rises from 6 to 9 feet,

enables vessels of the size of a sloop-of-war, or even a small frigate,

to ascend to Campbell-town, oflF which they may moor in from

3 to 3i fathoms at low water. Frigates may ascend at all times

of the tide nearly to Oak Point, which is about 14 miles up, and

within a mile of the bar ; and the largest ships of the line might

proceed 10 miles up, or nearly to Point Guarde, with the assist-

ance of buoys and a good pilot. The Admiralty charts, and

the directions which I shall presently give, will enable the intelli-

gent seaman to take his vessel in as far as the harbour of Dalhousie,

or the anchorage opposite oflF Point Fleurant : but, to proceed far-

ther irp, the services of a pilot should be engaged, for there are no

good leading marks beyond the places which I have mentioned,

wheie the shoals become too steep for the lead to give sufficient

warning, and the channels too narrow for a large ship.

Every channel and settlement near the shores, every moun-

tiin, cliff, and tributary stream, will be found so correctly repre-

sented in the Admiralty chart as to render any particular

written description as unnecessary as it would probably be in-

adequate to convey a jtist conception of the scenery of the val-

ley of the Ristigouche, which for grandeur and picturesque

beauty may advantageously compare with any other part of the

Gulf of St. Lawrence. Generally, however, it may be useful to

remark, that on the northern or Canadian side the settlements

are not numerous, and that the mountains rise to heights vary-

ing from 1000 to 1745 feet above the sea, at the distance of

only 2 or 3 miles from the shore. On the southern or
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New Brunswick side of the valley the wooded hills or ridges are FaW«y of th»

much lower, although still of considerable elevation, the highest
^*"*9<»*che.

points being the Sugar Loaf, 950 feet high, and Dalhousie Hill, Sugar Loaf

715 feet above the sea. The settlements are increasing fast ^^^^^'''*'"»««

on ihia side ; as are also the towns of Dalhousie and Campbell-

town, where many^vessels load annually with lumber. The Risti-

gouche oflFers a tempting field for the researches of the geologist

and mineralogist. There are magnificent cliffs, 200 feet high, of

variegated sandstones and conglomerates. The sandstones and
shales often contain vegetable remains and traces of coal. Lime-
stones, sometimes curiously altered by trap rocks, at others abound-

ing with organic remains, are occasionally met with ; and there are

amygdaloidal trap rocks abounding with zoolites,jaspers, cornelians,

and agates. These last-named minerals, together with fragments

of petrified wood, are found among the pebbles of the beaches

more or less all over the Bay of Chaleur, and especially at Pas-

pebiac. They are known by the name of Gasp^ Pebbles at Quebec,
where they are worked up into ornamental articles of jewellery.

Previously to giving directions, and with the view of rendering

them more intelligible, I shall briefly describe the entrance of

the Ristigouche, the harbour of Dalhousie, and the dangers to be
avoided.

The entrance of the Ristigouche, between Point Maguacha, and Eistigouclu

the BoNAMi Rocks, is nearly 2 miles wide. The rocks bear

W. -4- N. from the point : they are steep and high, and so rough
and broken, that a stranger would be led to expect danger on
their side, instead of on the opposite, where the steep red cliffs

of Point Maguacha give the usual, although in this case deceptive,

indications of a clear channel.

The Maguacha Spit, of sand and stones, with only 6 feet

low water, runs out from Point Maguacha very nearly a mile t

the west, or towards the Bonami Rocks, thus occupying fully

half the channel. To clear the S.W. extreme of this steep and
dangerous spit, keep the highest summit of the Scaumenac Moun-
tains open to the S.W. of Dalhousie Island : for the summit of Clearinymark.
the mountain, and the south side of the Island in one, bearing
N.W. i W., lead over the extreme end of the Spit in 3J fathoms:
(See chart and view.) The eastern side of the Spit will be avoided
by not entirely shutting in the south extreme of the Carleton
Mountains behind the east side of Point Maguacha.

Entrance.
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BonamRock: The extreme point of the Bonami Rocks may be safely

passed within the distance of 2 cabiesj but shallow water
extends from the rocks to Bonami Point, from which a reef runs
a quarter of a mile, and the shoal continues from it to Dolhousie
Island.

Dalhousib Island, 200 fatiioms long, is high and rocky, round-
backed, and wooded, and joined by a shoal that dries to the low
point of Dalhousie. On that point there are large storehouses
belonging to the town of Dalhousie, which with its church, will be
seen beautifully situated on the side of a hill to the S.W. of the
island. Three hundred fathoms to the westward of Dalhousie
Island there is a small rocky islet, at the extremity of a narrow
sandy spit, forming the western side of the small and shallow bay
of Dalhousie. The shallow water extends from the islet to the
island, and the timber-ships lie moored along its edge, in 6 or 7
fathoms muddy bottom, directly oflF the town. This is Dalhousie
Harbour, which is perfectly secure in all winds.

Dalhousie Harbour may be approached in two ways, either

through the direqt but narrow channel between the Middle Ground
and Dalhousie Island, or round to the northward and westward
of the Middle Ground; which last, although it involves the neces-

sity of passing over a Hat of 3 fathoms at low water, is the route
usually taken, because of there being plenty of room there, whereas
tbe channel first mentioned is only 150 fathoms wide. The nar-
row channel has, however, the advantage of good leading marks,
and is 6 fathoms deep.

Thk Middle Ground, separated from Dalhousie Island by the
narrow channel just mentioned, is 550 fathoms long, in a N.N E.
direction, and 400 fathoms wide. It consists of sand and stones,

with six feet least water ; and is very steep on its eastern side,

where a buoy is placed near its N.E. point. There are no suffi-

cient leading marks, but beacons might be easily eo placed on the

shore as to clear it on every side. The main channel between
this shoal and the Canadian shore to the northward and eastward
is more than S-quarters of a mile wide, and in some places 15
fathoms deep. The rate of the tide, which is stronger there than

elsewhere, does not exceed 2 knots.

^trance to the The directions for entering the Ristigouche and harbour of
Jitstigour ... T» iL • • t , ,.

Dalhousie with a leading wind are as follow. Being midway
Directions. between Heron Island and Tracadigash Point, steer for Dalhousie

Middle
Ground.

Tides.
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Mountain, or about W.N.VV. When within a mile or two of Entrance of
Point Maguacha, bring the marks on for clearing' the Maguacha '/"nM^'^"'^'
Spit ; namely, the highest summit of the Scaumenac Mountains Harbour.

open to the S.W. of Dalhousie Island. Stand in upon these marks Directions

until you come into 9 or 8 fathoms on the New Brunswick shore, mli^?^"^
which will be when the Bonami Rocks bear about S.W., and are

distant about half a mile. You must then haul to the northward,

so as to keep in that depth until Point Lime (the extreme point to the

westward on the New Brunswick shore) becomes just open to the

northward of Dalhousie Island and of the islet and rocks to the

westward of it, bearing W. by N. Then, if you wish to enter the

harbour by the narrow channel to the southward of the Middle
Ground, steer W. by N. upon those leading marks until you
approach Dalhousie Island, which leave to the southward or on
your left, at a distance of 50 or 100 fathoms, and you will pass
safely into the harbour. But, if you prefer the more roomy
route to the northward of the Middle Ground, instead of steering

W. by N. for Point Lime as soon as it opens to the northward
of the island (as has been just before described), sheer over to the
N.E. until you strike soundings in 8 fathoms on the Canadian
shore, and follow that depth round to the northward and west-
ward until Dalhousie Church opens out to the westward of the
island bearing S.W. by S. Then steer west, or directly up the

estnary, until Dalhousie Church appears midway between Dal-
housie Island and the islet to the westward of it, bearing S. by W.
Steer now for the church, taking care not to bring it to bear to the
westward of S. by W., and you will pass over the extensive

3-fathoms flat, to the westward of the Middle Ground, into the

harbour.

The most convenient anchorage for men-of-war, or other vessels Point Fleurant

visiting the Ristigouche for supplies of wood or water, is oflP Point ^'"'^'^"a"-

Fleurant on the Canadian shore, and about 2 miles to the north-
ward of the harbour. There a vessel may get under-way in all

winds, and at all times of tide; and no other directions are neces-
sary than to anchor anywhere off the point in 6 or 7 fathoms at

low water. There is a tolerably good watering place at a brook
half a mile to the westward of the point, and a little farther west-
ward the Mussel Bank, a dangerous reef, extends out from the Mussel Bank.
high clifTs nearly half way across the estuary.

It now only remains to give some few directions for beating WUh heating

winds.
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winds. In the board to the northward, towards Tracadigash Spit,

that danger will be avoided by keeping Dalhousie Mountain open
to the southward of Point Maguacha. To the westward of the

Spit vessels may stand in to 6 fathoms, but there will be no use in

standing in to Carleton or Nouvelle Bay out of the strength of the

tide. On the Heron Island side, observe that the highest summit
of the Scaumenac Mountains and the southern side of Dalhousie
Island touching, clear the shoal water to the northward of Heron
Island in 4 fathoms. Tack therefore in the board to the south-

ward when the mountain comes in one with the northern side of

the island, or by the lead in 6 fathoms. You will be clear of the

reef off the west end of Heron Island when the River Charlo bears

to the southward of S.S.W. ; and may then stand to the southward
into 4 fathoms, as long as the east side of Point Maguacha does

not bear to the eastward of N.E. by N. : after which you should

tack in the board to the southward in 7 fathoms, because the flat

of from 2J to 3* fathoms in Eel Bay becomes rather steep as we
approach the Bonami Rocks. Those rocks may be approached to

7 fathoms, and when they bear W. by S., you will be within the
point of the Maguacha Spit, which must be avoided by means of
the leading marks already given. From the Bonami Rocks to

Dalhousie Island you may stand in on your board to the S.W. into

8 fathoms, but go no nearer to the east side of the Middle Ground
than 10 fathoms, and that with great care, for it is very steep.

Its northern side may be approached to 9 fathoms. On the board
towards the Canadian shore you may stand in to 9 fathoms between
Maguacha Spit and Point Yacta, which last, observe, has a very

steep shoal off it to the distance of 300 fathoms. To the N.W,
of Point Yacta you may safely stand to the northward into 6
fathoms all the way to Point Fleurant.

116. There is nothing that need long detain us in our review of
the coast as we return to the eastward along the southern side of
the Bay of Chaleur. Belledune Point, 13 miles S.E. from Hei on
Island and the extreme seen from it, is low and sandy, and has
shoal water off it to the eastward 3-quarter8 of a mile. Tumi: - *.:

the southward at this point into the great Bay of Nipisighit, a dis-

tance of 8 miles brings us to the church and village of Rochette

;

and 8| miles farther in the same direction to the entrance of the

Nipisig^i: River at the head of the Bay. The whole of this coast

is low, 8» i 'ivit jiosed ;if sandstone, limestone, and trap rocks, The
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hoal wnter generally ejctendi to | mile from the shore ; and large

vesaels had better not stand nearer than 10 fathoms, especially at

night, unless it be in the head of the bay, where they may safely

approach the sandy beach to 7 or 6 fathoms.

Batiiurst Harbour, at the mouth of the Nipisighit, is 200 fa-

thoms wide at the entrance between Alston and Carron Points,

which are of sand, with several stores and other buildings upon
them. On Carron Point, which is on the S.E. side, there are two bea-

cons, which, if kspt in one, bearing S.W. i S., will lead in through

the narrow chaniK;! over the bar in 1 feet at low water, or in 14

feet at 'lii^h water i. the best spring tides. The distance from

the outsifle of the bar in 3 fathoms to the entrance of the river

is 11 miles ; and for the whole of that dibtance the very nar-

row channel is between sandy shoals, nearly dry at low water,

and extending from either side of the river's mouth. In the

entrance between the sandy points, or rather just outside it, there

are 3 and 4 fathoms ; and here the vessels usually moor to take in

timber, sheltered by the bar and the sandy shoals on either side.

Some of the smaller vessels load within the entrance ; and some
of the larger ones complete their loading outside the bar, where
the anchorage in 6 or 7 fathoms, muddy bottom, ia considered

safe in the summer months, although the N.E. gales send in a

heavy sea. Within the entrance there is an extensive and per-

fectly sheltered basin, nearly 3 miles long by 2 miles wide, but

nearly all dry at low water, excepting the channels of the four

rivers, which, after uniting their streams below Bathurst, flow

through it to the entrance, forming by their junction what is

called the Main Channel. On the eastern side of the basin there

is an islet called Indian or Bathurst Island. The town of Bathurst

is well situated at the head of the basin, 2^ miles within the en-

trance, and on the point of land which divides the River Nipi-

sighit from the Middle and North Rivers.

A depth of 14 feet at high water in spring tides can be carried

jp J the wharfs of the town, and in the main channel there are

several places where vessels may lie afloat and load in 14 feet at

low water. The rate of the tides in the main channel is about 2
knots, and over the bar about 1^ knots. The stream sets fair in

and out and over the bar. There are good pilots for this river,

and no one should attempt the bar without one, excepting in case

of necessity.
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Half a mile to the westward of the town, and acrcss the mouth
of the Middle and NortL rivers, is Point Peter with its church and
village of Acadian French, and on the Tiorth alio of thf.t point the
River Tetagouche enters a bay on tae N.W. side of the basin.

These streams are all unnavigable for any distance ; even the
Nipisighltj which is by far the largest, and a very considerable
river, ceases to be navigable l\ miles above Bathurst, wJ.ere the
tide ends, and rapids begin.

There is nothing in the way of vessels along the coast from

Bathurs* Harbour to Point Mizzenette, a distanct of 29 mHes,
excepting a 3-fathoms shoal, 3-quarters of a mile offshore, a mile
to the westward of Norton Point, and 9 miles eastward cf the Nipi-

sighit. The coast, which for the most part is of high sandstoue
cliffs, becomes very low as we approach Point Mizzenette; and
about 3 miles to the westward of that point, where the sandy cliffs

end, the shoal water extends to half a mile from the shore : but
in general it does not extend to more than half that distance, and
the coast may everywhere be approached by the lead to 10 or 12
fathoms with care, the greater depth being quite near enough
at night-time. There are settlements all along the coast, and vil-

lages and fishing establishments at Great Anse and Pokeshaw.
Great Anse, where there is a church, is 8 miles, and Pokeshaw
11 m^'es, westward of Point Mizzenette. There are small bays at

both places where boats find shelter, and a small river at Pokeshaw.

117. Caraquette, although an excellent harbour for vessels of

the size of a sloop-of-war, and even capable of affording anchorage
to much larger vessels, is nevertheless an exceedingly danger-
ous place to a stranger. The approach to it is between shoals

extending several miles from the shore, and there are neither bea-

cons, buoys, nor competent pilots : hence, although 4 fathoms can
be carried in at low water sufficiently far for the largest frigates to

be anchored in perfect safety in that depth, yet I cannot recom-
mend even a sloop-of-war to attempt this harbour unnecessarily,

nor unless the circumstances of wind and weather be very favour-

able, with a flowing tide, and her boats ahead. Under such
favourable circumstances the passage into the harbour will be
attended with little risk to smaller vessels prudently conducted,

and having the assistance of the Admiralty Charts in addition to

the directions with which I shall presently conclude a brief expla-

natory description of the place. All the former charts of this
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pltce, as well as of the neighbouring harbours of Shippigan and
Miscou, ar«; totally erroneous,

Caraquette Island is nearly 3 miles to the E.S.E. of Point OiramteUt.

Mizeenettcs the western point of Caraquette Bay. There is no
^

passage between them for shipping; only a narrow channel for
boats, or very small schooners, on the side next the island. The
island is of sandstone, low and wooded, and H miles long in a
direction nearly parallel to the coast. Sandy points extend from
both ends of the island towards the mainland, or to the south-
ward, so as to form a bay, in which there is a perfectly landlocked
anchorage for vessels not drawing more than 1 5 feet of water. The
island stands on an extensive bank of flat sandstone, partially
covered with sand, and which, commencing at Point Mizzenette
exteodstothe eastward parallel to the coast all the way to the'
entrance of Shippigan Sound, a distance of 8 or 9 miles.
The Caraquette Shoai. is that part of the bank just men- Caran^u,

Honed which extends 4^ miles to the eastward of the island, from
^'^^

which .t dries out occasionally in very low tides to the distance
of 2 mile., and is very shallow in every part. On .', east end
Caraquette steeple and theS.E. extreme of the trees of Caraquette
Island are in one, bearing W. i S. ; and Shippigan steeple and

"

Point Pokesuedie bearing South. Tlie last-named marks in one
clear this shoal to the eastward in three fathoms at low water-
but a large ship, requiring a greater depth of water, would have'
to pass farther to the eastward by keeping Points Marcelle and
Pokesuedie i„ one. bearing S. by W. j W., as will be presently
directed. '

Miz^ENETTE Ledge of rocks, with 5 feet least water, lies Mi.zn^on the western part of the same bank, and near its northern ^<^9-
edge. It bears N N.W. Ij miles from the west end of Cara-
quette Island, and will be cleared to the northward, in 3* fathom,
by keeping Donax Point just open to the northward of Point
Mizzenette, bearing W.N.W. f W. These, marks will also lead to
the eastward along the northern edge of the Caraquette Shoal until
they strike Scollop Patch, which has 16 feet least water over a Scdl^ p,,,*rocky bottom

; and on which the N.W. extreme of Caraquette Island
and Caraquette steeple are in one, the S.E. extreme of the island
^anng S.S.W. J W.. distance nearly 2 miles. The marks for
clearing the northern edge of the Caraquette Shoal, to the east,
ward of Scollop Patch, and in 3 fathoms water, are the south

ST. I.—-2.
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extreme of Miscou Island kept plainly open to the northward of the

north point of Shippigan Island, bearing E. i S. But those marks

are low and distant, and often not well defined, therefore they should

not be trusted alone, neither will they be required if the northern

edge of the shoal be not approached nearer than the depth of

4 fathoms at low water.

Fisherman Ledge is a detached bed of rocks, with 10 feet least

water, lying to the northward of the Carraquette Bank, and sepa-

rated from it by Fisherman Channel, which is a mile wide and
from 4 to 7 fathoms deep. This dangerous ledge, which lies

more in the way of vessels than any other in the Bay of Chaleur,

is If miles long in an E. ^ S. direction, and a third of a mile wide

from 3 fathoms to 3 fathoms. There are no marks for it. Its

northern edge is distant 3 miles from Caraquette Island, and its

east and west ends bear N.N.E. from the corresponding points

of the island. The points of cliflFat Great Anse and Donax Point

in one, bearing W. by N., lead through Fisherman Channel,
which however we have not examined very closely, and should not

in any case recommend to large vessels.

PoKEsuEDiE Shoal is an extensive flat of sand extending 2
miles to the northward and eastward from Pokesuedie Island, and
having only 6 or 7 feet water over the greater part of it. Cara-

quette steeple and the sandy S.E. extreme of Caraquette Island

in one, bearing W. i S., lead over its north point in 2 fathoms at

low water ; and if the steeple be kept half-way between the ex-

treme of the sandy point, and the extreme of the trees on the same
island, the north point of the shoal will be cleared in 4^ fathoms.

Caraquette Channel, between the Pokesuedie and Cara-

quette shoals, forms the entrance to the harbour of Caraquette

for a distance of 2^ miles, and has water enough for the largest

ships
; but it is crooked, and only 220 fathoms wide between very

steep shoals, and without sufficient leading marks : hence it be-

comes a very difficult channel, as before observed.

The Harbour of Caraquette may be said to commence
immediately within, or to the westward of Pokesuedie Island,

extending westward between the mainland and Caraquette Shoal
and Island. The Church of Caraquette will be seen stand-

ing conspicuously on the ridge nearly opposite to Point Miz-
zenette, and the houses and fish stores of Lower Caraquette

nearly opposite to the island. In the eastern part of the harbour
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immediately within Pokesuedie, tl.e depth is 5 and 6 fathoms; Cara,,.tte
and there is not less than 3* fathoms till we approach within half

^'*'*"'"'-

a mile of the S.E. point of the island. Between the island and the
mam the channel is only 120 fathoms wide and 2* deep; but
farther westward it increases to a quarter of a mile wide and 4*
fathoms deep, and is there sheltered by the Mizzenette Sands,
which dry at low water nearly across to the island. The bottom
18 of mud within the harbour, and of sand in the entrance, or Cara-
quette Channel. The Bay of Caraquette extends 4 or 5 miles to Cara^uette
the westward of Point Mizzenette, being all shoal water except

^''^•

the narrow channel of the harbour, and terminating in the two
shallow rivers, the South, and the North, in the mouths of which Soutk and
there are oyster-beds. The best watering-place is at a small

^°^'* «i^<^*'

8t,.am which descends the steep banks at Upper Caraquette near;>Er"^-
Jroint Bndeau.

tion?7l2^Tr"Tr^"^
''""' '"^ *'* '"^"""'"^ ^'- Erections.tions, observmg that winds from N.W. round by N. and E to Approaching

S. by E. are fair for going in. First. -In a vessel from the e..t/Z£U
jvard. Havmg brought the entrance of Miscou Harbour to bear
to the eastward of south, stand in towards it to 8 fathoms : then
run to the westward in that depth until the N.E extreme of the
trees of Shipp,gan Island opens to the southward of the S.W
extreme of Miscou Island, bearing S.E. If the weather be clear
Caraquette steeple will then be seen in one with the north extreme
of Caraquette Island bearing W.S.W. i W. From the position
just indicated steer S.W. i W., or for Point Blanchard, the P<«-„,
wooded north extreme of Pokesuedie Island, which you may or

^'«'«'*''«'-

may not be able to make out. as it is on with the mainland,
and distant 1 or 8 miles. However, keep the lead going, and
do not approach the great Flat of Shippigan nearer than 7
fathoms, and when you have run about 3* miles, you will bring
Point Marcelle. the wooded S.E.extreme ofPokesuedie Island, in one Pointwith Pokesuedie Point, which is the sandy east extreme of the

^«««'^'-
aame irfand. These points in one. bearing S. by W. | W., clear

f^;T™' "^ '^' ^^'PP'S^ ^^^*' '«^""« •* to the east-
wardatthe distance of half a mile. Steer for those points in one,

'

until Caraquette steeple comes in one with the S.E. extreme of
the trees of Caraquette Island, bearing W. * S. ; immediately after
which, or when the north extreme of Shippigan com«s in one with
the south extreme of Miscou, bearing E. i S., change the course

c2
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towards Point Blanchard bearing S.W. by W. | W.* When you

have run not quite If miles towards Point Blanchard, Shippigan

steeple will come in one with Point Pokesuedie, bearing south

;

and at the same lime, or immediately afterwords, Caraquette steeple

will be in one with the sandy S.E. extreme of Caraquette Island

bearing W. i S. You will now be within the entrance of the

Caraquette Channel, between Caraquette and Pokesuedie Shoals,

and must haul to the westward immediately for Caraquette

Steeple, keeping it carefully in one with the sandy S.E. extreme

of Caraquette Island, until the Windmill on Point Alexander

(Shippigan Island) comes in one with Pokesuedie Point, bear-

ing S.S.E. i E., when you must instantly change the course to

S.W. by W. i W. You are now about to pass through the nar-

rowest and most difficult part of the channel, and must pay strict

attention to the course, and have a lead going on both sides. If

you shoal your water to less than 4 fathoms, after you have run

upon the S.W. by W. i W. course from a quarter to half a mile,

it will be on the Pokesuedie side, and you must therefore sheer to

the northward a little, or into 5 fathoms, and then resume the

S.W. by W. i W. course again until Caraquette Steeple comes in one

with the cliff of Point Btideau, bearing W. i N. Change the course

again immediately the last-named marks come on, and steer for

them for 3-quarters of a mile, then sheer to the southward a little, so

that the steeple may be seen a little within and over the extremity

of the point, or in one with the store upon it : keep it so until

the cliffy points on the N.E. side of Caraquette Island are all shut

in behiud the east point of the island, and it will have led you

clear of the south extremity of the Caraquette Shoal. The vessel

will now be in safe anchorage, and a berth may be chosen at plea-

sure with the assistance of the chart, and in from 4 to 2^ fathoms

at low water. The tide rises from 3 to 6 feet, and its rate seldom

exceeds 1 mile per hour.

Large vessels IVom the westward should pass outside of Fisher-

man Ledge, not going to the southward into a less depth

than 6 fathoms at low water until Points Marcelle and Pokesuedie

come in one, bearing S. by W. | W. ; they should then haul

* In order that neither tide nor lee-way may set you out of the straight

course towards Point Blanchard, take care neither to open out nor to shut
in the trees or other object which you may select as a mark on the main-
land beyond the point.
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in npon those leading marks, and proceed as before directed. Caraquetu

A small vessel may pass through Fisherman Channel V^\Ae^ puheZan
by the leading marks, and the remarks which have been given Channti.

under the heads Caraquette Shoal, Mizzenette Ledge, and Fisher-

man Ledge. She need not run so far to the eastward as a large vessel,

but as soon as Shippigan Steeple comes on with Point Pokesuedie,

Waring south, she may haul in upon those leading marks, which
will take her over the tail of Caraquette Shoal in 3 fathoms; and as

soon as the Steeple of Caraquette comes in one with the sandy
S.E. extreme of Caraquette Island, bearing W. i S., she must
steer for them and proceed as before directed. A person ac-

quainted with the appearance of the objects given as leading

marks will find little difficulty, when the weather is favourable for

seeing them, in following out these directions. Perhaps Point Pnnt
Brideau will be the most difficult to make out, but it is very well

^"<'«»«-

described in the chart, and the conspicuous store upon it, and
the small bay on its east side, will assist in pointing it out to

strangers.

118. Shippigan Sound, formed by Pokesuedie Island and iht ^ippigtM

mainland on the west, and by Shippigan Island on the east, is a
'*^'^'

very extensive, place, as will be seen in the chart. On the

western side, within Pokouedie Island, is Simon Inlet, the best &»,«, /«/«<.

harbour in the Sound. Within its entrance, between Points
Marcelle and Brultf, the anchorage is perfectly land-locked, with
water sufficient and space enough for the largest ships. On the

opposite or Shippigan side are the bays of Alemek and Little

Alemek. The latter is a shallow place, but has good anchorage
off its mouth. The former, which is most to the southward, and by Alemek Bag.
far the largest bay of the two, is an excellent harbour with 3 and
4 fathoms water, and perfectly secure in all winds. There is a
church and village of Acadians at the head of this bay ; and'on
Point Alexander, its north point, stands the establishment of Mr. Point

Alexander, and the windmill referred to in the directions for

Caraquette. There is a bar of sand and mud extending across
the Sound from Point Alexander to Point Brule, which limits the
depth that can be carried into Alemek Bay to 2| fathoms; and
into Shippigan harbour to 2* fathoms at low water. On the main-
land, nearly opposite the soxith point of Alemek Bay, there is

a windmill on Point Bernache, the sandy north point of Basse Point
bay, which is small and shallow. On the south point of this bay, .^. Bernache.

quarters of a mile to the southward of the windmill just mentioned*

Alexander.
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stands the church and village of Shippigan ; and off them is the
harbour of Shippigan, a narrow channel from 2i to 4 fathoms
deep, and between shoals of mud and eel-grass nearly dry at low
water. This narrow channel continues 2* miles beyond the

church, terminating at Shippigan Gully, the southern entrance

of the Sound. The Gully is used by shallops and fishing-boats.

The tide is generally extremely rapid in it, and there is often a
heavy surf on its bar of sand, which dries in part at low water,

leaving a channel only 4 or 5 feet deep. The harbour of Shippigan
is perfectly secure in all winds, and it is there that the greater part

of the vessels, which have recently begun to visit the place for

timber, lie moored. The watering-place is at a small stream in

Basse Bay, a short distance to the westward of the church.

Shippigan Channel, leading into the Sound from the northward,
is still more difficult than Caraquette Channel. The water is deep,
but the passage is narrow and crooked, and without leading marks.
For 3 miles, the breadth of the channel between the Pokesuedie and
Shippigan Shoals, which are exceedingly steep, is only from a
quarter to a third of a mile. Three or four buoys j udiciously placed
would render the channel safe and easy, but without them it is

very difficult. In 1838 there was only one pilot, Mr. De Grasse
of Shippigan, capable of taking a large vessel in or out. The
whole distance from the great Flat to Shippigan Church is

nearly 9 miles, and the navigation is difficult all the way. No
directions, which I could give, would enable a stranger to take
a large vessel into the Sound without very considerable risk of
getting on shore ; biit a vessel not drawing more than 12 feet

may be taken in by the lead in fine weather, and with the assist-

ance of the Admiralty Chart, as follows :

Bring Point Marcelle and Pokesuedie in one, bearing
S. by W. i W., and steer for them. After passing the west end
of the Great Flat you will have from 9 to 7 fathoms in the

channel, decreasing the depth of water as you approach the
Pokesuedie and Caraquette shoals. As soon as you arrive at the
depth of 5 fathoms change your course to S. by E., or so as may
be necessary to follow the eastern side of the Pokesuedie shoal in
that depth, until Caraquette steeple is open clear to the southward
of the sandy S.E. extreme of Caraquette Island : you will then
have arrived at the entrance of the narrow part of the channel
between the Pokesuedie and Shippigan shoals, and, if the wind be
from the eastward, you had better haul over to the weather-side into
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5 fathoms, and follow that depth along the edge of the Shippigan Shippigan

shoals by the lead as before ; but, if the wind be from the west-
"

ward, follow the edge of the Pokesuedie shoal in the same

manner. The mode of proceeding which I have just recom-

mended would prevent a vessel from mistaking the side of the

channel which she might be on, and from which the greatest

danger of running on shore would arise. The depth of water in

the channel varies from 6 to 9, and, in one place, to 12 fathoms

over sandy bottom, but changing to clay and mud as you advance

into the Sound.

It wouli require a much longer experience than was afforded ^»<'«-

us by the few weeks employed in the survey to make us fully

acquainted with the set of the tides in the entrance of the

Caraquette and Shippigan Channels, where tbey doubtless change

with the time of tide and other circumstances. The rate of the

tides, however, seldom exceed a knot even in the channels, where,

of course, they are stronger than elsewhere. In Shippigan

harbour the stream was very regular in fine weather, running in

at the Gully, and to the northward, through the Sound, into the

Bay of Chaleur, from about half-ebb to half-flood by the shore,

and in the reverse direction, or to the southward, from about half-

flood to half-ebb. The time of high water on the full and change
days is at 3 hours 40 minutes, which is about an hour later than at

Caraquette and Paspebiac. The rise in ordinary spring-tides is

5i or 6 feet, and in neap-tides 3 feet.

Shippigan Flat is an extensive shoal of sandstone, thinly Shippigan

and partially covered with sand, and having in some parts
''^^*"*

not more than a fathom of water. It is the most northern of the

Shippigan shoals, and extends 2| miles off the north side of the

island, separating the channel leading to the harbours of Caraquette

and Shippigan from that which leads into Miscou harbour. The
marks which I have given for clearing this shoal to the westward

will be made out without diflBculty ; and there is good warning by
the lead all along its northern side, which may be safely ap-

proached to 6 fathoms in a large ship, and to 3 fathoms in a

small vessel.

119. Miscou Harbour, frequently called Little Shippigan by Miscou

the fishermen, lies between Miscou and Shippigan Islands,
'^'"'*''"'''

and just within the sandy spit at the S.W, extreme of Miscou,

where the space of deep water (from 4 to 6 fathoms), forming the
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harbour for large vessels, h 200 fathoms wide, and upwards of •
mile in length. The harbour for small craft is more e;iteBsive,
there being a considerably greater breadth with 2 and 2* fatboma
of depth, and also a namw channel extending eastward through
the flats of mnd and weeds to within a mile of Miseou Gaily,
which boats can only enter at high water. The bottom withh. the
harbour ,8 soft mud; in the channel, just outside the entrance,
Band; and between the shoals, farther out, sandstone. This
harbour is greatly frequented by the American fishermen, many
of whom must be better pUots for it than any other persons. The
Miscou Channel, leading to the harbour, between Shippigan Flat
and the Shippigan ahoals, on the S.W., and the Miscou Flats
on the N.E., is even still more difficult for a large vessel than the
Shippigan Channel, being in one part only 170 fathoms wide,
between shoals so steep that there is not the slightest warning by
the lead. In short, none other than small vessels should
attempt this harbour without having first buoyed the channel, or
secured the assistance of a competent pilot.

A vessel drawing 12 feet of water may however run in with
the assistance of the Admiralty Chart, and the following brief
directions .—If to the eastward of the harbour, cross the Miscou
Flats to the S.W., at the distance of 3 miles off shore, in not lee.
than 4 fathoms

: if to the westward, follow the northern edge of
the Shippigan Flat, in 4 or & fathoms. In either case open out
the N.E. extreme of the trees of Shippigan Island, just clear of
the S.W. extreme of the trees of Miscou Island, or keep the
former in one with the extreme of the sandy spit at the S.W. end
of Miscou Island, the latter being preferable if it can be made
out. These marks will bear a little to the eastward of SE. : steer
for them until you shoal to less than 4 fathoms, which will be on
a point of the Miscou Flats. Sheer to the S.W. for about a quarter
of a mile, or so as to deepen your water to 4 and 5 fathoms;
then steer S.E. i S., or for Pandora Point, a wooded extreme of
Shippigan, half a mile within Pecten Point, which is the sandy
south point of entrance of the harbour. In rumiing this course
you will cross a bay in the Miscou Flats in 4 and 5 fathoms : if
you deepen to more than the latter depth at low water, sheer to
the eastward, for the object is to keep on the Miscou and least
dangerous side of the channel ; and that will be effected without
UiflSculty by the lead, since there is 8 and 9 fathom, in the
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channel. After running a short mile towards Pandora Point, as Miaemt

just described, you will observe the points on the north side of
^'"'**"'"-

Shippigan come in one, bearing W.S.W. i W. ; and about the

same time a high sand-hill, on the sand-bars at the head of the

harbour, will come on with the high-water extreme of the sandy

spit of Miscou, bearing S.E. by E. i E. You will now have

arrived at the narrow part of the channel, and must follow the

edge of the Miscou Flats by the lead, in from 4 to 6 fathoms,

sheering to the eastward the instant you have more than the

latter, and to the westward when ynu have less than the former

depth. The general direction of your course will still be towards

Pandora Point, until the points on the S.E. shore of Miscou
within the harbour open out, bearing E.N.E. i E., when you
will be in safe anchorage, although outside the entrance. If,

however, you wish to proceed farther, you must haul up for the

high sand-hill on the sand-bars already mentioned, which will be
about E.S.E. i E.; and when within the sandy points, steer

about East, or for the Gully, for a short distance, choosing your
berth at pleasure.

We were not long enough at Miscou to collect much in- Tidet.
formation respecting the tides, but they appeared to set fairly in
and out of the harbour, at a rate seldom amounting to a knot.

It was high water at the full and change days at 3* hours, and
the rise was 5 feet in spring-tides, and 3 feet in neap-tides-

The 5-fathom8 edge of the Miscou Flats is fully 41 miles off to Mmu TTut,.
the N.W. of the S.W. point of Miscou, and there is not more
than 3 fathoms at the distance of 2^ miles from the same point.

These Flats, which are of sandstone, continue 4 or 5 miles to the

N.E. of the harbour; and near their northern termination there
is an opening in the trees which extends across the island, and which Deveitfut
has been mistaken by vessels, at night or in foggy weather, either ^api^thm

for the harbour or the Gully, according as they were west or east
^""^

of the island. The remainder of the shore is tolerably bold, with
steep sandy beaches, which surround the north end of the island,

where several stores and huts of the fishermen will ba seen
along the shore. The north point is distinguished by a green ^brM P«to^mound, or grassy sand-hill, and the shallow water does not ^»««<«'-

there extend to more than a third of a mile offshore ; but a sandy
shoal commences immediately to the eastward of the point, and
fronting the outlet of a small lagoon, where there are sevexa!
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SsAcii!"*
'^''''"^''*'*''""'"^ •*"''' «t«tche8oflF a mile to the N.-Eastward.
At that distance from the shore there are 3 fathoms, but it ii

more than 2* miles out to the 5 fathoms edge of the shoal.

About H miles round to the S.-Eastward from the north point
Birch Point, is Birch Point, a steep cliff of sandstone about 10 feet high, and

which will be easily recognized by the white birch-trees, which
are higher there than in any other parts near the shore. A reef of
stones and sand extends there half-a-mile out from the shore.
The soundings in the Chart will enable any one easily to avoid
the shoal off the north point, either by night or by day. There
is very good anchorage on either side of it; under the north
point in from 5 to 10 fathoms, in southerly winds, and off Birch
Point, in from 3^ to 6 fathoms, in westerly winds—the bottom
being of sand, which holds sufficiently well for offshore winds.

Mitcou Banks. The Miscou Banks extend about 22 miles to the eastward of
Miscou, as will be seen in the Chart, and the soundings upon
them will afford full and sufficient guidance for a vessel approach^
ing this part of the coast, as has been remarked in the first Article
of this Chapter. The shoalest part of the banks will be found
on an east line of bearing from Birch Point, whereon, for the first

6 miles off shore, there are only from 5* to 1 fathoms on a rocky
bottom

;
after which the water deepens rapidly, there being from

12 to 17 fathoms with red sand, rock, and shells for the next
9 miles, at the end of which it deepens to 20 fathoms ; 7 miles
farther, with depths between 20 and 30 fathoms, over red sand,
gravel, shells, and broken coral, brings us to the edge of the bank,
where the depth increases rapidly to above 40 fathoms, and the
soundings change to mud.

The northern edge of the banks, in 30 fathoms, is 7 or 8 miles
to the northward of the east line from Birch Point, and passes
the north point of Miscou, at the distance of 4 miles, into the Bay
of Chaleur, thus affording excellent guidance to vessels, as has
been already remarked. These banks continue to extend off the
coast to the southward, but with more regular soundings, and a
greater general depth than in the part to which the name of
Miscou Banks has been applied.
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CHAPTER XIV.

THK COAST OF NEW BRUNSWICK NORTH OF MIRAHICHI.

120. General Description of the Coast, from Miscou to Point Escumenae.
Pocmouche, Tracadie, and Tabisintac Rivers.—121. Miramichi Bay.
General Description of the Outer Bay. Negowac Sandbar and Gully!
Portage, Fox, and Huckleberry Islands. South Beacon. Point Escumenac,
its Beacon and Reef. Bar of Miramichi. Lump, and Spit, with their Buoys.
Horse-shoe Shoal, Bar of the Horse-shoe or Inner Bar, the Buoys of
the Horse-shoe. Tides. Directions for entering the Miramichi—
122. Inner Bay of Miramichi. Vin Island and Harbour. Black and Vin
Rivers. Napan River, Sheldrake Island. Bartiboque River. Oak Point
Beacon and Channel. Remarks and Directions from the Horse-shoe to
Sheldrake Island.— 123. The River Miramichi from Sheldrake Island to
Beaubere Island. Andrew and Leggat Shoals. Middle Island, Chatham,
Dougistown. NewcasUe and Nelsontown. Beaubere Island. Tides.
North-west and South-west Arms.

120. The course from the east side of Miscoa Island to the
beacon on Point Escumenac is S. W. by S., and the distance
from the north point of Miscou to the beacon is 58 miles.

The intermediate coast is low and wooded, with sand-bars and
beaches, often inclosing shallow lagoons, through which the rivers

discharge themselves into the sea. The entrances of these
lagoons and rivers through the sand-bar's are usually termed
Gullies along this coast. These gullies are generally diflScult of GhHim.
entrance, because of the shifting bars of sand off their mouths.
They all afford shelter to boats, and some of them to small craft,

but there is no harbour for shipping until we arrive at Miramichi.
There are no detached shoals along this coast, so that it may be
safely approached to 10 fathoms in the night-time, and to 6 or 5
fathoms in the day-time, and with the chart in hand. Neverthe-
less shoal water extends to a considerable distance from the shore
in several places, as for instance off the east side of Miscou,
whereat Wilson Point, 2* miles to the northward of Miscou Wilson Point
Gully, a sandy shoal extends a mile out to 3 fathoms, and 1| miles ""^ '^*'"''-
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to 5 fathoms at low water Off Miscou G.illv, 7 miles to the
southward of the north point of Miscoii. and mentioned ii, the
last chapter as only admitting boats at high water, the shoal
water extends g-thirds of a mile ; and 4 or 5 miles farther to the
southward, off the low sandstone cliffs of Shippigan Island, there
re rocky patches *ith little more than 2 fathoms upon them, and
nearly a mile offshore. Still farther to the southward, along the
coast of Shippigan Inland, an<l 6 miles to the northward of
Shippigan Gully, there is another similar patch at the same dis-
tance nearly from the shore.

Shippigan Guli.t, with its bar of sand, its rapid tide, and
dangerously heavy surf occasioned by easterly gales, has been
briefly mentioned in the last chapter, and is distant 22 miles
from the north point of Miacou. The bar of sand, which dries
in pari at low water, shifts in heavy gales ; but tiiere is generally
B channel 4 or 5 feet deep at low water, and the tide rises from
3 to 5 feet, according as it may be neap or spring tide. The
S-fatboms edge of the shoal water, outside the bar, is 2-tlur(Ig
of a mile offshore, after which the depth increases rapidly.

The passage over the bar and into this gully is difficult and
dangerous to strangers, but is continually nsed by the native
fishermen with their small schooner-rigged shallops.

'

PocMoucHE RivER, 5^ miles S.W. of Shippigan Gully, after
traversing a shallow aud estensive lagoon, enters the gulf by a
gully through the sand-bars about 100 fathoms wide. A shifting
bar of sand outside generally leaves a narrow channel, 4 or .5 feet
deep at low water, into the gully, and there is from 9 to 12 feet
for some distance within. The spring-tidea rise 5 feet, so that
large schooners can l>e taken in by a native pilot, and in fine
weather. On the south side of the entrance of the river from the
lagoon inland, and 1} miles N.W. by W. from the gully, there is
a church, village, and saw-mill. The inhabitants, 300 or 400 in
number, and principally of Acadian French and of Irish origin,

live by fishing, a very limited agriculture, and lumbering.

Green Point, which separates the lagoons of Poemouche and
Great Traeadie, and is 3* miles to the S.W. of Poemouche Gully,
has a rocky shoal extending off it S-quarters of a mile to 3
fathoms, and li miles to 5 fathoms at low water.

Tracadie River is somewhat larger, but in other re8i;ect»

similar to Poemouche. It has a church and village, in like
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maaner, on Ihe «outh side of its entrance from the lagoon

inland, and which can be seen over the sand-bars ; but the

church bears S.W. by W. 3t miles from the north and principal

gully, instead of N.W. by W., as at Pocmouche, which will help

to distinguish the one from the other. The North Gully of North GtMf.

Tracadie is H miles S.W. from Pocmouche Gully, and is at

present the principal entrance to the very extensive lagoon,

through which the river flows in a narrow channel between flats

of sand, mud, and weeds, the habitation of innumerable shell-f.sh.

There are several huts and stores at the entrance of this gully,

which is 150 fathoms wide at high water; but, like all the rest on

this coast, has a shifting bar of sand tiiF it, causing the depth,

breadth, and direction of the channel to vary so frequently in

heavy gales, as to render all instructions for entering it useless.

When our survey was made, in 1839, there were 6 or 7 feet over

the bar at low water, consequently 11 or 12 feet at high water,

spring-tides
; yet we were informed that there is often not more

than 8 or 9 feet in the highest tides. lu the entrance of the

gully, and sheltered by the bar outside, small vessels may lie

moored in from H to 3 fathoms water. There are 2 and 3 fathoms

in the channel of the river opposite the village, but that can only

be reached by passing through the lagoon, where the channel

in one part is so shallow that boats can only pass when the tide

is in.

The inhabitants of Tracadie are principally Acadians, who
live in the same way as those of Pocmouche : both rivers supply

a considerable quantity of pine timber and deals, which are

rafted alongshore to be shipped at Miramichi, and recently also

at Shippigan.

Two miles to the southward of the north gully is the Old Gully, Old Gully.

now nearly blocked up witii sand, but which was formerly the

principal entrance. South or Little Tracadie Gullt is SJ South Gully.

miles S.S.W. ^ W. from the north gully, and had 4^ feet

over its bar in the summer of 1839. The South Tracadie

River, which discharges its waters, after traversing a lagoon, by

this last-named gully into the sea, is separated from the North

Tracadie by a point of the mainland which approaches near the

sand bars, but still leaves a communication within them from the

one lagoon to the other. There are huts and fish-stores at the

entrance of this gully, and Acadian settlements at the entrance of
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the river. Within the sand-bars which enclose the lagoon, of
Tracadie, there is a perfectly sheltered boat or canoe nayiga-
tionfor 8 or 9 miles. Point Barreau separates the lagoons of
South Tracadie and Tabisintac. There is an entrance into this
last-named lag<K,n. called the Raft Gully, 7 miles from South
Tracadie Gully, but it is nearly blocked up with sand.
Tabisintac Gully, 6 miles to the southward and westward

of Raft Gully, is about 150 fathoms wide at high water, and
has a shifting bar of sand, over which 6 or "7 feet couxd be
carried at low water when our survey was made, and consequently
11 or 12 feet at high water in spring tides. The entrance of the
Tabisintac River from the lagoon inland is 3 miles to the north-
ward of the gully, and can be seen over the sand-bars. There is
plenty of water in this river when once over the bar: 2 and 3
fathoms is the depth in the channel through the lagoon, and
there is as much as 4 and 5 fathoms in some parts of the river •

but the channel is too narrow and intricate for anything larger
than boats or very small vessels. The tide flows 10 miles up
thisnver, through an undulating country, and occasionally between
steep banks of sandstone, which rise to about 100 feet above
the sea. There are settlements on either shore, consisting prin-
cpally of Scotch families; and there is a Presbyterian church
on the south bank, 1* miles up from the lagoon. Salmon are
taken m considerable quantities in the Tabisintac. There are
lobsters, oysters, and other shell-fish in the lagoon ; and cod-fish
come in upon the coast eariy in the season, and are fished for
upon a small scale.

W^ w* f^^I'"^;
*^' """"'^ ^"'°* "^ ^'^"^'^^ Bay, bears

W.S.W. 1| miles from Tabisintac Gully : it is low and swampy.
with steep and black peaty banks ; and there is a communication
round It for boats within the sand-bars, from Tabisintac lagoon
into the inner bay of Miramichi.

121. Miramichi Bay is nearly 14 miles wide from the sand-bars
off Pmnt Blackland to Point Escumenac beacon, and 6* miles
deep from that line across its mouth to the main entrance of the
Miramichi, between Portage and Fox Islands. The bay is
formed by a semicircular range of low sandy islands, between
which there are three small passages and one main or ship chan-
nel, leading into the inner bay or estuary of the Miramichi. Ifwe continue our description of the coast to the S.W., the first of
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the islands in Miramichi Bay will be the Neoowac Sand-bar,

which, together with several smaller sand-bars lying off Point

Blackland, form the shore for 4 miles to the W.S.W. from
Tabisintac Gully, The Negowac Gully, between the sand-bar

of the same name and a small one to the S.W., is 280 fathoms

wide and 3 fathoms deep ; but a sandy bar, of the usual mutable
character, lies off it nearly a mile to the S.S.E., and had about 9
feet over it at low water at the time of our survey. \/ithin the

gully a very narrow channel, only fit for boats or very small craft,

leads westward up the inner bdy. The shoal water extends li
miles off this gully, but there is excellent warning by the lead

here, and everywhere in this bay, as will be seen by the chart.

Shoals, nearly dry at low water, extend from the Negowac Gully

to Portage Island, a distance of U miles to the S.W. Portage
Island is 4 miles long in a S.W. by S. direction ; narrow, low,

and partially wooded with small spruce trees and bushes. The
ship channel between this island and Fox Island is 1* miles

wide.

Fox Island, 3f miles long, in a S.S.E. direction, is narrow

and partially wooded : like Portage Island, it is formed of parallel

ranges of sand hills, which contain imbedded drift timber, and

have evidently been thrown up by the sea in the course of ages.

These islands are merely sand-bars on a large scale, and no-

where rise higher than 50 feet above the sea. They are incapable

of agricultural cultivation, but yet they abound in plants and

shrubs suited to such a locality, and in wild fruits, such as the

blueberry, strawberry, and raspberry. Wild fowl of various

kinds are also plentiful in their season, and so also are salmon,

which are taken in nets and weirs along the beaches outside the

island as well as in the gullies.

The next and last of these islands is Huckleberry Island,

which is nearly H miles long, in a S.E. direction. Fox Gully,
between Huckleberry and Fox Islands, is about 150 fathoms wide

at high water, and from 2 to 2i fathoms 'leep, but there is a bar

outside with 7 feet at low water. Huckleberry Gully, between

the island of the same name and the mainland, is about 200

fathoms wide, but is not quite so deep as Fox Gully. They are

both only fit for boats or very small craft; and the channels

leading from them to the westward, up a bay of the main within

Huckleberry Island, or across to the French river and village
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(where there is a woodea church not easily distinguished fwm a
barn), are narrow and intricate, between flats of sand, mud, and
eel-grass, and with only water enough for boats. Six and a quarter
miles from the Huckleberry Gully, ala„g the low shore of the
mainland, .nan E.S.E. i E. direction, brings us to the beacon
at Pomt Escumenac, and completes the circuit of the bay
Rather more than a mile from Huckleberry Gully, towards Point
Escumenac. stands the South Beacon, which is large and white,
and has a white roofed barn behind it, the two objects having
been mtended to lead in the best water over the bar ; but they
are too close together, and do not answer the purpose. There are
houses, where some of the pilots reside, for two miles along the
shore to the eastward of the south beacon.

Point Esccmknac, the S.E. point of Miramichi Bay, is of
peat, upon a very low sandstone cliff, and is wooded with spruce-
trees, which form a dark ground for the lofty white beacon,* render-
ing It so conspicuous that it can be seen at times from a distance
of 13 or 14 miles. It is so difficult, especially for a stranger, to
distinguish one point of this low coast from another, that this
beacon is very useful to vessels bound to Miramichi, and making
the land from sea. It also points out the position of the very
dangerous Escumenac Rkek, which extends 2 miles out to the
N.E. from the beacon to the S-fathoms mark, and 2* miles to

5 fathoms at low water. In the night-time vessels should not
stand nearer to this reef than 10 fathoms.
The Bar of Miramichi commences from the S.E. end of

Portage Island, and extends across the main entrance, and parallel
to Fox Island, nearly 6 miles in a S.E. by S. direction. It con-
sists of sand, and has not more than a foot or two of water over
It in some parts, at low spring-tides. Near Portage Island there
IS water enough over it for small vessels, and there is a still
deeper part near its S.E. end, where 13 or 14 feet could be car-
ried over at the time of our survey; but heavy gales doubtless
alter the disposition of the sand on this bar, although they are
said not to have altered the ship channel within the memory of
any of the pilots. The S.E. extreme of the bar will be cleared by
keeping the church at French Village in the centre of Fox Gully
bearing W. * S.; and the church in one with the high water

WW*?" J«»'"'»
''" been since replaced by a light-house of wood, paintedwhite, and showing . iixed light 65 feet above the sea. at high water
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and jRed Buov^

south point of Fox Island, bearing W. by S., will lead over the Miramichi
S.E. end of the bar in 2| fathoms, but very close to 2 fathoms. ^'•^•

The church will not be easily made out by strangers, being a
wooden building, only distinguished from the barns near it by a
belfry. A Black Buoy is moored in 3 fathoms at low water on Black Buog.
the inner or S.W. extreme of the bar, and must therefore be left

to the eastward, or on the right, going in. About a mile N.N.W.
from this black buoy there is a Red Buoy moored in the same
depth of water on the Lump, which is a shoal with 2 fathoms Lump Shoal
least water on the W. side of the channel. There is no passage

""'' ^*
"

"

for large vessels between the Lump and Fox Island, but there
are holes with 4 fathoms water, and a channel of 2* fathoms
at low water, which might be rendered available by buoying
if it were requisite, but which is too narrow and intricate
without such assistance. In its present state, therefore, and for
large vessels, the whole of this part may be considered as one
shoal, extending IJ miles out to the eastward, from the shore of
Fox Island to the red buoy of the Lump; and, thus overlapping
the S.W. point of the bar, where the black buoy is placed, it

renders the channel crooked and difficult. The narrowest and
shallowest part of the channel, until we come to the bar of the
Horse-shoe, which will be presently mentioned, is in the line
from the black buoy to the S.E. end of Fox Island, being less

than half a mile wide, with 3J fathoms at low water in ordinary
spring-tides. In heavy easteriy gales in the fall of the year,
especially during the ebb-tide, there is a dangerous and heavy-
breaking sea here, which has in several instances proved fatal
to vessels, rendering them unmanageable, so that they have been
cast ashore on the islands.

Within the Red Buoy of the Lump, which must be left to the
westward, the channel is clear and straight, about 500 fathoms Clear Chan-
wide, and from 4 to 7 fathoms deep all the way to another Red '•"^•

Buoy on the same side of the channel, and moored in 4^ fathoms
and 70 fathoms from the edge of the shoal. This is the Red Buoy Spit and Red
of the Spit, a sandy shoal, with only a few feet of water upon it

^'"^^

extending half a mile from Fox Island. The course and distance'
from the Red Buoy of the Lump to the Red Buoy of the Spit
» N.W. I N. 3 miles. Both the Lump and Spit are steep
shoals, but between them a vessel may run along, or even work
on the S.W. side of the channel in 4 or 3 fathoms by the lead.

ST. L. 2.
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On the opposite or N.E. side of the channel the bar is extremely

Burnt Church village (on the North side of the bay) just openothe S^. of Portage Island, bearing N.W. | N^M neZ
certain (smce another house may be built,) nor readily distin-
guished by a stranger. The shoal of the Spit trends due west,
not quite a mile from the Red Buoy towards the north point of Fox

Ont: N Tk
''"' "'''" '^^"''^^"^y ''' ^^'^°- off^l^ore.

on tie TST """ '^'""' ^"" ^"^"^— -" ^ -enon the sandhills, the one red and the other white : these kept inone and bearing S.E. | E.. lead in the deepest water, from 2i to
2* fathoms, to the outer Red Buoy of the Horse Shoe.
The Horse-shoe Shoal consists of sand and gravel, with 3 feet

least water and not more than a fathom over many parts of
It. It IS of great extent, being 3 miles long North and South,
and 2i miles wide. The N.E. extreme of the Horse-shoe is ueari;
joined to the shoals of Portage Island, there being only a narrow
and intricate channel left which is never used. There is a good
anchorage m 4 or 5 fathoms between the Horse-shoe and the South
end of Portage Wand, where vessels which draw too much water
to cross the inner bar may safely anchor during the summer
months. To the Southward the Horse-shoe is separated from
the shoal, which connects together Fox, Egg, and Vin Islands, by
the very narrow ship channel which in one part is only 180
f^homs wide, and 2^ fathoms deep. This is called the Hohsk-SHOE Bah, or Inner Bar, over which 18 feet of water can be
carried m ordinary spring-tides. The south side of the Horse-
«hoe IS marked by three Red Buoys, and one Black BuoyThe outer or easternmost buoy has been already mentioned
«« lying in one with the two beacons on Fox Island. The othertwo red buoys bear W. by S. from it, the whole three lying
.n a line m the space of half a mile. The black buoy lie!on the S.W. extreme of the Horse-shoe, and bears S.W. byW ^ W
two-thirds of a mile from the westernmost red buoy. These
buoys must be all left to the northward, the best water beingwithm the distance of half a cable from them. Near the blackbuoy ,s the usual place where vessels bound to sea anchor to wait
for a wmd, or for a high tide to cross the Inner Bar. The S.E. point
of the Horse-shoe extends 350 fathoms farther out to the eastward
than Its outer red buoy; and there is moreover a Patch, or mound
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S.E. po nt of the Horse-shoe to the S.E, so as to narrow the
^-

navigable channel between it and Fo. Island to a third of a mileThe use of the two small beacons on the North point of FoxWand .s to enable a vessel to avoid that mound, which renders
the passage of the Horse-shoe Bar so difficult for a large vessel •

but I believe there is as deep, and a more direct, although a veryna„owchanne to the northward of the mound, and whfch wouM

Pntr«„
JWiram.cbi. The flood draws in towards theentrance as mto a funnel, coming both from the N.E. and S.E

L afhJw Tf *''• ^''P ^'""^^ "* *^« -*« «f ''bout Hknots at the black buoy, increasing to 2 or 2i knots in strong
«pnng-t.des between Portage and Fox Islands, whereTi!

dHh '''"'° °' *'^ '"«y« «f ^'^^ Horse-shoe,
although some part of it flows to the northward betweenhat shoal and Portage Island. The ebb sets out inTh
opposite direction, being strongest at the buoys of the Horse-shleand m the entrance between Fox and Portage Islands where in

8 said to be still stronger when the waters are high in the

^^l^z ''' "' '' ^^^ ^-- --^ - --d
The winds affected the tides very considerably, an^J. togetherw.h the smaUness of the rise, rendered it extremely difficu tmake correct deductions from a number of observations so 1 m tedas those which we were abletoobtain. The easterly winds alwasmake high tides, and sometimes cause the neap to be higher thanthe spring fdes. The time of high water on the full and changedays a the S.W. end of Vin Island was observed tora!about 51 hours, and the pilots say that it is at about 5 hours on

the bar The rise of an ordinary spring-tide is 5 feet, and of

Th le"b /"!
''' '''' '' '' ^" *^-« - --^«- thatwe have observed neap-Udes which did not rise above a footand sprmg-tide. not above 2 feet. It must also be remarked that'

u2
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the ..„ tides rose higher, in general by 2 feet, tnan the p.m. tides.

itinTtW '"^"^' ^'•^" """^ ^' '-' - ^PP--^^^ °^

The Bar of Miramichi should never be attempted by a large

Branch PUot .f one can be procured. The Miramichi Pilots aren general well qualified, and will generally be found cruizing inml schooners off Point Escumenac. or will come off to anyV ssel wh:ch may heave in sight ; but in case of emergency, andno pdot at hand, proceed as follows : ob- :-v.:.g £,,, Lt i you
have made the beacon on Point Escu. ate in the day torun m before dark, you must stand . . ,cl on till davlight.

,
commg 3nto no less than 12 fathoms of water, especially wk an
easterly wind.

mr^jonsfor If Fox GuHy can be made out. bring it to bear nothing to the
sou hward of W. • S., and look out for the church at French
Village, which kept in the centre of the guUy will lead you about

bar. But the gully and church would both be difficult to makeo«t by strangers; therefore a safer and better plan is to bringhe Escumenac beacon to bear south : stand in towards it to 5fa^oms, and then run alongshore to the westward in that depth,
^hich wi

1 conduct you to within a short distance of the black
buoy. That buoy lies in 3 fathoms at low water, with the south
beacon bearing S. by E. | E., and the S.E. extreme of Fox
sland W S.W. ^ W. Pass close to the westward o^the bll^k

buoy, and steer from it so as to pass about half a cable's length tohe eastward of the red buoy of the Lump, which you will s ebeanng N.N.W.. and distant less than a mSe from theId1 ^Being up to the red buoy of the Lump, steer N.W. | N.. or so as
to pass close to the eastward of the red buoy of the Spit. The dis-

_

tance from the one buoy to the other is 3 miles; and if theweather be so hazy that you cannot at first see the last-named
buoy, run along the S.W. side of the channel in 4 fathoms by thelead un .1 you do. Leave the red buoy of the spit close on you
left, and s eer W. by N. from it, or towards the easternmost Jdbuoy of the Horse-shoe, for a little more than half a mile or
until the west ends of Egg Island and Fox Island come in onebeanng S.W. • S. Then change the course to W.S W or t„
wards the N.W. point of Vi„ Island, which steer for, passing the'
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north point of Pox Island at the distance of 200 of 300 fathoms ^f • .

until the two small beacons upon it come in one, hearing SeTe ^-
Then haul up instantly to the N.W. so as to keep the beacons in

^'"^'"•

one, until you are within the distance of half a cable from the
easternmost red buoy of the Horse-shoe, when bear up smartly
taking care not to get to the northward of the linejoining the buoys'
and leaving them all to the northward of you at the distance of about'
iialt a cable. The course past the three red buoys will be W. by S
and the soundings from 2i to 3^ fathoms at low wafer ordinary'
spring-tides. From the westernmost red buoy to the black buoy the
course will be S.W. by W. * W., and the depth between 3 and 4
fathoms muddy bottom. The vessel may be safely anchored near
the black buoy, or proceed farther with the assistance of the
Admiralty chart, and the directions in the nex. article

about 13 miles long from its entrance at Fox Island to Sheldrake ^'•'"»«««.

Island (where the river may properly be said to commence), and
7 or 8 miles wide. The depth of water across the bay is
sufficient for the largest vessels that can cross the inner bar, being

bottom

°°"' ** '""^ ^''^" '° ""^'""^ spring-tides, with muddy

On the Boutherj. side of the bay are Eoo and Vzn Wands: 2J,,/,w.
the farst small, low, and swampy, the other much larger

^'" ^*^'«'-

being 2i miles long, and for the most part thickly wooded!

v^lWll^^ °^ "^^ "^'" ^'^"°*^ '' ^'''«"* "^*^'y 4* miles.
W.b.W. |.Tl^., from the north point of Fox Island; and round
|t and tJ^andy S.W. point is Vin Harbour, perfectly shel- VinHartour.
tered from all winds, and with plenty of water for the largest
ships. A pilot will readily be procured to take a ship into this
harbour, or the intelligent seaman may do wituout one, with the
assistance of the Admiralty Chart, as follows :-Steer W.S.W. Direction.
from the black buoy of the Horse-shoe for about 3 miles, and then
to the southward round the west end of Vin Island, at a distance
not less than 3-quarter8 of a mile, until the sandy points on the
south side of the island open, bearing E. | N. Steer for them,
keeping them just open, and, on approaching the sandy S.W.'

'

point of the island, sheer to the southward sufficiently to give it a
'

berth of from 50 to 100 fathoms as you pass round it into the
harbour. Do not go to the southward of the line joining the
sandy points of the harbour, or you will be on Fhore on the sandy
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it 5 miles to the eas'^'ard. The east end of the Middle Gro..nH lu^.r
will be cleared by .. .pi„g the point of French Riv^en ^t ^-^.
eastward of Via Island, bearing S.E. The ship-channel ibetween the Middle Ground and the north shore of the bay

Immediately to the westward of Point Cheval is the hallow m „Napan Bay and Ri.r. which boats can ascend for several ml S'^.^
or as ar as the t,de reaches. Above th.t point the river. Z2
;s small runs through a fertile and well-cultivated valley ,1 d-ing westward ,n rear of the town of Chatham.
Sheldrake Island lies off Napan Point nf t},«. ^-

he pl.ce „ . ,w.„p, and the m«.,„i,.e. ta„„„en.ble. The"lend » . .h,rd of . „U= long b, . ,n«„ „, „ „„, ^,^
™

» |ep.,. ed trora .he Berth .ho,, b, . channel half-a-n, l".
.off .h,. „l.„d ,„ ever, direeUon,_westw.,d to B.rtiboq„.
letad, .„d eastward to 0.k Poht. I, .,.„ ,„,,p, „^, J Jn ""t"""*?'"-

"^ -» '-« o-'y a very 'arrow cWe
•way to the eaMward pa.1 Point Cheval, form, the Middle Gromd

«ndypo,„t.,,,h,ri of a mile apart, with , cove between them
"'™"'-

and about, mil. W.S.W. of Sheldrake Wand. The entrantof M,r.m,ch. River i. 3-,„arte„ of a mile wide between the epo,nto and Moody Point, which ha. a .maU IndUn chur:!: ^.
«.^d,.Aee..tpo,ntofent,.„ce of Bartiboque River, . mil.N.W. by W. 1 W. from Sheldrake Wand.

*"">»<l"sRivEKi.3-,uarter.ofamnewideattheentr.nce » „».between Maleoln, and Moody Point., but contract. .^ 5„tZr; ^1^
. .hort d«.nce within, where a wo«,e„ bridge ha. been thtoZ
.cr™..,nceour.urvey. Bartiboque Wand lie. in the entrance „ ,^of the ,,ver, and h.. ...ep bank, or clay cliff, on every aide, .„d

^-^^
"nearly jomed to the .here to the northward by a .andy .pi,.The narrow channel iato the nver pa.,e. cloae to the e... end „fthe ..land, „d ,. not more than 4 feet deep at low water. Onem.le an a half above Murdoch Point, and on the ..me, o, .outh"de of the nver, ,. P„i„, g, Andrew, .howi„, .. ,hc' .«,.„.
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of the land from Sheldrake Island. Both these point, were
wooded at the time of our survey in 1837. and used a« leadinir
marks, as will be presently mentioned.

Returning back to the eastwa.d, along the north shore, the first
po.nt requiring notice is Oak Point, nearly opposite PointCheva

,
and distant from it 2 miles to the N.N.E. The easternpar of th,s point has dark-coloured sandstone clifTs, about uZ

h._gh and formmg an extreme point, it is used as a leading markwith the beacon that stands on the shore of the bay at the dis
tanceof2.thirds of a mile from it N.E. , E. ^L beacon

.'

lofy.large and white, and shows so conspicuously on the dark

?:^riii::r^'°°^^'"^^
GRANnooN IsLANn. low and marshy, and difficult to distinguishrom the mam land till very near, is distant 2^ miles. E.N.eTefrom Oak Po.nt; and 3i miles N. by E. from ^int WsFarther eastward, along the northern shore of the inner b^ya^Burnt Church and the Indian Village, and small river T; thesame name; also Hay Island, and the Acadian villages of Uppeand Lower Negowac. inhabited by fishermen and farmers andhaving exce^^ent oysters in their vicinity. The situation f hose

P aces will be seen in the Chart ; and as they lie out of the nof the ship-navigation. they will require no further notice herethan to remark that there is a clear channel, from 3* to 2J fl h mseep. to the northward of the Horse-shoe and the shL ofWsland as far north-eastward as Hay Island, where a narr w ch^!ne, eads out to sea through the Negowac Gully («ee Art. 121)The following remarks will describe the Oak channel, and inc uded.rec ions for taking a vessel up to Sheldrake Island. Bein. aboua cable's length to the westward of the black buoy of t e Ho's

Island takmg care not to shut the point of French River inbehmd the East end of Vin Island, until you open out the sou hextreme of the trees on the North side of the entrance of Napa,

W.S.W. If you cannot make out the last-named marks, nevermmd them. b„t sin.ply run from the black buoy 4 miles N.W bvWor towards the East end of Grandoon Island. You wiil haTe'fromSi to 21 fathoms, at low water in ordinarv ^pring-tLes
as you crcs the bay; and will have the least wate a. you pa;;
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the east end of the middle ground, deepening again to Oak Chamul.
3 or 31 fathoms when you arrive at the channel, which will be
when you have run the 4 miles N.W. by W. The east end of
Grandoon Island should now be right ahead, at the distance of
H miles; and you must remember that the shoal water extends
a full half mile out from the island, which is sandy and covered
with grass, and 4-fifths of a mile long. You will have no occasion
to approach the island nearer than 3-quarter8 of a mile in passing
towards Grandoon Buoy, which you will see at the distance of 2* Grandoon
miles to the westward, after you have run the 4 milesN.W byW '^"''^•

as directed. The buoy lies in 3 fathoms on the north side of the
channel, and at the extremity of the shoal which extends a long

Z^I^\!T '^" "'^''^ ^''''''' ^""S '^' ^"«y t« bear
V.S.W.iW. and steer for it; and you will have from 2*

to 3i fathoms at low water, in a channel half a mile wide, until
you are up to the buoy, which has 4| fathoms close to the south-
ward. Pass to the southward of the buoy at any distance not
exceeding 100 fathoms, and you wiU see the extreme of the trees
on Point St. Andrew just open to the northward of the trees on
Sheldrake Island, bearing W. i S.; keep them so as you run
to the westward in a channel 2-third8 of a mile wide, and from
2* to 6 fathoms deep, until the white beacon becomes only just
open to the eastward of the cliffs of Oak Point, bearing N E | E
Take care not to bring the beacon in one with the cliffs, or you
will be on shore

;
but begin to edge away to the S.W„ as soon

as you perceive the marks coming nearly on. Steer S.W. f W
or so as to keep the beacon just open of the cliffs, and after you
have run U miles, those marks will have led you up to the
Buoy of the Narrows, between the Sheldrake and Napan shoals. ^,^.Ihe buoy hes m 3 fathoms on the north side of Sheldrake Chan- ^^T
nel. which is there only 160 fathoms wide, and 9* fathoms deep. cl'ZtThe ebb-tide runs there at the rate of 3 miles per hour, and tZ
perhaps stronger at times when the waters are high, as for in-
stance in the spring of the year. Pass close to the southward
of the Buoy of the Narrows, steering W. by S. for about 2 cables'
length past the buoy, when you will see the extreme of the trees
of Point St. Andrew, come nearly in one with those of Murdoch
Point, bearing W. by N Keep the trees of Point St Andrew
just open, rmining about half a mile towards them, or until
the middle of Sheldrake Island bears North: then haul up

I
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N.W. by W. * W. for Sheldrake Buoy, which you will ,ee .tthe d..ta„co of a n.ile in that direction. That buoy i. placed in
3 fathom, on the S.W. nide of the Sheldrake Shoals

'
bearing

the southward of it, at the distance of half a cable, and after con-Un«.ng your course for half a mile, you may anchor in 4 fathom,
at low water, over muddy bottom, and nearly midway between
Murdoch Point and the East end of Bartiboq'ue Island. Syou wdl be well sheltered by Sheldrake Island and it. shoal,from the easterly wind. ; and may water at Moody Point
or at any of the brooks which descend the steep bank, to the'

eTctd?;?"?'"
«'-• The rate of th'e tide, .eldoj

exceed 2 knots at this anchorage.

Sl,!w^' JT, ^Z"*"^''"'
^""•^ °»»y be .aid to commence atSheldrake Island; for below that point the Inner Bay, with it.ow and widely recedmg shores, bears no resemblance to a river

It IS 3-quarter. of a mile wide at Murdoch Point, and half amde at Po.nt St. Andrews, a breadth which it retain, nearly al
the way to Chatham. At its entrance, the country begin, to rise
into gentle undulations, terminating in steep banks and cliffsTf

the rtrtf :r^ ^'^^^ ^"^^ *^^ '^^^^^ «^ ^^ ^eet abovethenver. The settlements too increase in number and extentand soon become continuous on either side. In the vicinity ofthe towns of Chatham. Dougla.town, and Newcastle there aremany p„tty buildings
; and the country is by no means devoid obeauty, a though the dead and half-burnt stems of the large pine-

trees. stUl standing out from among the young growth of Lhtgreen poplars, give a desolate appearance to the background in therear o the settlements, and remain a gloomy record ofthe terriSe
calamity which they commemorate,-the great fire of 182.5. Therockswbchappear on the bank, of the river are sandstones belong,
ing to the coal formation, the vegetable organic remains of whichare frequently met with in veins containing bituminous coa. Th nseams, or veins of coal of good quality have been met with butno as yet in such quantities as to be worth the working. Thsod « deep; and although light and friable, seems sufficiently
fertile for almost every agricultural purpose. Agriculture is nothowever, the principal pursuit of the inhabitants, the majority ofwhom are engaged in occupation, more or less connected with the
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timber trade. Fanning i. n«verthele»» carried on .ucce«ft.Ily. J=-Wm...
•nd to a greater extent every year. The .almon and gaapereaux
(or ale-wiveO fi.herie. are also extensively prowcuted in their
.ea.ons; and the cod-fishing, on banks in the Gulf at the distance
of only a few hours' sail, lie open to the enterprise of the pe. ,,Ie ofM.ram h.. whenever it may suit their interests or their humour
to leave ,t no longer almost exclusively to the American fishermen.
Wntten directions will not much avail above Sheldrake Island. Erection,

not only on account of the contracted nature of the navigation, bu "sturakealso because t ere are few leading marks of a permanent nature
which could be certainly recognized by a stranger. Direction
too are not so requisite for this inland navigation, for which there

'

are abundance of well-qualified pilots. I shall therefore merelypomt out the direction and n«nire of the main channel, noticing
b efly the dangers to be avoided, and the most remarkable fea
tures and objects on either side as we proceed up the river.

Vessels having arrived at Sheldrake Buoy on the S W extre^Uyonhe Sheldrake Xsland shoals. shouJsteer . ^'^mlta

ks th n 3* f thorn.
;
or to the Northward «, far as to c™.s the deep

Pot T ' T"^'' " '' "'"' ^" ^'''^ P-"* »'«J>-«^ MoodyPent, until they are half a mile above the entrance of the Barti!Hue. They will thus avoid the Andhkw Banks lyin^ fn th. . .nuddle of the river, with 10 or 11 feet least water 'a 'dal t a
^"»^

which lies 120 fathoms off Malcolm Point. Be ng mo thanhalf a mile above the Bartiboque. they must sheer in'towal « S""
Tuh theTi" :

'"''"" ^'""' °" ^^^'y P-*- -onwith the chffs on the south side of Bartiboque Island, bearing
1.. i N.

;
and then keeping the church just in sight, it will leadup in the deep water, and within a cable's length If he shor^^ „scnne^^places. to the buoy at the N.W. extrL of the C^

.»d ..her l„„ber,edging „p.„,k,„. The ..„. „„JT '.L :«nde, .he depU, „„ce„ai„ .„ ,he „„fl„.rf „„b„,. .J "'^
*ere ,. . „,de, ch„„e,), wi.h how ™„ch „„.h I c.„„o. / th"

«
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channel at the buoy on the N.W. eztreme of th. Leggat shoals «
5 fathoms deep, and nearly a cable's length wide, between the
leggat shoals and a shoal bank which extends off the north shoreOn the point of this shoal off the north shore there is another
buoy, which will be seen at the distance of a quarter of a mileW.S W. i W. from the former. Vessels must pass close to the
northward of the first of these buoys, and close to the south-
ward of the second, which is 2 miles above the Bartiboque Eiver.

1 ^^Z "t'^'"
"^ ^""^^'^ '^'''^' ^'"^ "^^ ^"«y« '««t mentioned

to Middle Island, which, together with its shoal, confines the
«h.p.channel to the north side of the river, where the shore is
BO bold that there are 7 or 8 fathoms close to the sar.\tone cliffs
untdwecome to Gilmour MiUs and Cove, nearly op,,osite the
west end of Middle Island.

Middle Island is rather smaUer than Sheldrake Island, from
which It is distant 5* mUes; and there is no channel to the
southward of it at low water. There is nothing in the way of
vessels from Gilmour Mill to the wharfs at Chatham.
Chatham, the principal town on the Miramichi. and contain-

mg. at a rough estimate, about 1500 inhabitants, commences half
a mde above Middle Island, and extends along the south shore for
li miles to the westward. It is conveniently situated for shipping
havmg deep water (6 to 8 fathoms) close to its wharfs. It is a
Btragghng, but rapidly increasing town, having some good houses,
and an English Episcopalian, a Presbyterian, and a Roman Catholic
Church, besides two other chapels or places of worship belongine
to the Wesleyans and Antiburghers. These buildings are all of
wood, neatly painted and finished, and together with the steam
saw and grist mill of the Messrs. Cunard form the most remark-
able objects.

DouGLASTowN, OH the Opposite or northern shore about H miles
above Chatham, is a much .mailer place, containing about 400
inhabitants. It is prettily situated on a rising ground, and ha,
sufficient water at its wharfs for the largest vessels. The most
remarkable building is the Marine Hospital, built of stone Mr
Abram's ship-building establishment is IJ miles above Douglas-

"

town, on the same side of the river; and opposite to it on the
south shore is the English Episcopalian Church of St Paul
Newcastle, li miles farther up the river, and on the "rorth
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shore, is the County Town ; containing the Cdurt-house and JaU, a Newcattk.

Presbyterian Church, a Wesleyan Chapel, and some few other

good buildings. The number of inhabitants I should estimate at

somewhat less than a thousand. Standing on an acclivity which
rises to the height of 100 feet at a quarter of a mile from the

river, and commanding a view over the lower ground westward
and southward to Beaubere Island, and Nelsontown,. and down
the river to Chatham, a distance of nearly five miles, its situation

is as beautiful as could have been selected, while at the same
time it is not unfavourable for mercantile purposes, the channel
of the river opposite to it being a third of a mile wide, clear of
shoals, and 6 or 7 fathoms deep close to the wharfs of the town.
Nelsontown, the last village within the navigable waters of NeUontown.

the Miramichi, is a straggling place with 200 or 300 inhabitan*^
principaUy of Irish origin, and possessing a large wooden Roman
Catholic Church

: it stands on the south shore, opposite the east
end of Beaubere Island, and a mile above Newcastle.
Beaubere Island is U miles long, and a quarter of a mile Beaubere

wide. It is a pretty island, having steep clay banks, based on
^''^'^•

sandstone, and rising to about 20 feet above the river. On its

east end there was formerly a ship-bmlding establishment beJong-
ing to Messrs. Fraser & Co.

The Miramichi is easily navigable to this point by any vessels
that can cross the bar of the Horse-shoe. There are some parts
of the channel above Chatham where there are only 2i fathoms,
and which would have to be avoided by a large vessel at low
water

;
but there is only one detached shoal, which has 9 feet least wriahf

water, and lies less than halfway across from the south shore Sh^
between Mr. Wright's and Mr. Peter's houses, the former being
the Collector of Customs.

The usual average rate of the ebb-tide is 2 knois, and the „.
flood 1 knot in this part of the river. The ebb in some places
runs 2i knots, and in the spring of the year is said to be still
stronger. It is high water on the full and change days at Beaubere
Island at 6* hours; and the rise in ordinary spring-tides is 6
feet, and in neap-tides 4 feet. In July and August, when ou
observations were made, exceptifig for 2 or 3 days at neap-tides
the morning tides rose 2 or 3 feet higher than the evening tides'
and are of longer duration by one or even two hours at times'
But this ,s much influenced by winds, and consequently by no
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North West
Am,

Tides

meanB regul„. The mean length of the flood tide is 5 h. and.
56 m., and of the ebb 6 h, and 29 m Th» a .- . . ,

of fi,- fM 1 .

on. anonym. The duration and length
the t.dal streams are ah» influenced by the winds, but ingeneral they contmue in the channel about half an hour after I

18 high or low water by the shore.

mett ^T^fr T^ '\ *"° ^"* •'""^ "^ *h« Miramichimeet The North West Arm is much the largest, as respect.

2
.'Jal water. aUhough the South West Arm isUiderJt^

TZ Thfi rv' V"^'*^
'^"«*' ^"^^ ^-^-«-« -«

to Shilelah r , T^™ ""^' '^ "^"»^^^« ^- '-g« --Is

ent 1 1 r'' "'" ''"' ^^^"'^^« '«^-'^' - tt«- " effi-
cient depth of water, if the channel were buoyed or staked in the

uvc IS irom J to 1* fathoms deep, in intricate andnarrow channels between shoals of mud and low marshy islands,
all the way to the rapids, which flow in narrow channels be-tween meadow islands. There the tide ends, and the water be-comes perfectly fresh 13 miles from Beaubere Island, and 39miles from the entrance of the Inner Bay at Fox Island. There

IS" r^
"""'' '" '''' ^""^^ ^^^^ ^^«^«' J"«* below the

beauty The banks of clay and sandstone are almost every-where bold and dry, with improving farms ou either side

mo^^'th^'?
"^^1 "^^ " "''' °''^^»''''^ ^°' >^S« --^-^i*. « not

th . t? f
" ' 1"'' "' '''' "^*"' «P"°» «'^-' -» ^be carried

through between Beaubere Island and the mainland 1 and even
above that shallow part, although there is often more than 2fathoms water, yet the channel is too narrow and intricate for

wide for the first five miles, or up to Bamaby Island; afterwhich It varies from 90 to 200 fathoms until we arrive at the
rapids, 12 miles from Beaubere Island. There is an Indian
village on the north shore at the rapids, where the river is notrnore than 50 fathoms wide. Both the shores of this armsettK and many of the farms appear . be in a flourishing

The tide, which ends at the rapids, was observed to ri.e 2 feetthere, ^ it was high water on the day of the full moon at about

South West
Arm,

Barnaby
Island.
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CHAPTER XV.

THE COAST OF NEW BRUNSWICK FROM POINT ESCCMENAC, TO BAT
VERTE INCLUSIVE.

124. Sapin Ledge, Kouchibouguac Bay, Kouchibouguac and Kouchibou

127 Sh!dl « 'r^^r°"*^ ^•^"- C"-^'*^ Harbou and River-

Shoa.. and tbe Tonnentine Ree.._X29. Tb?;:;^^^^^^^

124 The part of the coast of New Brunswick, within the gulf,
which remams to be noticed, extends from Point Escumen^toBay Verte, and forms the S.W. shore of the strait of Northumber-
land, for a distance of 80 miles. It will be useful to give a de-
scnption of the features, rivers, harbours, and dangers of this coast,and of the succeedmg coast of Nova Scotia, as well as of the
opposite shore of Prince Edward Island, before we treat of the
strait Itself, or give directions for its navigation.

Point Escumenac, with its beacon* and reef, has been alreadv
"

nouced (art. 121)
;
and 5* miles to the S.S.wJalongr^Wand shallow shore, brings us to Point Sapin.

^'

witl^ia'tTltT'' f""'"''
'' " " 1839. of sandstone, and SapinZ^..with

2 feet least water, is very dangerous, lying directly in theway of vessels running alongshore. It should not be approached
nearer than 9 fathoms in the night-time; and at allTel itshould be remembered, that the S-fathoms line is distant Zl It
^.^- Thi, beacon has been since replaced by a Light-houae showing a fi„d
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only about 2 cables. This ledge is U miles long, east and west,
by about hsif a mUe wide, reckoning from 3 fathoms to 3 fathoms •

and Its eastern or outer extremity bears south 6 mUes from Escu-
menac Beacon * and E.S.E. i E. 2* miles from Point Sapin.
There ,s a depth of 3* fathoms between it and the last-named
pomt.

From Point Sapin to Richibucto Head, the course is S 4 W
and distance nearly 20 miles, acros. Kouchibououac Bay, the
shores of which are exceedingly low, with sand-bars and beaches,
inclosmg extensive and shallow lagoons, through which the rivers
flow to the sea.

The shoal water, by which I mean depths not exceeding 3
fathoms, extends offshore to a very considerable distance in the
north-western part of Kouchibouguac Bay; and there is foul
ground, with as little as 3 fathoms of water, more than 2 miles out
to the east, from the mouth of the river of the same name. N E
gales send a heavy swell into the bay, so that it is recommended
not to get embayed there, especially at night, or in a dull sailing
vessel. °

The KoucHiBODGtTAc River, after flowing for more than a
mile through an extensive lagoon, nearly dry at low water in
spring-tides, enters the sea by an outlet through sand-bars about
9 miles S.W. from Point Sapin. Its bar of sand not unfre-
quently shifts in heavy easterly gales ; and the channel is at all
times narrow and intricate. A depth of 9 feet at high water and
spnng-tides could be carried in over the bar at the time of our
survey in July. 1839. The tides rise from 2* to 4 feet, flowing
about 8 miles up the river, and affording a depth of from 2 to 3
fathoms through a very narrow and crooked channel, for a distance
of 5 miles in from the bar. Large ships, which are occasionally
budt there, are taken out light, and towed by a steamer to be fitted
at Richibucto or Miramichi. The banks of this river are well
settled, and there is a saw-mill at the head of the tide.

The Kouchibougdacsis River is nearly similar in all its
characters to the Kouchibouguac, having, like the latter, a course
of 40 or 50 miles, but becoming rapid, shallow, and consequently
unnavigable, above the point reached by the tide. It has saw
and gristmills, and settlements of Acadian French on its banks.

• Since our survey the beacon has been replaced by a Light-hou.e.
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Ofits two outlets through the sand-barB, the most northern, 3 Northern Outm.les southward of the Kouchibouguac, is now only fit for bolts

^
the channel leading to it through the lagoon having become nearly
filled up with sand and weeds. The river, after entering the
lagoon, and running for some distance towards this outlet, turns
to the southward, and continues its course within the sand-bar for ^-^ Outlet
a distance of 3 miles to the southern and main outlet, which is

" ^^ '''""•

called B,g Cove, and is 6 miles south of the Kouchibouguac,
and 3 mrles north of the Richibucto Riyer. The depth by anarrow channel, over the shifting bar of sand, is 9 or 10 feet at Bar.

sand r V" T"'
''"• '"'"' "^ ' ^•'*'»*"»« i-^ -thin the

and.bars, from 1 to 3 fathoms through the lagoon, and 2 or 3fathoms for several miles up the river. There is a communication
by boats at high water through the lagoons, and within the sand-
bars not only between the two rivers just described, but also

.n4„„ eofNew B.„.^ok, Werio, „„„t .h.L^ ^

..*« „ the d,.,a„ce .„ ,hioh H i. .„ig.He, „, i„ .j. ^. „

of «..!, for cargo., of l„„b». There .,ea»„i,hi„g.„d„pM|,

^H .nbu,.r,e., ,he Aldouin, ft. S,. Nichol... .r.d ,h. Mol„. orMol « R„.„, of rt,oh, „ ^^ „, ^ ^^^^^
.nn.«».r, here «, sp.ak p.„ic„Urly. The pop„l.,io„. ofE„gU,hScow, Ir,.h. »d Aead,™ ^.Taction, „. .„g.g.a i„ agricota^
lumberu,g and .hip-b„Udi„g ; b« ^ do no, pro«™,e ,hjfi^sr,... Traee. of Co., .re reported .0 have been'00^^1«^^ .h,ch for™ ,h. .„b.,ra«,„ of tf,i, .od of 2Zneighbouring country. -

The Aldouin .„,.r> „„ ,h. „„„h.r„ .id. , .b„„, 3„„„ „,,^. ,, _

e«.r.nce of the ri.er, and .bo„..„i,e highorupontt.™.
i

' ^^'""'

« Wesfeyan meetmg-houM, court-houae and iail &c bein, .ij
capital ».n of .he county „f Ken,, Th.r fPr^bL*
ohurc i„i,e. .Wve.he,.ow„,.„a„pp„,,.^,,„„J^t;™
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Jardine, together with a village of Micmac Indian., who are era-
ployed by those gentlemen au labourers and choppers, an almost
singular instance of even partial success in inducing the aborigines
to submit to regular labour,

. The entrance of the Richibucto is nearly 360 fathoms wide; it
lies between two sand-bars several miles in length, called the north
and south beaches, on which there are sand-hills as high as 30
feet. Immediately within the entrance there is a wide expanse
of mud and weeds, nearly dry at low water, excepting the channel
of the river. On the northern side, a shallow bay leads, within
the north beach, to the lagoons akeady mentioned (Art. 124):
whilst on the south side, within the south beach, lies French Island •

and still further to the S.E. French Creek, and Low Village, where
there is a Roman Catholic church, visible in some directions from
the sea. Within the wide part just mentioned, the breadth of the
Richibucto is rendered irregular by numerous bays on either side.
Just below the town it is above 400 fathoms wide, but contracts
to 150 fathoms at Jardiue's establishment, after which it expands
again for a considerable distance, and is no where less than 80 or
90 fathoms broad, nearly to the end of the navigation ; although
the channel between mud-banks, nearly dry when the tide is out,
is much narrower. Low cliffs of sandy clay are frequent on either
side of the river

; but the adjacent country, although undulating,
is everywhere of very small elevation, not exceeding 80, or at the
utmost 100 feet above the sea.

The Richibucto is navigable for boats nearly to the head of the
tide, being a distance of about 22 miles, following the stream ; the
general direction being W.S.W. Any vessel that can pass the
bar may be taken about 13 miles up the river j the depth in the
channel varying in that distance from 3 to 9 fathoms, over mud
bottom. Smaller vessels may ascend to within 2 or 3 miles of
the head of the tide, where the river is quite shallow and rapid at
low water.

The Bar of the Richibdcto is extremely dangerous, espe-
cially to large deeply laden, and dull sailing vessels outward bound
in the fall of the year. Taking advantage of the highest spring tide,

anJ sailing at high water, if the wind becomes unsteady or too light,'

they are almost certain to be thrown ashore by the ebb tide, on
the south-eastern part of the bar ; and should a N.E. gale occur
to be destroyed before they can be got off again. To take a ship'
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in with a leading wind and flowing tide, is attended with no other
diflSculty than that which arises from the narrowness of the chan-
nel

;
but in all cases the assistance of a pilot is absolutely necessary, Pilot

since the bar is subject to occasional changes from the effect of
heavy gales. We found the branch pilots of Richibucto able
intelligent, and attentive to their duties; they keep a good look
out for vessels from the beacon at the mouth of the River. The
bar extends from the north beach, for 2 miles to the E.S.E
parallel to the south beach ; there is a rock in the eastern part of
It, but the remainder is of sand, dry at low water. No part of
this bar extends to seaward so much as a mile from the shore, and
It may be safely approached by the lead to 6 fathoms, at anytime
of the tide; but for the purpose of anchorage 9 fathoms is a better Anchorage
depth, the bottom being there of fine brown and gray sand, S"""*'
affordmg far bettir holding ground than^further in-shore. The'
situation of the narrow channel over this bar (1* miles E.S E-
from the river's mouth) is indicated by two white beacons on the »,, ,,
south beach, and by a large black buoy moored off it in 3f or 4 s„,s'fathoms at low water, with the two beacons in one, bearing (in

"' """*

1839) W.S.W. iW. distant not quite a mile. These beacons in
one always lead in over the bar, being shifted as required almost
every spring, in consequence of changes in the channel effected by
heavy N.E. gales. The north beacon, which stands on a sand-
hill, 30 feet high, at the south extremity of the north beach, is

large and white, being intended to point out the situation of the
river to vessels many miles out to sea.

Although, as I have before remarked, the assistance of a pilot n take the
acquainted with the set of the tides, and familiar with the ap- -»<"• '"*<**

pearance of eveiy object, is absolutely requisite to ensure safety, S.''""^"
yet, in the event of emergency, the following brief directions in

illustration of the Admiralty chart might enable the intelligent

seaman to run his vessel in with safety.

Having made the north beacon, look out for the black buoy,
and keep outside of it, in not less than 5 fathoms, until it and the
two beacons come in one, bearing about W.S.W. * W. Then steer
in close past the buoy, keeping the two beacons exactly in one,
ard looking out for the small white buoys, which are placed along
the southern edge of the bar. and must be left on your right hand
going in. Having run in about half a mile with the two beacons
in one, you will have arrived within 200 fathoms of the south

e2
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beach, and will observe the small white buoys along the south, or
inner side of the bar come in one with each other, and with the
north beacon bearing W.N.W. Haul up immediately for the
latter, leaving the buoys at about the distance of 20 fathoms on
your right hand

;
and when you have run to the W.N.W between

the bar and the south beach, about U mnes, and have arrived
withm the distance of 200 or 300 fathoms from the north beacon,
the channel becomes again very narrow, and is marked by small
buoys on either side; but as these buoys might not readily bemade out by a stranger, bring the S.W. point of the north beach
to bear N.W and steer for it ; observing that the channel, which
8 then only fifty fathoms wide, passes close to the north beach at
the north beacon. As soon as you arrive opposite the beacon, ed.e
away west and W.S.W. for half a mile, when you will have
plenty of room to anchor in a perfectly secure harbour. The small
whne buoys which I have mentioned, are merely pieces of wood,
pamted white, and placed at convenient distances, according to the
judgment of the pilots.

The depth of water over the bar is 13* feet at low water, or
17* feet at h,gh water, in ordinary spring tides ; and there is not
a continuously greater depth for the first mile in from the black
ouoy,the channel being from 50 to 90 fathoms wide, from 2
fathoms to 2 fathoms, excepting at the turn to the W.N W which
« the narrowest part, and only 40 fathoms broad. Further in
the channel expands in breadth to about 180 or 190 fathoms'
increasing in depth to 3i fathoms, it contracts again to only sJ
fathoms wide at the north beach, where the depth is 5 fathoms
and the stream of tide strongest, being about 2* knots. AbouJ
half a mile withm the north beacon the channel widens for a
short distance to 200 fathoms, and is from 3 to 4 fathoms deep
with mud bottom. The depth increases further in, and is nearfy'
9 fathoms m some places

; but for further particulars I must refer
to the plan, which these directions and remarks are intended to
accompany.

The ordinary spring tides rise 4 feet, and the neap tides 2* feet
at the north beacon. On the day of the full moon in July there'
was only one high water, at 3h. 30m. a.m., and one low water at
4 P.M. But towards the time of neap tides, two high waters in' 24
hours become apparent for a few days. There would seem to be
two interfering tides, presenting phenomena which it would require
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accurate and long continued observations to explain
the tides in the river is from IJ to 2 knots

Off Richibucto Point, which is the S.e! extreme of the south
beach and 3^ miles from the river's mouth, a reef of sandstone
extends offshore to the distance of a mile from the high watermark and continues 2 or 3 miles further to the southward, to
Richbucto Head, which is of sandstoue and clay cliffs, 50 feet

126. From Richibucto Point to the S.E. extremity of the
Buctouche sand-bar, the course is south, and distance 14* miles,
rhere is nothing requiring notice in the bay between them, ex-

high waten
"""" "'" ^^"'''^''^' '^"'^'"^ ''''^''' '' '^"^^^ ''

The North Patch of rocks, with 12 feet least water, was dis-covered by us in 1840. It is small, with 5 fathoms close outside

tml7 "
:

''•^- ^^""* "' ''^ '^"'" ''^ '' «-'«-he, with^hefol owing marks and bearings, viz.: Cocagne steeple and thers.W. extreme of Cocagne Island in one, bearing S.S.W * WThe south end of Buctouche sand-bar S. W. byW.. Buctouche'
«^eeple^en over the sand-bar N.W. by W. ^ W., and the dis-
ta ce off shore 2 miles. Vessels will pass outside of it. if theydo
not come into less than 5 fathoms at low water
Thb Outkk Bar of Buctouche is a long ridge of sandy and

rocky ground w,th from 2J to 3J fathoms, extending to the
southward, and parallel to the shore from the North Patch nearly
to Cocagne, a distance of 7 miles. There is a narrow channel
between it and the shore, of various depths, from 3i to 5 fathoms
Buctouche Roadstead, off the entrance of Buctouche River^d in the widest part of the channel within the o.ter bar. is per-'fectly safe for a vessel with good anchors and cables, the groundbemg a stiff tenacious clay, and the outer bar preventing any ver!he vy.earom coming into the anchorage. It is here that vessels!
too great draft of water to enter the river, lie moored to take nca goes of umber. In approaching this anchorage there snothirig in the way of vessels that do not draw too much wa" r topass the outer bar, excepting the North Patch already delib dbut larger vessels will fi„d more water (not less than V.f^^^

by approaching from the northward, according to the foil whi.^-ctions. Being off the coast with a Jding ^^ZlBuctouche steeple to bear to the southward of nest, and run'
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shore with it on that bearing, in order to pass to the northward of
the North Patch. As you run in, you will, if the weather be
favourable, observe Cocagne steeple open out to the westward of
Cocagne Island, so as to be seen between the latter and the main
land

;
and you must continue your course till the steeple comes

on with the extreme of Dickson Point, which is a small, low,

and rocky peninsula of the main land, 2* miles to the southward
of Buctouche sand-bar. Change the course immediately, running
with Cocagne steeple and Dickson Point in one, bearing

S.S.W.iW., and they will lead you close inside of the outer bar,

and clear of a small shoal, which lies between it and the shore, on
which there are not less than 2i fathoms, as you will see in the

chart. Take care not to shut the Cocagne steeple in behind Dick-
son Point, as you run along the sand-bar, and immediately after

Buctouche steeple opens out to the westward of the small sandy
islet which forms the S.W. point of Buctouche sand-bar, you
will observe two white beacons on the main land come in one,

bearing N.W. by W. | W. ; anchor with them in one, and Cocagne
steeple open about its own breadth to the left or eastward of Dickson
Point, and you will be in the best berth in 3| or 4 fathoms at low

water, and with excellent holdirg ground. It may happen that

the state of the weather may prevent the leading mark from being

distinguished, but even in that case the Admiralty chart and the

lead should be sufficient guides.

Buctouche River enters the sea to the S.E., through the

shallow bay within the Buctouche sand-bar, as will be seen in the

chart. The two white beacons which I have mentioned, as

pointing out the best anchorage in the roa :ead, are intended to

lead in over the bar of sand and flat sandstone, in the best water,

namely, 8 feet at low water, and 12 feet at high water in ordinary

spring tides. But the channel is so narrow, intricate, and en-

cumbered with oyster beds, that written directions are as \iseless

as the assistance of a pilot is absolutely necessary to take a vessel

safely into the river. Within the bar is a wide part of the channel

in which vessels may ride safely in 2^ and 3 fathoms over mud
bottom; but oflF Giddis Point the channel becomes as difficult,

narrow, and shallow as at the bar. It is in its course through the

bay that the Buctouche is so shallow and intricate ; higher up its

channel being free from obstruction, and in some places 5 fathoms

deep. Having crossed the bar, a vessel may ascend about 10
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mile, further, and boats 13 or 14 mile., to where the tide-water Bu.^,.
ends. One mile above the Roman Catholic church there i. a

'^•*"'-

bridge, but it i. 80 constructed a. to permit the vessels to pass
which are built higher up the river. There is also a bndge over
the southern and smaller branch. The country on either side of
the Buctouche is considerably higher than at Richibucto. the
ridges attainirg an elevation of about 200 feet above the sea. The
banks of the river are well settled, principally by Acadians, and
the clayey soil is very fertile. There are saw and grist mills at
the head of the tid«. A few vcseis are built in the Buctouche
annually, and several sail from Great Britain visit it for lumber;
but It I. at present a place of no great trade.

CocAONE Harbour, 6 miles south of Buctouche, has its entrance Cocagne Har-to the southward of ( ,cagne Wand, and between it and Point*-"
Renouard, the latter being formed of reddish sandstone cliffs 50
feet high. It 1. a very small harbour, and the channel over the
bar, ofsand, gravel, and sandstone, is extremely narrow and crooked
with 10 feet at low water, or 14 feet at high water iu ordinary
pnng tides. Within the bar there are from 2* to 4 fathoms in a

.
very narrow channel, for a distance of about three-quarter, of a
mile

;
and it is here that a vessel or two lie moored every year to

take m lumber. Further in, the bay is shallow, with oyster beds
and mud flats, covered with from 4 to 6 feet water. To enter this
harbour, fine weather and a good pilot are absolutely necessary
Cocagne River enters the head of the hay half a mile to the r

southward of the Roman Catholic church, and 3 miUsW S W '^" ""'

from the harbour's mouth. It is crossed by a bridge just within
Us entrance, and is navigable by boats for several miles. The
shores of the Cocagne River and Bay are well .ettled. by
famil.es of Acadian and British extraction, engagea in agriculture,
together with lumbering and ship-building to a limited extent.

to If ^T'^l ?n ' " ' ^"" ""'^''°°' '^^^ ''^"Jy 4 miles Skedi^c Poi,u.to the southward of Cocagne ; and nearly 10 miles S. *E. from

L 14 tots ;'fT'^ "f'"• "'^^'^"^'^"^ ^'^«-' -^'^ ^-'^'V-from 14 to 18 feet water, extends off it to the distance of 2 miles
^f""'^-

having the least water near its outer edge. This extensive rocky
bank IS dangerous to large vessels, which, however, can pass
outs.de of It. If they do not approach the shore nearer than 5
latnoms at low water.

Sb..„cB„U 6i .He. wide fron, Shedi,c He^ .„ P„i„.,,^,„^„,
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SHed^ac Ba,. Bouleaux (Birch Point), and .bout ,S m , d«p. On it. north«de wm be eeen the Roman Catholic church, and village ofUpper Grand.gue; and along the head of the bay, within the
•Bland the vllage of Shediac. with iu. nm.l\ Engliah Episcopal
church. There ., lesa than 3 fathom, depth of water in the
greater part of thi, bay, as will be seen by the chart ; it i. there-
fore «n,uued to very large ve«el«, and it i, rendered dangerous to
grangers by the shoals which I am now about to describe.
There ,« good anchorage under its north point, in N. and N W
winds, m 17 or 18 feet mud bottom.

thi"' ^T. .^r " '"y ""*"' ""»> ' f««' l«"t water:
here .s 3 and 4 fathoms depth of water all round it. at the distance
of a cable s length, excepting to the southward, in which direction
here are several rocky patches, with 12 feet water, between it and
the 8hore, wh.ch is distant from it nearly 1| miles. This dangerous
rock hes 200 fathoms within the Hne joming Shediac and Co'cag::

bw sir ^ w""'"''"''
'"" j"^^ "P"' '" ^^« -"^'--d of thelow sandy S.W. pomt of Shediac I.Iand, bearing W iS andPomt Chfine (Oak Point), the south point of entrl of the

harbour. W.S.W. i W., 2* miles.

J7 ^T""
^""^ '" "''' "'"^ ^™""' "'^f^ » '^^' '^««t water.

mn' " r T\ ''"" ' ™"^ '^•^•'^- '''^"^ '^' Medea RockWken on ., the English church will be seen over, and shut in twoor three .„es,s own breadth behind the sandy S.W. point of

he S P !
'^•';"^^°'"' C'^-^ S.W.4 W. It is distant fromthe S.E. pomt of the island, which is the nearest part of the shorea long mile. There are from ,4 to 22 feet of water between the'Medea and Zephyr Rocks b.if fh^ h. , u ,

I, u .

^
' "^ °^^* channel is to the N.W ofthem both, as will be presently mentioned.

Shediao Harbour is the easiest of access «nH »„«

sareiy run for, as a harbour of refuce Tf ;« ™

.. .1=0 much „.,e. e«e„„>e wkhin ,h.„ ,he lane,; ,he
.«"

i„

oe. 1 he depth that ea„ be carried in by a good pilot i, 14 f„,a ow „ater, and 18 feet a. high water in ordLr/.pril „
"'

.nd
""'"''""..n.l.ech.nneli.of „.a. aaitisaJinlhatl;

Zephyr Rock.

Shediac Har-
bour,
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Shediac.

w.th.n Although a slight .well may be felt i„ this harbour sheHiacat high water, m a N.E. gale, yet it is never sufficient to endanger "^^IZ.
m the shghtest degree, a vessel with good anchor, and cables.'
Even m the bay just outside of the bar. a vessel would ride safeb- , ,.n any gale not unusually strong for the summer month.. Th'e o-SX
Chtr r. r? "' '•'^- ^"'^^ °' ^^^'^'^ ^"-d and Point

^'-^

Chene; the latter bearing from the former S.S.E. three-quarter.

northward. 800 fathom., and is dry for nearly half that diatance at

out. off the S.E. point of Shediac I.land, which render, the har-Dour so secure.

of the shoa^ water off the island, is the narrowest part of the
"'"'"'

Channel and only 120 fathoms wide, from 12 feet to'l2 flet on
either side; moreover, there are two or three very small patches,
prhapsbaUast heaps, of 11 or 12 feet water. whL were only tb avoided by the Messrs. Milne, the intelligent harbour-master and

!ll tk'
"' *'' ^"'y '"' "'^ ^^'« P"«'« for the

place. They generally place stakes and buoys for their own
guidance, and according to their own judgment, every year; and
their assistance should always be sought. But in case of necessity,when no pilot can be procured, the following directions, togethe
with the Admiralty chart, will be sutficient guidance tj a vessel

he b.
'" ?""'' "''""' ' P""*' " °"« '''=q"«'"t«d with

the buoying or staking of the channel.

he Enghsh church open its own breadth, clear of the south extreme of the trees of Shediac island, bearing W.S W i W • and

NE. point of Shediac Island come in one. bearing N.W. by N •

the En!irH\ ?"" ' ' ""' °" **^*^ *=^""«' ^"^ y«" -i» bringth^Eng ish church in one with the end of the grass, on the sandy

fmL .'' '"'''''' ''"'"^ W.S.W.IW.. and musl
nnmediately steer for it. Keep the south side of the church, and

he ch rch in the least, and when you have run nearly half a milen tnat course, you will see the S.E. and N.E. points of Shediac
Island come in one. bearing N. * E.. and will then be on the north
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extreme point of the bar, in 12 or 13 feet at low water. Continueyour co«„e for 100 fathom, after the last named cross marks

Grid
"' "p '" 1" '"'^^^ '' ^''^ *^ "^^'^^ -* '"^^ '- -dyGrand gue Po.nt. which will then come in one with the S.E. pointSheduc Island, bearing N. by E. ; but if not, you must enl

vour to judge when you have run that short distance, and must then
quickly change course to S.S.W., or so as to have Point Ch6ne

SS W 'fl ""/;•'" ^"''««d t«w- Having run 230 fathoms
».&. W., Indian Island will open out to the westward of the SW
spu which has been so often mentioned as forming the sandy

ov rT' ";""!.:""' """"« ''•^- 'y ^^ -'^ -» be seenpver the spit in hke manner; when you may anchor i„ 14 feet atlow water; or, if you wish for more room, run 150 fathoms S.Wby W and anchor there in the same depth of water. The fore-^mg directions will carry a vessel to the northward of the ZephyrE^ck, and between it and the shoal off the island, which I con-
«.der the safest route for a stranger. The harbour is much moreexten^ve for vessels of light draft of water than I have mentioned,
although encumbered by ballast heaps ; and vessels drawing 1 «;

whlluL vilirge:"

'"''''" ''' '-' ^^''^" ''' ''-' '' ^'^

Shediac, although well situated, is not yet a place ofmuch trade.

attannlVrr t'"™'"' ^"""P^'y '^««'«' ^^'"^ ^^^^^at It annually for the British market. The Shediac and Scoudouc
Rivers, in the N. W. and S. W. comers of the bay respectively, a^

the bead of the tide. There are bridges across each of these streams
near their mouths, where there are oyster beds, as there are also
together with other shell fish, in many parts of the bay.
The country about Shediac is fertile end well settled, consist-

ing undulating ridges of clayey loam, attaining the extreme
height of 150 feet, and resting on the sandstone of the coal
formation. There is a good road across from Shediac to the
village of Monckton, at the bend of the Petticodiac River, the
distance being 14 miles: and this is one of the places where it

th Gulf of St Lawrence by a canal, the practicabUity of which
will perhaps be found to depend on the possibility or otherwise of
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finding the requisite supply of water from a sufficiently elevated
source.

The tides at Shediac, when unaffected by winds, rise 4 feet in r»f«,.

ordinary spring tides, and 2 feet in neap tides; and the rate of
the stream of either ebb or flood seldom exceeds half a Lnot. In
the month of August there occurred two high waters, on the
full and change days, at one o'clock and at eight o'clock in the
mornmg; but there was only one low water, at half-past four
o'clock in the afternoon ; for although the tide did in general fall
s. little between the two high waters, yet it was usually only a few
inches, and seldom more than a foot.

BoucHAGAN AND KoucHiBouGUET RivERs, in the saudy bay Bouchaaanand
between Point Bouleaux and Cape Bald, and 6* miles east-

£™^""
ward of Shediac, are small, and can only be entered by boats at
high water.

Off Point Bouleaux a reef extends more than a mile from f""'«««*

the shore; but Cape Bald, which is of sandstone cliff, 40 l.t
high, and 11 miles eastward of Shediac Island, is bold, and may
safely be approached by the lead to 5 fathoms.

Great and Little Shemogue Rivers are 7 miles and 9* Sl^emogu,
miles respectively to the S.E. by E. of Cape Bald. They are

"^'*'*'*-

only fit for boats and very small vessels, having very narrow and
intricate channels, over shifting bars of sand. At the time of our
survey, 10 feet could be carried in over the bar of the former and
8 feet over that of the latter, in spring tides. There is good Shemogue
anchorage, in o or 6 fathoms sandy bottom, off these rivers, which ^'^'
are in the bay between Cape Bald and Cape Bruin, the latter
bearing from the former S.E, by E. nearly 13 miles. In the
distance just named the coa.1 is free from danger, the shoal water
extending only about half a mile off shore; and a vessel may
safely approach at night to the depth of 6 fathoms at low water
But further to the eastward greater caution will be requisite, on Dangerous
account of the dangerous shoals which commence off Peacock ^'"^^•

Cove, which is in the bay between Cape Bruin and Cp.pe
Jourimain.

128. Cape ToRMENTiNE is a name sometimes applied to the Cape 7brm*n.
whole, and sometimes to different points, of the great head-land

"'"*•

which forms the eastern extremity of New Brunswick, within
the gulf, and which separates Bay Verte from the rest of the
Strait of Northumberland. But I rebtrict it to the comparatively
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aeBCt,pt,„„, I have adopted the name, of Indian Point ,„d

pH.m„„ or,, „h.„i ,. . p,.^ „f ^^, .^ J
c «ir;::,r''

"^^ ^" -™'"°"' -' '™ «^ ^«"-"

'

formr^/T"*'"'
"' """' '''"'"= »'"«= Jo-rimain Island.

by N The T,T '"" *'^ '•^- 'y ^- -"-^ ^y -th to w'
land bv . .

"' '"""^'''^'^
^^S^^''^'' «»d with the main

whe: LTl :VT ™"t^^
'" ""' '''' «pp- - ^«^"^«

the hoZ.
^'"" "^^'"^ *" ^'"^ *^« -»^-ba" below

The Jourimmn Shoals are extremely dangerous to vesselsninnmg at night without their leads troL. il
Peacock Povp «ff u- 1. ,.

^ ^' '''^y commence at

off shot ^l "^ *'•' '^ ^ ^'''^ «^3i fathom,, 2 miles

^*on...

J,

„i,e. „„„, ,„„':,fj„;ptnrrN wextreme they extend 4* miles to the S F Tf.
""" '''^''^ ^•^-

.«y .nd p„.ia„, le„d ti^st^d, a^d^irrptrnarrow ridge with nnlv « ft. , i
*" P°'"'» «

the .hoal. 1:
" '"' "'°" ^"S^u., beeauae the bolde.t pan of

^t nUtim h r'
^'""°"*'' "-" "»' 9 ion,,uic nignt-timej but further westwnrrl fKo i, i

.ppro.ched.ith proper c.„,i„„ .o Tf:!:
. .ttat^ t'Tbe .„„thw.rd of theae .ho.l., .„d between then, andthTS™!t.ne reefs, there i. very good anchor.ge »i,h wester v 1 .

JLr;":;rt:o::.ir""^^,-'TT'r -
Point rather more than 3 m,les f„ hTB Te T„ """"

ground with 4 fathom. f„„, a miutL ^^ str^^Vr'^of .he.e reef, whieh dries a, low water is ver,.!!;, n
'"

«.E.,E.,.3mi,esfromi,,dia„p„i,,,:,::2;:';-;::::;
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side of Ephraim Island, and the whole of that island open to the
^^«^*-

southward of Cape St. Laurent will clear it .ore than'a ™ile to
he southward

; but these marks are not of much use, nor are
here any others that can be depended upon, for the north extreme
the tree« o the mner Jourimain Island, and the south extreme

of the trees of the outer Jouriraain islaad touching, which is themark that now leads well clear of the reef to the Northward wHchange as the woods are cleared away. The onlv sufficient guides,
hererore. are the lead and the Admiralty chart Vessels rling
through the strait at night, or at any time without a commanding
breeze, should not approach this reef from any direction between
orth and east nearer than 9 fathoms ; for the flood tide sets over

It to the southward, into the Bay Verte. at the rate of 3 knotscausmg a great rippling over the part that dries, and generally
indicatrng ,ts position. Nearly midway between the dry part ofhe reef and Indian Point there is a patch of rocks with Ueet atow water^ Small craft carry a depth of 2* fathoms at low waterthrough between that patch and Indian Point, and often takeBheher under the latter in northerly winds : ut large ves,sw.h.ng to do the same, must run round outside the wLieTft'
reef, and .,, fi„d the soundings in the Admiralty chart a
sufficient guide for the purpose.

J'
ari a

129. Bat Verte is 9 miles wide across its entrance, from Bay VerteIndian Point in New Brunswick, to Coldspring Head in Nov"Sc.,a but contracts to the breadth of 2, Lie's near its fZ
It .8 11 miles deep, and separates the two provinces whichhave JUS been named: their boundary continuing across the
.St mu« fr He head of Bay Verte to CumberlL Has n
.stance of about II .iles. This isthmus, connecting NvaScona with the rest of North America, is said to be low, and

to afford an advantageous level for the construction ofa canal, whichmay unite the waters, and facilitate the traffic between the Bay ofFundy and the Gulf of St. Lawrence : but if ever such a workbe undertaken, it will be necessary to form a harbour in addition
for there is none in the Bay Verte. which is completely open'
to easterly winds, as well as very shallow near its head, where
flats of mud and weeds dry out to a distance of three-quarters of
a mile from tlie shore.

In the northern corner of the head of the bay is Gaspereaux
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River, a amall stream, only fit for boats ; and half a mile to the-uthward of its mouth, on Old Fort Point, the remains of ForMonckton are still to be seen, though now washed by the sea.

Bav V?"^'^ J""""''
'^' ™°'* considerable stream in theBay Verte, wh.ch ,t enters on the south side near its head Itas y 3 , ^, ^^^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ channel, when

mile fr
?' 7' '"'' '' ""' ^°^ ^^«'^«' -hich dry out amile from us mouth. Theriver is crossed by a bridge 2^ milesup from us entrance, following the windings of the river and

Sr th""^:
':?"? '''''' " "™^'^^ ^"^'« ascent by Tcby.Mdl

;
though before the mill was built, it flowed H miles further

100,000 deals are said to be annually rafted down this river fromwh^ce they are for the most part taken in small schoon ^^ 1:^^
irafts^ along shore, to Pugwash. to be shipped for the British

There are thriving settlements on either side of the Bay Verteand especially at its head, where extensive tracts of meadow landhave been formed by dyking out the tide.

bein7JT '7 "''" '"''"'"' ^"''°^«"«^y '^P^^^^nted as

itsh. H r '""^^''-'^^ ™"d bottom shoaling gradually to

d^r^r )l ^'T"'^'^''-'^'^^
dangerous rocky shoals lying

p:rd;:Lr^^^-'-"-^"^^'^-«^'-whichiLw^
Speak Shoal has a patch of rock with 10 feet least water near

aldtr
' " ^^^«l«^-tinotherparts:itisabankof

.sand and stones, restmg on sandstone, about amile long,in an eastand west direction and a third of a mile broad. FromL shoaiestpau Cape Spear bears N.W. by N. H miles, and India. PointN.N E. 21 miles. The lead gives little warning in approaching
his dangerous shoal from the eastward, on which side there arefrom 31 to 4i fathoms close to it; but vessels will avoid it bvcommg into no less water than 4* fathoms, as they pass it to thesomhward. There are 3i fathoms of water between it and Cape

About a mile W.N.W. from Spear Shoal, and S.W. byS Umiles from Cape Spear, there is Heart Shoal, with 9 feetl'east
water, and 15 feet between it and the shore, but as it lies witwl
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the 3 fathoms „ark, it .ill be sufficient to refer to the chart, i„ Ba, Verteaddition to having pointed out its position.

^

Laurent Shoal, of rock and sand, with 16 feet least water is rabout three-quarters of a mile long, by half that breadth On Ih

'

shoalest part Cape St. Laurent bears N.W. by N. 21 milesEphra,„. Inland N.W. * W., Indian Point N.E.'by E. i E a d

thl ;rf
t '•^''•*^- ™^^^-' '' alsJmostbod „the east side, where there are 4i fathoms close to it

NE'!E"2"Tf";Tf '' '"' 1-t water, and bearing^,.™N.E i E., 21 miles from Coldspring Head, is, like Laurent Shoal
^^*-

mei^b^ one ofthe shallowest points of an extensive rocky bankwhich is thmly covered with mud and sand, and which ex endsout from Cape St. Laurent and Ephraim Island, in a S.E.ty s\,,.„,
direction so as to leave a deep channel, about 2 miles wLe ^r
altr

^"^,^:^^«P""« H-^- At low water not more than
3* fathoms could be safely reckoned upon, in running between theAggermore Rock and Laurent Shoal, or between thelatter and thEphraim Banks, extending off the northern shore ; and even thatdepth cou d only be insured by the assistance of the Admiralty£rcha^ for there is not m.rethan 19 feet in several parts of these

Vessels bound up the Bay Verte, should therefore keep the Dire r rNova Scotia coast on board, running up in gf and 7 fathom' tU ^S"vZ'''

Uril «^^;^"^t^P-«
Head, where, at the distance of about

1* miles from the shore, they will find the water deepen to 8 or 9and even nearly to 10 fathoms, as they pass to the southward oJthe banks and shoals which have been described. After passing

less than 5 fathoms, and continues to shoal gradually, with mudand sand bottom to the head of the bay. A reference to the
chart will show the general extent of the shoal water off the shore •

butthe Boss Spit. whichstretchesthree-quartersofamileLtfrom
the south shore between Boss and Jackson Points, and 3i miles

^^•'•

-thin, or to the N.W. of Coldspring Head, is so dangerous a torequire particular notice. It dries out to its edge, and is so steep
to that there is ] 7 feet of water close to its outer point. Vessels
should be careful not to-go into less water than 3J fathoms, until
they are past this sand-spit. Further up the bay there is nothing

^, p ,.nthe way. exceptmg two patches of stone with 3 and 5 fJ
^'""^ '^"''*«-

wf ^r. at the distance of half and three-quarters of a mile
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h^f'f V f? ^'^"^ ""*'• ^^''' "« P«'h«ps ballastheaps of wh,ch there are several at the entrance of the channeof thenver; but as these are all within the 2 fathoms linethey require no further notice.
'
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CHAPTER XVI.

GULP OF ST. LAWBEKCK-NORTHU„B«aLANn STHAIX-COAST OF
NOVA SCOTIA.

130. LewiB and Pugwash Reefs; Philip River -ni pwuh directions; Pugwash Harbour and SrTrTider^rn''"'''''the Eastward.—132. Oak I«l»n^ . ^ » L'
"^'

'
^^^ ^"^^t to

Island Bar; Wallace ChainM-f^"*.^^'
^»"'''=« H"bour

; Oak
River; TidLsXen wIjaT Sadr^^^^^^

'T"- -d
gouche Bay and River- Bru^P.tnfcu''?''

"""^ ^''^'' Tatama-
Bay, John Lver.arc;peJ„h!ri^^^^^^^ ''"''°"" •^"'">

Amet Island and Shoals
; The w^e't mX f^

'^""^'^ '''°'"

'

into A„,et Sound, with direct onsTSslS'Ther''"^''""^"
to Caribou Point ; Caribou Reef dL. i V ^ ""'^ ^""'^"^J

directions
;

Tides'; Carlu ChLd -136 % '.""'"T'r
«"»"*"'•

Middle Shoals
; plctou IslLd ^tc^^r nth

°"
I""''*

^'^''

'

Mackenzie Shoal; Lighthouse Ba«n"
Harbour with directions;

Pictou; West, Middfe. and EasfRife^^^^^^^^^
Jdes ;

the Town of

Harbours; Roy Ledge- MerirromiVt, w'T 2^'''"'^ """^ ^i"le
Island.

^ ^ ' ^^^'Somish Harbour; Tides; Merigomish

130. Proceeding eastward from the Bay Verte and rnntm ,•

"nve at tlie contiguous nyer. Philip and Puitw..h in.„ „>, i.- .he b., between Lewis Heed and'kg.allrZ
' Itt

are reefs off both of them whieh render the appro«:h eatemel.perJou. ,0 strange,,, and which, therefore, wc shaU 6rst^1L.w,s R.,, .«e„da ,„ ,h, j,.^. 2i mile, f„„ Le.^ ., . , . „ _^

shore.
"''"' "' '^' '^^^'•"^^ «^ 1* -"- f-m the

Pugwash Reef stretches out from the noin* nf fi,»

three-quarters of a mile N W h!w T. """' """' ^"^"""* ^'^-^•

*u . J-

.

"^* "y ^•> *nd dries out about h.iirthat d,s anee. There are rocky patches, «.h 1. and 2 f«
r: '.h TT"' °' * °"" "* "" I"'" «» *« N- «"d ^Eand other, further to Ute eastward, a full mi,c „„. f,o„ .he sh„.

:

".ereover, there is une,en rocky ground, with a Ic. depth tu^;
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Pugwaah
Hoad.

4 fathoms, 2 miles off shore, and which renders it unsafe for a

Piiii p-
'^'"*"^^'" '" " ^"*^^ '^'P *° 8** *''^'" tJ^e S ^^ihoms' line

/«/.p mver. Ph,^,p r,^,^ ,„t,„ ,he .ea immediately to the southward of
Lewis Head, and between the latter and Bergeman Point. Its
mouth is three-quarters of a mile wide, but a dangerous bar of
sand and stones stretches across it, so as to leave only a very
narrow and tortuous channel of 8 feet at low water, through which
the new vessels, built up the river and brought down light, are
taken with difficulty on their way to Pugwash, where they take in
their cargoes, and where also the lumber and produce brought
down this river are taken to be shipped. Within the bar a depth
of 12 feet at low water can be carried up the river to the distance
of 5 miles, and there are in some places 4 and 5 fathoms ; the
channel, between flats of mud and weeds, being, in some parts,
not more than 20 or 30 fathoms wide. Boats can easiiy ascend
about 9 miles, at which distance the tide ends, and there is a
Blight rapid. The quantity of fresh water discharged is very
•mall, excepting in spring and autumn. There are increasing
settlements on either shore of this river.

131. Pugwash Road, in the entrance of Pugwash Bay, affords
excellent anchorage, in from 16 to 19 feet at low water, with sand
and clay bottoir., being sheltered by Philip Bar and Lewis Reef
from W. and N.W., and by Pugwash Reef from E. and N.E.
"inds. This anchorage is exposed to winds between N.N.W. and
N.N.E., but the shallow water outside prevents any sea from
coming in sufficient to endanger a vessel during the summer
months.

To run for Pugwash Road from the northward, the ship being
in not less than 5 fathoms, proceed as follows :—Bring the
English Episcopal church-steeple at Pugwash so as to be seen
over and only just within the west extreme of the low cliff of
Fishing Point (the east point of the bay) bearing S. by E. ^ E
Run towards those marks, taking care not to open out the

church m the least to the westward of the point until Bergeman
Point (the south point of entrance of the River Philip) bears
S.W. by W. or until the depth decreases to 3* fathoms at low
water. The vessel will then be close off the N.W. end of Pug-
waah Reef, and the course must be changed to S.S.W. for three-
quarters of a mile, when she will be in from 16 to 19 feet at low
water, with clay bottom, directly in the line joining Bergeman and
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n^larrfalf''"™*^' "tJ*''
*"'"'"» ^•''"* =• ''^ «' * «• distant

H half r ;• J'^'-'^^^'^-t-chorage; but vessels ,r,ayhe half a ™,le urther in to the southward, or close off the bar,and m 14 feet at low water. Still further in the bay is all shoal
excepting the narrow channel, which curves round its eastern side'an leads to the harbour. To run for Pugwash Road from the'
eastward, the vessel being in more than the low water depth of

for ituTr,' 'ri^T'"""
^°'°* '"^ ""'"^ S.W. by W.. and steer

tor ,t until the church opens out to the westward of Fishing Point
when .mmediately change the course to S.S.W.. and. having run*
nearly three-quarters of a mile, anchor in the same berth as before
directed.

PuGWASH Harbour, at the head of the bay and entrance of the P.ff.ask
r.ver of the same name, is small, but perfectly secure, and has

"'"'"""'

more than a sufficient depth of water for any .ship that can pass
the bar, oa which the depth is 14 feet at low water, in ordinary
spring tides. The bar is about half a mile within the entrance of
the bay, and a crooked channel, from 50 to 100 fathoms wide
and through flats of sand and weeds, for th. distance of one mile'
leads from it to the harbour's mouth. No directions would uvai!
for this channel, and the assistance of one of the able pilots of the
place ,8 indispensable, and will be readily obtained in answer to
the usual signal.

The town or vil'age of Pugwash, with its wharves and small
wooden English Episcopal church, stands on the east side of the
entrance of the harbour. Immediately within there is a fine little
land-locked basm, with a depth of nearly 1 fathoms, in which the
vessels he moored in perfect security, to take in cargoes of lumber
that are brought down the river.

PuowAsH RxvER. immediately within the harbour, expands P^-z^-o.*
mto a small lake, H miles long and 1 mile wide, in which there

^•^•^'••

are several small islands and peninsulas forming scenery of con-
siderable beauty, especially when viewed from the summit of Oxley
Pomt, at the inner side of the town. The channel through the
lake, and between flats of mud and weeds, nearly dry at low water.
|s from 50 to 100 fathoms wide, and from 2* to 6 fathoms deepOn the western side the narrow channel of Lime Creek leads to
quarries of limestone, unfit for building, but which supply Prince
Edward Island as well as the neighbouring country with lime.
The river continues navigable for small vessels about 2 miles above

f2
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the lake, and for boats to a distance of •? miles from its entrance.
Before the timber was so much exhausted, Pugwash was visited
annually by a considerably greater number of vessels than at
present. The number is now reduced to ten or twelve sail, exclu-
Bive of several new vessels which are built there every year.
The decrease of the timiu r .,,de will, however, soon be com-

pensated by the incr, ie of the settlements and an improved
agriculture. There are no i «lieries here of any consequence, the
salmon having become scarce, and the gaspereaux less plentiful
than fopnerly. A few cod-fish are caught off the coast in sprinR
or early summer.

There is no good watering-place at Pugwnsh. M,p supply from
wells, or '-om springs that are frequeuHy dry in summer, being
too limited for the wants of a ship of war.

It is high water at Pugwash on the full and change days at
lOh. 30 m., the ordinary spring tides rising 7 feet, and the neap
tides 4 feet. The rate of the tidal streams, which is greatest in
the entrance of the harbour, does not exceed 2 knots, unless it
may be the ebb in the sprinj after the melting of the winter's
snows. In the roadstead it seldom exceedc a knot.
Nine miles E.S.E. from Pugwash Point brings us to Cape Cliff

and 3 miles further S.E. to Oak Island, formerly called Fox Island!
The intermediate coast is unbroken, and for the most part com-
posed of clay and sandstone cliffs, of the height of 50 feet, from
which the land rises to the summit of a ridge 150 feet high. It
terminates in Point Mackenzie, which is separated from Oak
Island by sand bars and a gully for boats nearly dry when the tide
is out. There are numerous and flourishing farms along this part
of the coast and the ridge just mentioned; they belong, for the
most part, to Scotch highland emigrants, and are termed the Gulf
Shore Settlement.

132. Oak Island is low, for the most part wooded, and about
a mile long, having Jerry Island, small and wooded, along half •

a mile to the westward of it. and on the north side of Fox Bay
just within Point Mackenzie.

Within or to the southward of Oak Island a bay runs in to the
westward about 2 miles, to MuUin Point, wliich separates Fox
Bay on the north-west from Wallace Harbour (formerly Ramshe^)
on the nouth-west.

Fox Bat runs in 3 or 4 miles to the north-west, with a channel
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through flut« of tcnaciou. red clay and weeds, that are nearly dryat ow water. There are 3 or 4 fathom, of water .„ thi ch1but a depth of 8 or 9 feet i. ali that can be carried ov the bT
L'

low water in ordnmry apring tides.
"'

' *;"'^ '^ *eet over its bar at low water in ordinary sDrin^ ^^'"*<«"--
Kles. which r,se 8 feet, so that it is capable of admitting ve'large ships. Its entrance. 2* miles W.S.W * W. from Oak I'lai dand between two sandy .pits, named Palmer and CaulfiJd P^

'

.B nearly 2 cables wide and 6* fathoms deep; but the applch o'h« entrance, over the bar and through the bay for a dTn f

tr^;lb' " "?' '''""^^' -h-h. although nowhere l.sthan 160 fathoms w,d., .s, nevertheless, difficult without the aido buoy« or sufficient .ding marks. The services of the pilouof the
p ace will, therefore, always be necessary to insure sa' ty

obtained, I shall endeavour to give such a description and direc

zz:i:T^ :': T'--'
^^^"""' ^-i^hedirti:

Oak stnd Bar ^
""'' "'^ "'^ "-'-™«« ^^hinUak Island Bar, or even to the harbour, should he so preferOak Island Bar is of sand, and extends from Oak island ^ .nearly 2i miles to the southward towards Gravois Po^

,
^S^."''"'-ay e recognized by its being the highest part of the ay dsands one cliffa, ai.d by its bearing and disLce ,lt^end of Oak Island, namely, S. * E. 3 miles. Within or I le

cT: : nV' '" ''' ^''''^ ''' " «^^"-' excepting the «1channel leadmg to Wallace Harbour. The outer or eastern 7fe

: fatw ™"' '''''' ''''''''-' '' ''' '-' '« ^^^ 4th 1;

The Ship or Wallace Channel is fully 3 cables wi.l. „us entrance, between the south point of the barLd the oa..^^ ch ^iSl"
''

From the entrance the channel runs to the northward and west-

ZtT^r:^""'' -S^-Nandbetweenitandtirsh: Iwat to the northwarc, which is continuous from the bar toMullai Point, closing the entrance to Fox Bay, as has beenalready mentioned.
^ ^^"

HoaxoN Shoal, of sand, stretches out half a mile to the ea«t- ir , ^ ,ward from Horton and Cantwell Points; and its northern p".
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drying out to the distance of four cable, from Horton Spit, cantherefore generally be «een.

HoaTo^ Sp„, of b. «„d including a m.,.h, extending to theN.VV. from Horton Point, and distant 2* n.ile. north-we.tward of

Wallace C annel. The northern u,d of thi, »pit i, quite bold!
the channel passing close to it, and thence W. by N. three-quarter.
- « m.Ie, to the entrance of the harbour. The foregoing brief
|Iescr,p.on, wh.ch should be read .ith reference to the Admiralty
Chart. i8 intended to give the seaman a general idea of the dan-
gors to be avo.ded. and to assist him in distinguishing the points
to be referred to in the following directions.
Wmds from S.W. round by south and east to iE.N.E. are fair

or leudmg winds.

of tTT^'"^
'"'" '^' ""*'^""'^' ?•»- 0«>^ W«nd at the distance

f fully three-quarters of a mile, or in 5 fathoms, to avoid the

mJll T ^°- "' ^PI^™^'»'"» fr^™ the eastward. TreenBluff (he eliflj. point 2* miles to the eastward of GravoisPoint,)nm« be passed at an equal distance, or depth, to avoid TreenReef. In either case, approach the shore about half a mile tothe eastward of Gravois Point, taking care not to bring the easten o Oak Island to bear less to the westward than I by Wunt.l the sout side of Saddle Island is only one degree open tothe northward of Treen Bluff, bearing E. by S i S sJrlW. by N. , N. taking a., possible care to'L^'he d a^..early as possible one degree open.* but remembering. at thead must b principally dependc I upon to guide the vessel alongh edge of the shallow water off the mainland. i„ 3^ or 3 fathom!
at low water or a corresponding depth at other times of t deuntil Smith Point, (the eastern extreme of the mainland outsW

e

be brought to touch, the veLl wfrbeV:; rta/i Re" trjTbe opened to the extent of two degrees onlv „h. ».m . ' ^ '^ ^^^V
of the bar. The lead therefore. afTIJe^^^e^ J^lTb^hr^^

^°""
dependence. There are other marks, but they are ne^ h. „f

''""'^'P"'
nature, nor such as can be certainly distingSed S s ;nlrl''''"T?'instance, is tlie only house at nresent rwifh „ k 7 ^^''^''^^"^

'
-ud. for

between Mullin a/d Palmer Poh
u"

wh ch i

"
I
'° *'' "°"'' °^ ''»>

of Horton Spit, bearing N V Vw ^Hl !
°"'

'"f
*'" "°'""' "«'«'»«

bar. A buoy on the I ut" i.^il; t 7. .'"rV'^ 7''
T'"'

°'"^''

ralmor and Horton Points mi^h he «« , . / "'" ''"»' ^''"'°'"' "»

comparatively safe and easy '
''"'"^ "' '° ""'^^ ^^''^ «=l>annel
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the northward of Oak I.lar,d,) appears through the middle IVallac.
of the opening in the treea of Oak I.land, and over the low and

^'''^"'•

narrow neck that joins the .outh-we«tern part to the re.t of the
'•land, bearing N. i W. Then change the course to N.W. by Nand a run of 500 or 600 fathoms will place the vessel within, or
o the westward of the south point of the bar, in about 16 feet at
low water. Let the course be now immediately changed to N.
for another 500 or 600 fathoms, and when Palmer Point opens
out to the northward of Horton Spit, bearing W.N.W.. change
the course to N.W. i W.. and the water will soon deepen to 4and 5 fathoms with mud bottom, affording tolerably safe anchorage
under shelter of the bar. on which the sea breaks in heavy eather
«ut, ,f u be wished to proceed to the harbour, let the last named
course, N. W. i W.. be continued for half a mile, and Caulfield
Foint will open out to the northward of Horton Spit; and im-
rr^ediately afterwards Smith Point (before mentioned), will open
out to the westward of the west extreme of the trees on Oak
Island, when the vessel must be kept gradually away to the west-
ward, and towards Palmer Point, so as to run along the northern
edge of Horton Shoal, which can generally be seen, until off Horton
fepit at the distance of a cable, whence the course is W. by N for
three-quarters of a mile to the harbour's mouth. In entering
keep two-thirds of the way over towards the northern, or Palmer
Point, which IS quite bold, to avoid tht bhoal water extending 50
/athoms from Caulfield Point. Anchor anywhere from 100 to 500
fathoms within the entrance, where the channel is 150 fathoms
wide, and from 3 to 6 fathoms deep, with mud bottom. On either
side, flats of stiff red clay, dry at low water, extend to the shore
and render the landing diflScult when the tide is out. At the'
distance of 600 fathoms within the entrance, a middle ground
commences, and diminishes the breadth ^ the channel to 50
fathoms. Nearly opposite to the easteni end of this middle
ground, there is a narrow channel through the flaU and up Lazy
Bay, which runs in more than a mile to the S.E. and has, on
the southern shore near its head, cliffs of gypsum 30 feet high'
Wallace, a prettily situated straggling village, with a Pres- ,^ „bytenan place of worship, stands on the southern shore, H miles

within the entrance of the harbour. The land rises gradually in
the rear to the summit of a ridge extending to the eastward,
and attaining the elevation of 400 feet. Opposite Wallace the
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aeep. At the diM.„ce of two miles higher up, the river i.MM^
encase by „j„er bed. in the channel.. The navigation of ZN.W. branch « terminated, 4i miles .b„,e Wdlace, b, an

Zro? ° " '"" '"» *=' ^"S- •»' con.t™cted ftr't^pnrpce of forming exten.ive ha, meadow.. The SW .^

::w:::rr^r:rrr--- "'•"'"
< , . .

"o'laoe, unaer the naiae of RamDhpir =,0-

ealmon and gaspereaux, or alewives. still visit I T
'diminished numbers, and a few od L T''

''"' '"

June. There is the same difficulty in obtainin.. « . ,

of fre.h „ate- at Wallace a. . P„gL"h Ht"."ILTm3 J

onh'c :: ::: nX:i:i:rt" Tr-. "
*- "'™"'

=ne entrance of the harbonr, and t^tZZZLTC ^d-n„g the .„m„e, month., »hil.t „„,,de, L fte .hL c "nnol, their rate i. n«ally from 1} ,o , k
' T'J.

*""-

change d, at ,oh 30! ""h' T
"'"""' °" "' '"» '"^

^.'ri.es^'nrrfetre.rre?;"'''""^ ""'"^ "- -P

-:::iar^git\Tr;vr;:t'r"\'-
in 4 fathoms.

' ' ^'^ ^'^^ northward
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133. Saddle Island is low, wooded, three-quarters of a milelong m an E.S.E. * E. direction, and joined to the shore, fromwhich It ,s distant in one part only 130 fathoms, by shoals at iow

71'
f ZTrT""!

^""' ^•^- ^y ^^ «°^ " d"*'"'^ a long
6 miles from Oak Island.

^

m le to the 3 fathoms mark, and is very dangerous, having on ita undbacked rock called the Wash-ball, dry at low watL, and
distant one-third of a mile from the island. There are oiily a
fe.. feet of water much further out. I„ approaching this reeffrom the northward, the soundings give little warning, but an
excellent leading mark, namely, Treen Bluff just opeL to thenorthward of Saddle Island, and bearing W. * N. just clears i

;.ie
'?":• ?^ ''^ ^^^''" *^^ "°'y ^--^^ ^- 'bearing

T

MuLLKGASH PoiNT. the Dorth poi^t of Tatamagouche Bay, isone mile to the southward of Saddle Island ; shallow water extL-
from the one to the other, and off the point to the distance of along half mile.

Tatamagouche Bat, 2i miles wide at entrance, between the
last named point and Brule Peninsula, runs in 7 miles to the
westward, affording everywhere good anchorage over a bottom of
80ft mud. but with insufficient depth of water for large ships
far up the bay. From 5 fathoms at entrance the depth decrea^s

3 fathoms at the distance of 1* miles up the bay. and to 2fathoms at 4 miles, the remainder being all shallow, and in part
dry at low water, with the exception of boat channels leading to
the Basm and to Mill brook. The only detached danger in thisbay IS a rock with 1 feet least water, 350 fathoms off the northern
shore, and 2 miles in from MuUegash Point. Amet Island and
Mullegash Point touching, and bearing E.N.E. clear it to the
southward at the distance of 120 fathoms. The extent of the
shallow water offshore in other parts will be seen in the chartA stranger may safely approach to the low water depth of 3
fathoms ,n the outer part of the bay, and to 2* fathoms further
in, but m entering should keep well over to the northward, to
avoid the BruI6 shoals, which will be presenUy mentioned.
Tatamagouchk River, in the S.W. corner of the bay, and 5

miles from its entrance, is approached by a very narrow channel

t3

Saddle Island.

Saddle Beef.

Wash-ball
Sock,

Mullegash
Point.

Tatamagouche
Bay.

Tatamagouche
River.
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Tatamagouche,

Barachois.

eZ W ;

°'"*"^'^' '^ °y^^^ ^^'' -^ -'y - ^oot

^hips of considerable burthen are brought down it occasionally,

«h.n K ^.T^ u"^'"'"'
^° ^^'^ ^"^y' ^°"^"'°« Mr. Campbell's

h?we"; 1 T'^^™^"*' -d « P->^y'erian chapel, stands onhe western bank, and there is abridge 2 miles up from the en-trance of the nver. Several vessels visit this river for lumberevery year, they anchor oflF it where there are only H or 12 feet

tide f Us without injury. There are excellent trout in this riverand also in Mill Brook in the N.W. corner of the bay, and th^

v^ard of this river, on the same side of the bay. and between

cl:t B
^^^^"-\^«^-«' i-he entrance to':.manha2

S W U mlr^:"':'"'
'"°^ ^°' -*- Chambers Point.S.W. 1* mUes, and is then contracted to a very narrow channe

vtted bvr :' '^ '"'• ™^ P^"«' ^^^'^ '« -Worn

It low w'
i:;^''''"'' '" ^' '"' "^" •'« ^-' -^ ^4 ^-t within

BauLi Peninsula is wooded, rather low. and united to the-mian. at its S.W end by a low and mUy^ ^
fr'Z Mu r'Tp ''""'"'' '''''''' ''"' «• * ^- 2i milesirom MuUegash Point, and has a reef extending from it 400fathoms to the N.W.. i„ great part dry at low water. anL ZBruUP... ^;;^^-«littlewarningbythelead. Bk... Poii^l'^m^^

pentla be' "'T''
''' "'""^'*'^*^ "«^^^"" '^^^ ^^ the

fhewho a
' "^^

' ''™^'^' ''"' °' '^'^y '''•ff^ « - »« ^-t high,the whole appearing to a vessel in the offing like a low island inthe centre of Amet Sound.

norTh"' T?'^
^"°'? '"''"' ^'''" ^'"^' P"'"* ^* ™iJ«« t« thenorth. They are rocky with very irregular soundings, and 9 feetleast water not far from their outer edge. The N and N.W

hey re there extremely steep, having 4 or 5 fathoms clot to

En.li!r;
' "^

'"^ "^'''""« ""''• ^" '•>« N.E. side the

ward of Long Point, bearmg S.E. * E. clears them in 3 fathoms;

tot:w •
^"' '•'• ^^^^^'^ -'^ -'-'^ '^^--' 'y ^^« ^-

-Bn/fe Penin-
»ula.

Peninsula
Point.

Brule Shoals.

Long Point,
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B«uU Harbour runs in within thr peninsula, 2^ mUes, in ^ Brule liar-
W.b.W. direction, and is nearly a mile wide, but the far greater

*'""'"

part of this large space is occupied by flats of mud and weeds.
There are 14 feet on the bar at low water, and 19 feet for a short
distance within, but the channel soon becomes very narrow and
divided into several branches. The anchorage outside of the bar. Anckorage.
in 3i fathoms and mud bottom, is the best sheltered of any in the
sound, and a ship or two usually lie there to takt in lumber every
year. In the best berth Brul6 Point will bear N.W. by N with
the eastern end of Saddle Island showing open one point to the
right of ,t; Conn's large white house* S.W.; and Cape John

John Bay, the next place in order to the eastward, runs in nearly John Bau.
4 miles to the S.E. from Cape John to Murphy Point, which is the
sandy east point of entrance of the river. It is free from detached
dangers, but the shoals extending out from its shores are often
very steep, and should not be approached nearer than the low
water depth of 3* fathoms, nor without due caution. Sandy shoals
occupy the head of the bay, drying out nearly half a mile, and
extending IJ miles from the entrance of the river to the 3
fathoms line.

The Rivkr John has only one foot at low water over its bar John River.
of sand, and an irregular depth, from 3 to 11 feet, in a very
narrow channel up to the bridge, a distance of nearly a mile At
Rogers Point, 1^ miles higher up, the river is fordable at low
water J and there are deep holes and fords for 5 miles further to
where the tide ends. Several new ships are built here annually
and notwithstanding the shallow bar, are taken out light and
moored outside to take in cargoes of lumber which are brought
down the river. The vessels lie oflF the entrance in from 2* to 3* Anchorage.
fathoms, over mud bottom; and although the bay is completely
open to the N.W. are considered safe in the summer months.

There are extensive and flourishing settlements on either side
ofthisnver. The English Episcopal church will be known by
Its spire, about a quar^.. oi a mile to the eastward of the bridge •

and the Presbyterian chapel by its cupola, on the opposite or western
bank, one-third of a mile from the bridge towards the river's mouth.

iZ^T'' ^°fV"""^' ^ "'''"' ^'''*"'« '""^k from the southern shore of C.n.'. U
torv ho:"'- "t I'T '' '''' "'"'' -''« «- •• '' •« '^^ •»—

t
the o^y two '

"""''

t^ywT.ri&JlS S."^^ ^-" ''-'
'"- °^ - " ^-"
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t?h?vr T";'"'
'* "'"'' ''^''" ^'«''' Po'"^. ^hich are saidto have greatly diminiBhed the numbers of salmon and gaspereauxwhich visit this stream.

gaspereaux

r.on''' *!,T'-
'^" °'"'^'™ P"'"' °^ J^''" Bay, will be easily

recognized by its sharp-pointed cliffs of sandstone 40 or 50 feet

part of the reef which extends from it 400 fathoms to the N W.

TnZL7f7.
''"''

T'""' " ''' ""*"" P«-*' -^-^hereare nearly 7 fathoms at low water quite close to it, being a greater
depth than occurs uny where else near. Off the northern side ofCape John shallow water extends nearly half a mile, and as there

V sellV ,r
'' '"* ^^"" "'^^^^ *^^ ' ^^'homs mark, larg

:tfi:^r ''''-'-' -^-^^ ^^^" *^^ '- -- ^^^^^^ °^ ^

for?ntntril^°"r;''"^"''""''''^°'''"g^^^^»«»*«"«I'°™gefor any number and class of vessels. The places described in theI-t ar icle are all within this sound; Tatamagouche Bay be ng

moretrn4 ;

"''''™ '"' ^^^'^™ ?"'"'« «^ -^-"-, are

off he entrance, which require to be described before direction

theytr"
'"'^"^^^''^S^y^^^^- of the three channels which

Waugh Shoal, from its position and steepness extremelydangerous was not generally known beftro our survev. ItTs arocky bank, nearly U miles long by h.lf a mile broad, with ryure^lar soundings from 3* to 5 fathoms, excepting towal"!

irom J to 24 fathoms : twelve fppt h, : ,„ !,„ i

V . .

iwcive reet m-mg the least water, unless.ma, be.„ u„„.„.„, ,„„ «,,, ,„ ^^ ,^,„^^^^^
•^--

shod „ „ry Step and .h„„l<l „„t ^ ^^ f^^ / ;ward „»re, U,„ , f„k„„,, i„. ,„ ,„ „,^^^ J
-»«''

approach .0 5 f..h.„s ..W water. There aJ„o cle. i„7J,
r he western side of .his shoal, the led and .he hearing fr„„.he e...e„d of Saddle Wand N.E. J N. .,« .here .he o„l/guides.The N.E B.de „ ,„s. cleared in 5 .„d c fatho™, ei.he, h, ,hoea«en, extrcMcs of A™e.I,l.„d.„d Cape John i„ „„e. hearing

F„t ,' Z *, """" "''' " •'"P' '"'"' "-l 'he EnglishEp scopal s,eeple .. .he Ri.er John in one. hearing S.S.E. , E.The S.t. s,de « cl«.red in 4 Ubom,, h, .he eastern extreme, of
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Mullegash and Chambers Points in one, bearing S.W. | S All
these objects will easily be made out excepting Chambers Point,
wh,ch, bemg very low. is at times difficult to distinguish from
the hign land behind it.

east"''. ^T° "J"^
'"'"' '°"'"°« " '^''^ °f 230 fathoms ^».e. /.W.east and west, with an extreme breadth of 40 fathoms. It is

divided mto two parts, of which the western is the largest, pre-
»ent.ng clay cliffs on every side, excepting where they are joined
together by a sandy neck. It is flat at top, bare of trees, covered
with a coarse grass, and about 20 feet above the sea at high water.
It was formerly much larger than at present, and the cliffi. stillcon mue to be undermined by every heavy gale and high tide, f^e
frosts also a,d in the work of destruction, so that the time cannot
be very distant when there will only remain a reef of the highly
mchned sandstone which at present forms the base of the islandand dnes out to the distance of about two cables, excepting on the'
southern side where boats can generally land at all timJof the
tide Shallow water extends off this island 300 fathoms to the
westward, and w.-ll be cleared in not less than 3i fathoms, if the
English steeple at River John be not shut in behind the western
side of Cape John; but large ships should stand in only to 6
fathoms, and will take notice, that in every other direction shallow
water extends from the island to far greater distances.
The Amet Shoals are rocky with very irregular sounuin^s An^ s^ iand are much more extensive and dangerous than have be^en

'•

hitherto represented. They extend nearly four miles from the
island to the eastward, and also to the S.E. 2 miles towards Cape
John. In both directions there are rocky patches, with no more
than 5 or 6 feet, a long mile out from the island ; at a greater
distance than two miles there are not less than 16 feet, but there
IS a patch with that depth fully 3 miles to the eastward of the
sland. The mark for this easternmost patch are the north ex-
tremes of Amet If land and Treen Bluff in one, bearing W i N
and Cape John S.W. * S.

e
•
* •

Conn's House (133) and Cape John bearing S.W. clear it about
a quarter of a mile to tl.e S.E. and in 4 fathoms; but to clear
the extreme east end of the shoal in a greater depth. Cape John
must bear to the westward of 6M. b- W. The northern side of
these shoals is very steep, ani rhould not be approached in a
large ship, especially at night, v, a less depth than 10 fathoms
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T«en Bluff and Saddle Island touching, and bearing W. by N'pass along the southern side in 2* fathoms, but if kept distiLuyopen .,,c ear it in 3i fathoms. The dangers whi^, hav ^s
arilTn/ ": '""^" ^"'° ^'"^^ ««""^' «" «^ -1^-hare wide and deep enough for the largest ships

thJw ^rr'',
^""''' '''^''" '''^'^^^ I«^«"^ «"d Reef and

to^rt ' r
'^ ""' "''^' "^^^ ^"^S"'" --dings from

5 to 8i fathon. the lesser depth being to the southward of Waugh
Shoal, where the b.>om is rocky and uneven, whilst further weft-ward jt .s of mud. The description of the dangers already given...h hebeanngs and leading marks for avoiding them, will elablar^ vessel furnished with th. Admiralty Chart to safely run

only the caution to beware of the east end of Saddle Reef, whenhauling round it to the southward; 6 fathoms is near Inough
untU Treen Bluff is seen through between Saddle Island and the

aTd'e:^"-
:^' T^"' '^^"^ "^^ '' ^^-^^^ 'y^^^ '-dtany depth t.at may be convenient. The anchorage is everywhere

vesseran/'"''""'! fY^'"' '""^ ""'' *° *^^ -« "^ theves
1 and co.:8equent depth required; but over towards theMu legash .de ^iU ,. fo^, ,,,, ,,,,„^, ,^^^ ^^^ ^J

for BrIV' f
'
I'f

"'' ^''^' '"""•^"^^ S^d'^l^ R-f. steerfor Brul^ Point, or a little to the east of it. until the ma k f„rclearing the north-east side of .he Brul. Shoals, namely, ttEnglish Steeple John River a little open to the northwa^ oLong Pom, (p. 74) comes on; then change the course, and runtowards those marks till Brul^ Point bears S.W. by W whenyou may haul in S. by W. or S.S.W., and run by the lead aWthe south-east side of the Bnil. Shoals, in from 3i to 3*7a h Zur..l you reach the position which has been pointed out asThebest anchorage outside the bar (n 75) a nilnt
buo,ng of the Channel, would be t^ry to tt'th":L^^

o^

the harbour If bound to the anchorage off the bar of Ri"

fittfl het^t °"'rr"^" ^"" "P the middle of jZBay
111 the water shoals to 3* fathoms, which is as neara. a large ship should go. although distant Smiles from thenver's mouth. Vessels of less but of considerable burthl

of taking in lumber. In beating through the Western Passagethe west end of Saddle Island may be approached to 5 fa h1
'
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but 7 fathoms ig near enough to its eastern end. In the boardtowards Saddle Reef, take care to tack with Treen Bluff ope"the northward of Saddle Island (p. ,3), und in the board to thenorthward, toward, Waugh Shoal, in 5 fathoms. When standing

waT"tff rr H V W ^':
^"''"^ ""'^ ''' ^'-'"^ ''- «^^"-

the oun th / '''^' ^'- ''^ '* ^"^"'^^'^ '' W^^hin

•1.1;.
""'''"'"' ''"^ '•^™^^'*« already given, togetherwuh the Admiralty Chart, will afford sufficient iidanee.

'

is a loL m-r' l"T"'
'''"''" '^'"^'^ ^'"''' '^^ A™«* I«l«^"d. Mi,dU

clear of all danger, and from 6 to 10 fathoms deep, with sandand mud bottom An excellent leading mark for runn^g hr 1
th.s passage wUh a fair wind is Conn's House (p. 75) ^d BrutPomt m one, bearing S. by W.
With beating winds, th^ leading marks and directions alreadygiven for clearing Waugh Shoal and Amet Island will divesUh'spassage of all difficulty or danger.

The Eastepn Passage, between Amet Shoals and Cape John Kj,,,B a long th.ee-quar,ers of a mile wide, from 3 fathoms tj ^-;.
3 fathoms on euher s.de, with very irregular soundings from 3* to

bottom"''
'"'' "' ""'' '™''^" «'^«'»' -d -"d

It is difficult to carry more than 4 fathoms through at low
water. To safely take this passage from the eastward with aZwmd, bnng Cape John to bear to the westward of S.W by Wor bnng that cape and Brul^ Point to touch, bearing S.W. by'

ward of Saudle Island, when change the course to W. | S.. which
« for the mouth of Tatamagouche Bay. and the vessel ^ill sailnearly through the middle of the passage. There .iU b odanger from the Amet Shoals, if Treen Bluff be kept open o ihesouthward of Saddle Island , nor yet from the JJItr '^
Cape John, xf U be not approached nearer than 4 fathoms or atthe utmost 3^ fathoms. ' °' *'

These last remarks apply also to the case of a vessel beating
through th,s passage

; and in taking it from the northward, wi ha scant easterly w.nd, the clearing marks for the east end of theAmet Shuals will safely guide her

79
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w^thm the Bound, nettrng regularly up the bays and rivera. In the
Western Passage both tides in general set fairly through, the
flood about W. by N. and the ebb about E. by S.. at rates never
exceeding H knots/ and usually much less. In the Middle
Passage the ebb sets out to the northward and eastward less than
a knot

;
^d the flood to the westward, at the same rate, over theWaugh Shoals. In the Eastern Passage the ebb sets cut to

E.N.E. and the flood in the opposite direction, the rates varying
from a half to one and a-half knots.

S vl p TifT/"^° '" '^' ^''' ®""y °^ Caribou (15 miles

^
.*.. by E. * E ) the coast is nearly straight, unbroken, and freefrom danger, the shoal water nowhere extending beyond one-third

the height of 50 feet, and in general very much lower, form thepredommatmg feature; but there is, nevertheless, good landing
for boats almost everywhere in fine weather. From the West
Gully to Canbou Point, 4f miles further to E.S.E.. the coast is
formed by the northern shore of Caribou Island, appearing from
a distance hke several islands, but on a nearer approach thewooded parts are found to be joined together by sand-^ars. The
shallow water extends off-shore here to the distance of half a mile,and 5 fathoms IS near enough in a large ship

^^- ^.KrBo;^ R-;, of large stones, which dry out to the distance

alrl " *'' "'"^'
'" ^^'^ '^"''«'^--' *^« deep water

approaching very near its north point and eastem side. It
stretches out from Caribou Point to the N.N E half a mil. t„ .t,

nocor .Stan.. 3 fathoms' and two-thinls of amile to the 5 fllfZ:^::':
Island lies to the southward of Caribou Point, forming two
entrances into Caribou Harbour, of which the northern, between
two sandy spits, is 400 fathoms wide, but only 4 feet deep at low

Doctor Reef is very dangerous, stretching out from Doctor
Point to the eastward IJ miles, to the depth of 3 fathoms,
and showing rocks dry at low water to the distance of half
a mile. To the southward of this reef, and two-thirds of a mile
S.E. from Doctor Point, lie the Seal Rocks, dry at low
water, and from which the shallow water, forming the bar of
Canbou Harbour, extends to Logan Point, the north point of Pictou
Bay.

Doctor Setf.

Seal Rocks.
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inmna, is an extensive place, be ne 6 miles lona fr^-r, »i,
*<»"•.

"outhern entrance to the West Gullv and in
^ "

wide. The whol.nf.K- .

^' """"^ P"'» « ™«le

«.«.•
^'''/*'"'^''^*'»"J"ge space is occupied by shallow wat.r

Ike «>„thera enlnmce. The We,t Cliv , ,

^
•b.,..

. .„„e ,Uh,„ . CaHho„';te°el'\h?h:w^

^

n.v.gabk for Ik,.,, ^ .he di«.„ee of 2 „r 3 ,^i,e. Th.
"

gable bre«i,h is J^llZT""' ''
""" *' ""

«nd . .ide of 4 knot, render.!
b" «» «l<™p. t„,„,

become, wide, .„d .he dep.h di;.' i. r;:^,^«
'.o'.h'e^

entrance are too difficult nnH ^
^

'

^ ^*'" ""^

».eepeei.,„bjee.r;r. zrrbXrr ";*-

-e P»..,. . «eep e,X:,^XtS 'h.^ ro^"^;the first point of the mainland within the entrant, f u !'

i« distant halfa mile. Havin, a fair wind'^dt: -fZ^^
5 fathoms, bring the high-water extremes of Widot and Oak?Points in one, bearing W N W 4 W a

Oak-tree
,

uuiig w.iN.w, i W., and run towards them fillyou have passed the bar in the low water depth of 9 feet a^id h

K.P .he ..„.„, ^zz::'^\:^:^_
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Tide*.

Diurnal
Inequality.

mg, until you arc not more than 30 fathoms from the end of
the spit, when sheer to the S.W. so as to pass its south extreme
at the same distance into the harbour. The channel, for the first

half mile in from the entrance, is not more than 90 fathoms wide,
the tide is stronger there, and the bottom not quite so good as
further in, where the channel expands to 130 fathoms in width,
with a depth of from 4 to 1 fathoms over mud bottom.

It is high water at Caribou on the full and change days, at about
10 h.

;
the diurnal inequality causing at times a difference of

nearly two hours in the two tides of the same day, and also
several feet in the height of the water. The rise of the highest
of the two ordinary spring tides of the same day is 6 feet, and
of neap tides 4 feet, there are therefore 15 feet over the bar at
high water ordinary spring tides.

CaribouChan. Caribou Channel, between the shoals off Caribou already
described, and the Pictou Island Bank, was unknown before our
survey. It has sufficient depth of water for the largest ships,
and in breadth, at the narrowest part, exceeds a half or one-third
of a mile, according as we conceive it to be bounded on either
Bide by the 3 fathoms, or the 5 fathoms line ; but it is nevertheless
difficult, because so crooked that no marks can lead through its

whole extent.

The safest mode of running through this channel to the west-
ward, is to strike soundings in 6 or 7 fathoms on the edge of the
shoal water off Doctor Island, and follow it to the N.W. until
Mackenzie Head is just shut in behind Logan Point, bearing
S. i W. Then steer from those marks, keeping the Head just shut
in, and they will lead across the deep water, and afterwards
along the western edge of the Pictou Island Bank out to sea. If
the wind were strong from the S.W. with an ebb tide, it would be
preferable to keep on the weather side of the channel, in which
case the edge of the shoal water off Doctor Island should be followed
further to the N.W., until Logan Point is only a little open to the
eastward of Doctor Point, bearing S. i E. Those points in one
lead along the east side of Caribou Reef at the distance of a cable,
and in 4 fathoms. Keep Logan Point a little open, and it will
lead clear out to sea in not less than 4^ fathoms. The same
marks and directions, taken in reverse order, will enable a vessel
to take this channel from the northward or westward, it being
only necessary to add, that she should not haul to the eastward
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in great part dry at low water, runs out half a mile to 3 fathoms,
and nearly a mile to the 5 fathoms line. There are 9 fathoms
not far off this reef both to the northward and eastward, it should
therefore be approached with caution at all times, but especially

at night, and with a flood tide. In most of the old charts a shoal
is laid down about 4 miles to the eastward of Pictou Island, but we
have not yet been able to discover any indications of its existence.

Pictou Harbour, in every respect the finest on the southern
shore of the (;ulf eastward of Gaspfe, derives additional importance
from the coal mines, valuable quarries of building stone, and
finely settled country in its neighbourhood. It is situated 5 miles
to the southward of Caribou Point, and at the bottom of a bay,
which is 11 miles wide at its entrance, from Logan to Mackenzie
Head, and U miles deep. Mackenzie Head will be recognized by
its sharp pointed cliff of clay and sandstone 40 feet high, and ^by
its bearing nearly south from Logan Point.

Mackenzie Shoal lies off the head to the N.E.by E., its outer
edge being distant seven-eighths of a mile. It is a rocky bank
nearly one-third of a mile in diameter, with 16 feet least water,
and with 19 or 20 feet between it and the shallow water to the'

westward. Large vessels should not attempt to pass within or to
the southward and westward of it. The marks for clearing it to
the eastward at the distance of a cable, are Caribou and Doctor
Points in one, bearing N. by W. i W., and the Lighthouse in one
with the Town Point at Pictou bearing west will clear it to the
northward at the distance of 200 fathoms. The shallow water
extends a long half mile out to the northward from Mackenzie
Head, and its edge in 3 fathoms, trends thence to the westward
towards the Lighthouse, the whole bay on that side being shoal,
with ridges of sand drying out to a considerable distance from
the shore at low water. In the bay between Mackenzie Head and
the Lighthouse, and on the west side of Powell Point, is Boat

Boat Harbour. Harbour, the entrance of an extensive inlet or lake, full of mud
and weeds, and which boats can traverse only when the tide is in.

On the opposite or northern side reefs extend off Logan Point to
the east and south-east, a long half mile to the line of 3 fathoms.
The Lighthouse and Cole Point in one, bearing S.W. by W. | W.
lead over the south-eastern extreme of these reefs in 14 feet at low
water, but vessels should not go nearer than 4 fathoms. Cole
Point, which is of cluy and sandstone cliff 30 feet high, and lies a

Cole Point.
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short mile further in or to the S.W. from Logan Point, has alno a
reef stretching out to the S.E. one-third of a mile, and the shallow
water continues from it westward to the commencement of London
Beach on the north side of the entrance of the harbour.
Thb Lighthouse of wood, painted vertically with red and Pictou Liykt.white stripes, and showing a fixed light 65 feet above the sea

^'""^•

stands ck)se to the water at the ex.re.nity of the sandy spit forming
the south side of the entrance.

^

The distance across the harbour's mouth from the sandy Spit to Pi.tnn «London Beach, is 220 fathoms, and 7 fathoms deep; bufthe
channel over the inner bar is much narrower, and has besides a
turn m it, which, together with the necessity of knowing exactly
the set of the tides, renders u pilot indispensable in a large ship
Vessels running for the harbour must first pass the Outer b/^. Outer Barwb,ch stretches from Logan Point to Mackenzie Head, and has
21 feet at low water over a bottom of sand. After passing thi«
bar, the depth increases to 4, 5, and 6 fathoms in the distance of
about a mile, and then suddenly decreases to 19 feet on the Inn.hw Bar.Bkb which IS also of sand, and distant about 400 fathoms from
the Lighthouse. After passing this inner bar, which is not above
a long cable wide, the water continues deep to tlie entrance of the
harbour. There is very good anchorage between the bars alihough
exposed to N.E. winds, and al.o in Picxou Ro.n which is out- Picto. Eoa,.
side of the outer bar, and where the depth is 5 fathoms, with clav
and mud bottom. Vessels running or beating up to Piciou Roads
at night will find the soundings in the Admiralty Chart sufficient
guidance, when keeping the southern shore aboard with the pre-
vailing S.W. winds

; and on the opposite side, or with northerly
winds, will have the advantage of the following excellent leading
marks. Pictou Light can readily be seen in a clear night from a
distance of 12 or 14 miles, and when in one with Cole Point
bearing S.W. by W. f W. dears the reef off the east end of Pictou
Island at the distance of a long half mile; and also the southern
extremity of the Pictou Island Bank in 5i fathoms : therefore if
beating, tack in the board to the northward, the instant the light
begins to disappear behind Cole Point ; and if running keep the
light just open to the soUthward of Cole Point, bearing W.S.W
until you strike soundings in the low water depth of 5 fathoms'
on the edge of the bank off Logan Point ; fhen follow the same'
depth about H miles to the S.W., taking caio not to bring the
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Pilots.

Pivtou Road, light o bear to the northward of west, and the vessel will be in

•afe anchorage in the road, where she may wait for daylight, or

a pilot, according to circumatances. The branch pilots of Pictou

are for the most part able and experienced men, and are always

Ime Bar. on the look out for vessels. Although 19 feet at low water, in

ordinary spring tides, can be carried over the inner bar, yet the

aid either of buoys, or of an able and experienced pilot, would be
required to insure that depth; but 17 feet may be safely reckoned

^
upon, if th(; following brief directions are strictly followed;

and the greater depth will be carried in, if the endeavour to follow

them exactly has been successful. Having a fair \.ind, and
being funber out than Mackenzie Shoal, the position of which
has been pointed out, bring the lighthouse in one with Town
Point at Picton, bearing a degree or two to the southward of west

;

or, which will be the same thing, with Smith Point, the extreme

of the land on the same side beyond the town. Run with those

marks on until Logan and Cole Points come in one, bearing N.E.,

when instantly sheer a little to the northward, suflSciently to bring

Town Point in one with the north extreme of the Sandy Spit.

Keep the last-named marks exactly in one, until the Roaring Bull

comes in one with Mackenzie Head, bearing S.E. by E. i E.,

when change the course smartly and run from those marks, keeping

the Roaring Bull only just in sight, until the north extreme of

Moodil Point (the first point on the south side within the light-

house) opens out to the northward of the Sandy Spit: then haul

to the westward, at first towards the S.W. extreme of London
Beach, and afterwards so as to pasB midway between it and the

Sandy Spit into the harbour.

A pilot would be indispsnsable in a large ship with beating

winds, and even smaller vessels must know the tides and the place

well to beat in or out with safety.

Piolou Tide: It io high water at Pictou Lighthouse on the full and change
days at 10 h. ; and the rise is 6 feet in ordinary spring tides,

and 4 feet in neap tides. With a good tide it is possible to

carry 25 feet over the bar, and 23 feet may generally be
reckoned upon ; the harbour, therefore, is capable of admitting

very large ships, but it must be remembered, that I always
speak of the best of the two tides in the 24 hours for the

diurnal inequality, in the rise of the tides, which occurs more
or less in all parts of the Strait, is very strongly marked
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m tins harbour. I may add, that in the month of August, when Pictau Tide,.
our observations were made, the a.m. tides were always the
highest, following the inferior transit of the moon with north
decUnation in the first part of the lunation, and the superior
transit with south declination in the itter part. The true or
corrected establishment, as nearly as we could deduce it from the
observations of one complete semi-lunation, was at9h. 45 m. mean
time.

From the lighthouse to the usual anchorage (in 6 or 7 fathoms
mud bottom) off the eastmost wharves at Pictou, the channel of
the harbour is direct, nearly one-third of a mile wide, deep enough
for the largest ships, and clear of danger; the Admiralty Chart
will therefore afford all further information that maybe necessary •

for the vessel will be in safety, and may anchor anywhere within
the lighthouse.

Sufficient water may be obtained here to supply the largest Water
ships. The best watering-place is on the south shore of the
harbour, three-quarters of a mile within its mouth, and there is
another opposite the coal-loading place in I/- East River.
The Town of Picxor stands on the north shore of the PictouTown.

harbour, 2 miles within the lighthouse. The houses are crowdf-d
together along the shore of a small bay, and on the declivity of a
ridge, which rises to ^he height of 200 feet above the sea at a
short distance in rear of the town. A spur from this ridge forms
Battery Point, which shelters the place from the east winds, and
hides all but the steeples from vessels entering the harbour
These steeples belong to the three churches of England, Scotland
and the Antiburghers. There are also several other places of
worship and an academy. These buildings are all of wood but
many of the dwelling-houses are of stone. The population is
estimated at 2000.

Opposite the town the harbour expands into three large arms p,v/ p-
at the heads of which are the East, Middle, and West RiZ'
The channels of the two last are seldom used, excepting by boats
or very small craft; unless it be to bring down newly built
vessels, when they are staked for the purpose. They may be
navigated without much difficulty for two or three miles above
their confluence

;
but higher up they become divided into several

'

narrow channels, often obstructed by oyster beds, and winding
through extensive flats of mud and weeds, which render landing
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difficult wheu the tide is out. The sliores of the West Arm are
well settled all the way to the heaJ of the tide, 5 miles from
Pictou

;
and the post road to Truro nd Halifax passes along the

northern shore, where the scenery and views possess much beauty.
Several of the hills to the westward of this arm are of considerable
height; Rogers Hill, 5 miles from Pictou, is 546 feet; and
Dalhousie Mountain, 3 miles further S. W., the highest point of
which is 950 feet ttbove the sea at high water. There is a road
up to the summit of the former from which the view is magnificent.
West River, above the tide water, is a considerable stream, al-
though shallow and rapid. It winds its way through a beautiful
and well cultivated valley, containing a large population.
The Middle Arm runs in 5* miles from Pictou to the S.W.,

at which distance the tide ends, and the river is rapid and
fordable at low water. The shores of this arm are as yet thinly
settled.

^

The East Arm is navigable by vessels to the distance of
2* miles from Pictou, to the coal-loading place, or railway

Coal Mines, terminus from the Albion mines. Its channel, which joins the
harbour directly opposite Pictou, is of the average breadth of
90 fathoms, and marked out by spruce-bush stakes driven into
the mud-flats at intervals on either side. Half a mile below the
loading place a bar of hard ground, with 12 feet at low water,
crosses the channel ; and therefore vessels must not be laden
to draw more than 15 feet in neap and 18 feet in spring tides.
At a short distance above the loading place the channel is so
divided and obstructed by old oyster-beds, that it is difficult to
carry the depth of 3 or 4 feet through at low water; and similar
obstructions occur several times as we proceed up to the biidge

New Glasgow, at New Glasgow, 6* miles from Pictou. New Glasgow is a
considerable village on the east side of the river, owing its existence
to the coal mines, which are about 2 miles higher up, and to which
boats can ascend with the tide. New vessels of considerable
burthen are built at New Glasgow, and are taken down the river
when light with the assistance of the tide, which rises at the bridge
6 feet in spring and 3* feet in neap tides, the time of high water
on the full and change days being at 12 h.

137. Resuming our survey of the coast to the eastward, the
Roaring Bull, mentioned in the directions for Pictou, and di'stant

4 miles from the lighthouse, first claims our notice. It is the

Tides,

I
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cliffy north point of a small peninsula, united to the mainland at
Its western end by a sandy beach, and having at the other
extremity the gully or entrance to Chance Harbour, dry, or Chance Har-
nearly so, at low water. A reef of sandstone runs out to the

*'""'-

N.E. from the Roaring Bull, 300 fathoms to the 3 fathoms line.
In the shoal bay between Evans and Colquhoun Points, which

are distant 5 and 6* miles respectively from Pictou Lighthouse,
are two narrow, dangerous, and intricate channels, leading through
shoals into Little Harbour. Of these channels the eastern Zf«fe ^«r.
and best turns sharp in to the eastward, within Roy Island, and *'""-

close round the sandy spit at its S.W. extreme. The other is
only a foot or two deep, and leads into the western part of the
harbour, which is several miles in extent, and broken into bays,
coves, and picturesque points, but only fit for boats, being nearly
all dry at low water, excepting the intricate and narrow channels.

Off the north shore of Roy Island, at the distance of
3.50 fathoms, and three-quarters of a mile N.W. * W. from
Colquhoun Point, its east extreme, lies Roy Ledge, a ^mtM Roy Ledge.
rocky shoal, with 9 feet least water. There is also a reef of sand-
stone m great part dry at low water, running out from Colquhoun
Point half a mile to the eastward; and as all these dangers have
5 fathoms close to them, vessels should be careful not to stand
mto less than 6 fathoms along this part of the coast. Roy Island,
«o called, is united at its east end to the mainland by a long and
narrow sand-bar, stretching to the S.E. across the east end of
Little Harbour, to within three-quarters of a mile of King Head
which is the west point of entrance to Merigomish Harbour, and
8* miles to the eastward of Pictou Lighthouse.

Merigomish Harbour has 14 feet at low water over its bar, Meria^ish
and sufficient depth within for large ships; but it is so intricate

^'''^'""'^

and difficult of entrance that no directions would enable a stranger
to take his ship in safely; and the northerly winds send in so
heavy a sea over the bar. that to get on shoi« going in would
probably be attended with the loss of the vessel. The outer
entrance of this harbour (three-quarters of a mile wide) is between
King Head and Merigomish Point, the latter being the wet
extreme of Merigomish Island. The bar is formed by rocky
shoals running out from these points of entrance, three-quarters
of a mile to the northward. The channel over the bar, and lead-
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S^"* '"^ '" ^''"" '*• ^^"'^*" ^^^ '^•"''«» " » 1*">8 cable wide; but the
shoals are so steep that the lead aflFords little guidance, and there
are no leading marks. The course running in is at first to the
southward, and then by a sharp turn to the eastward close past
Savage Point (the sandy spit at the S.W. extreme of Merigomish
Island) into the harbour.

This inner entrance of the harbour, between Savage Point and
the east end of Olding Island, is 240 fathoms wide; but the
navigable breadth is reduced to 55 fathoms by the shoal off Olding
Island, and the tides frequently run there at the rate of 5 miles
an hour. Before the timber was exhausted, this harbour was
frequented annually by shipping, which usually laid moored close
to the sandy S.E. point of Olding Island; but at present it is

seldom visited by anything larger than a coasting schooner. The
pilots are therefore incompetent from want of practice, and the
channel is no longer buoyed as it used to be formerly. The harbour
18 of great extent, running in 5 or 6 miles to the eastward, within
Merigomish Island, and the sand-bar which joins it to the main-
laud

;
and also 4 miles to the westward, up a bay full of islands,

coves, and precipitous headlands, which, together with well-culti-

vated fields, backed by mountains 800 or 900 feet high, form
scenery of unusual beauty. Several small streams enter the

lYench River, harbour, of which French River, opposite the east end of Olding
Island, is the principal. It is approached by a very narrow
channel, through flats of mud and weeds, and can be ascended
by boats to the bridge, about a mile within its entrance.

It is high water at Betty Point, the S.E. extreme of Olding
Island, on the full and change days at 10 h. 6 m. ; and the rise

is from 5i to 3i feet, according as it may be spring or neaj)

tides
;

but the diurnal inequality is strongly marked here, as
well as at Pictou, causing a considerable difference in the times
and the heights of the two tides on the same day.

Merigomish Island, 3J miles long by Hmi'es broad, is of clay
and sandstone, belonging to the coal formation ; rising to the
estimated height of 150 feet above the sea. Thin seams of coal
may be seen at Coal Point, where the cliffs, which form the
northern shore of the island, are 35 feet high. Its southern shore,
where there are increasing settlements, is broken into coves, cliffy
islets, and peninsulated points similarly to the western part of the

Tide*.

Merigomish
Island.

Coal.

i
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harbour. A sand-bar, 2+ miles long, unites the island to the Meriyomi»h

mainland to the eastward, excepting in unusually high tides, when
^*''"^"

the water washes over one part of it into the harbour.

From Merigomish Harbour to Cape George, a distance of 27
miles to E. by N., the coast is bold and free from danger. The
land, rising from the sea to the summit of a ridge 2 or 3 miles in
rear of and parallel to the coast line, is well settled, the cultivation
extending occasionally to the summit of the ridge, which attains
the extreme elevation of UOO feet above the sea.

There is no harbour in this distance, the wooden pier at the
village of Arisaig affording shelter only to boats and shallops in
easterly winds, but none in winds from between north and west.
The remarkable rock called the Barn is nearly a mile to the

east of this pier, and half a mile N.E. from Arisaig Church, which
last is 14 miles from the entrance of Merigomish.

Malignant Cove, which has a small stream at its head, afford- Malignant
mg good landing for boats, is 3 miles further to the eastward, and

^°'"-

will be known by the Sugar Loaf Hill, a mile in rear of it, and
680 feet high above the sea at high water.

ii
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CHAPTER XVII.

GULF OF ST. LAWRENCE.

NORTHUMBERLAND STRAIT—PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND FROM NORTH
POINT, TO WEST POINT, AND TO CAPB BEAR.

138. General deecriptlon of Prince Edward Island, climate.—139. De-
Bcription of the West Coast; North Point and Reef; Minimegash
Beef; West Reef; West Spit; and West Point 140. Egmont Bay;
Percival and Enmore Rivers ; St. Jacques ; Haldimand River, Bar,
and Harbour; Cape Egmont and Dutchman Rock ; Egmont Bank.—
141. Bank of Soundings from Cape Egmont to Sea Cow Head, and
Shallow Water off Fifteen Point ; Sandbury Cove ; Miscouche Shoal

;

Bedeque Harbour; Tides; The coast from Sea Cow Head to Cape
Traverse.—142. Tryon River; Tryon Shoals; Crapaud Road and
tides

; Brockelsby River; Brockelsby Head, and Reef; Inman Rock
;

Marie Head; Sable Cove, and coast to St. Peters Island.—14.S.

Hillsborough Bay; including St. Peters Island, Shoals and Spit;
Spit Head, Shoal and Buoy ; Trout Rock ; Squa Shoal ; Governor
Island; Governor Shoals with FitzRoy Rock, and Buoy, Huntley
Bock, &c.

; Prim Point, Lighthouse, and Reef; Charlotte Town Har-
bour, Charlotte Town

; Tides ; Hillsborough, York, and Elliot Rivers

;

Directions for the Bay and Harbour ; The eastern part of the Bay

;

Pilots
;
Anchorage under Governor Island ; Pownell Bay ; Gallows

Point and Shoals; Orwell Bay; Orwell, Vernon, and Seal Rivers.—
144. Pinette Harbour and Shoals ; Tides ; Rifleman Reef; Indian
Rocks

; Tides ; Wood Islands ; White Sands ; and Coast to Cape
Bear.

138. Prince Edward Island, separated from the southern
shore of the Gulf of the St Lawrence by Northumberland Strait,

is 102 miles long, and in one part about 30 miles broad, but the

breadth is rendered extremely irregular by large bays, inlets, and
rivers, or rather sea creeks, which penetrate the island so that no
part of it is distant more than 7 or 8 miles from navigable water.

Its shape is an irregular crescent, concave towards the gulf, the

northern shore forming a great bay, 91 miles wide and 22 miles

deep, out of which the set of the tides and the heavy sea render
it very difficult to extricate a ship when caught in the N.E. gales,

which frequently occur towards the fall of the year, occasionally

blowing with great strength and duration, and at such times

proving fatal to many vessels.

The island is based upon red sandstone, in which coal fossils

have been found but no coal ; and cliffs of this rock and red clay
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prevail along its shorei, excepting where long ranges of sand Prince Ed-
hills and sand bars have been thrown up by the sea on the north

""""'' ^*^^'^'

coast.

In the interior of the island, the most elevated ridges do not
exceed 400 or at the utmost 500 feet above the sea, and the land
is in general much lower, especially near the coast ; the pre-
vailing feature being undulating, and the alternation of hill and
dale and inlet forming very pleasing scenery. The soil is in

general fertile and easily worked ; the climate less severe than in

Lower Canada ; not quite so cold in winter, nor so hot in summer,
being tempered by the sea breezes; but on the other hand, the

advance of spring is checked by northerly winds from the gulf,

driving down ice which sometimes fills the strait as late as the

middle of May, so that instead of the sudden outbreak of vegetable

life which we observe in Canada, it is here frequently retarded

till the month of June is well advanced, and there is seldom any
settled warm weather much before July. But the most important

advantage of the climate to the seaman, is the rare occurrence of

the dense fogs which so frequently embarrass him in other parts

of the gulf; and which in the Strait of Northumberland are

seldom seen. It is worthy of remark that the prevailing S.W.
wind of summer, which, in the Bay of Fundy is very generally

accompanied by thick fog, parts with its moisture in passing over

the heated land of Nova Scotia, and becomes a hot dry wind off

its northern coast. It becomes tempered in its passage over

the water of the strait, heated and dried again in some degree in

passing over the island, but acquires again its moist and foggy

character long before it reaches the coast of Labrador, and not

unfrequently before it arrives at the Magdalen Islands.

Prince Edward Island is a colony with a distinct government.

The population at the last census in 1841, amounted to nearly

50,000. The seat of government is at Charlotte Town. The Charlotte

export trade of the island consists of agricultural produce, lumber,

and new vessels ; the valuable fisheries oflF its coasts have been
hitherto neglected, or prosecuted only to a very limited extent

for nome consumption ; they are however now beginning to attract

attention. Any further account of an island so well known,
would be out of place here, and may be had from other sources

;

I therefore proceed to describe its coasts and harbours, with the

dangers off them.

Timn.
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139. Thk west coast op Prince Edward Island, from the
north to the west point (a distance of 33 miles S.W. by W.)
is unbroken, and formed of red clay and sandstone cliffs, with
intervening sandy beaches affording landing for boats in fine
weather. There are several ponds where boats can be secured,
such as Nail and Black Ponds, and north and south Minimegash.
but their outlets through sandy beaches, are all nearly dry at low
water and of no use to vessels. The shallow water runs out to
considerable distances off various parts of this coast, and, as a
general rule for large ships, it should not be approached nearer
than the depth of 11 fathoms at night, or in thick weather.
The North Point, which is of low^ red cliffs, has a reef ex-

tending from it to the northward and eastward U miles to the
depth of 3 fathoms, and nearly 2 miles to 5 fathoms; moreover
rocky and irregular soundings from 10 to 6 fathoms continue
for several miles further out to the N.E., causing at times a
dangerous breaking sea. Vessels should therefore always give this
reef a wide berth in thick weather, or at night, and this, the sound-
ings in the Admiralty Chart will enable them to do ; it is therefore
only necessary to add, that it is most steep on the west side,
where there are 10 fathoms at the distance of one-third of a
mile. The inner part of the reef dries out half a mile from the
point, affording shelter to fishing schooners which shift from side
to side as the wind changes.

Off Nail Pond and Nail Head, 6 miles S.W. by W. from the
north point, the shallow water extends 2 miles from the shore.
Minimegash Reef is a ledge of rocks nearly dry P.t low water,

and nearly a mile in length parallel to the shore, from which its

outer edge is distant half a mile. It lies directly off the sandy
beach, and across the outlet of North Minimegash Pond, which
is 15 miles from the north point. There are 2* fathoms of water
between the reef and the shore, and vessels have in one or two
instancea been moored there during the summer months to take
in cargoes of lumber, but it is a very unsafe place.

The West Reef is a narrow and rocky ridge 4 miles long
north and south, and with very irregular soundings from 2} to 5
fathoms. The least water, 16 feet, is near the middle of the reef,
and there are 18 feet near its southern extreme, which bears from
the west point N.W. * W. 3* miles, and is distant 2* miles from
the nearest part of the shore. Its northern end is 3* miles off
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liore at the higliest part of the cliffs between Macwilliam Cove rrinct Ed.
and Cape Wolfe. Ther2 are no leading marks for this reef, and """"'' ^•^"'t

as there are 13 fathoms in one part close to its outer edge, it ia

very dangerous to ships rounding the west point, and can only be
certainly avoided at night, or in thick weather, by following the
edge of the bank of soundings off the mainland in 9 or 10 fathoms,
which will lead past it at the distance of 3 miles to the westward.
There is a passage within the reef, between it and the West Spit,

but it is narrow with irregular soundings and strong tides, and Tidet.

should therefore never be attempted in a large vessel. The
strength and direction of the tidal streams about this reef are
very irregular, being influenced by winds, varying also with the
time of tide, and probably with the age of the moon ; as may be
inferred from the peculiar tides at Richibucto and Shediac;
(Chapter XV., 125 and 127,) and which also occur in Egmont
Bay. In the deep water channel passing close on the outside of
the West Reef, the rate of the stream 'sometimes amounts to 2*
miles per hour, causing a heavy sea when running against the
wind. The usual strength and direction is shown by the arrows
on the chart.

The West Spit of sand upon sandstone, covered in some parts West Spit.
with only a few feet of water, runs out from the west point 3
miles to the N.N.W.. and then turns up N. by E. within the west
reef, so that the latter overlaps it at the distance of half a mile.
There is a "cul de sac" between the spit and the shore, open to
the north-.vard, and in which there are from 6 to 4 fathoms of
water. The only way to avoid getting into this opening, or
within the west reef, when running down from the northward, is

not to approach the island nearer than the low water depth of
II fathoms.

The West Point consists of sand-hills 12 feet high. Excepting West Point.
in the direction of the spit, the shallow water does not extend from
it very far, and there is very good anchorage under it in winds
from between north and east, and in 4 fathoms, fine sand bottom.

140. EomontBat is 17 miles wide and 8 miles deep, iht Egmont Bay.
course across it from the West Point to Cape Egmont being
S. by E. 1 E. It affords excellent anchorage with off-shore winds,
in from 4 to 7 fathoms, over sand and clay bottom, but vessels
should not anchor in less than 5 fathoms anywhere excepting on
the N.W. side of the bay, because there is rocky ground, with
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Egmont Say. only 3^ fathoms water off the river at itsj head, lying just within

the 5 fathoms line, and at the distance of 3 raile-j from the shore^

whilst along the eastern shore 5 fathoms would be too near the

edge of the shoals.

On the northern shore of the b&y, Wolfe and Brae Rivers a'e

sandy places dry at low water.

Percival and Enmorr Rivers, at the head of the bay, are

also only useful to boat-! and very small craft, having a depth of

only fvom 4 to 7 feet at low water, and being approached by ex-

ceedingly narrow and intricate channels through flats of sand, clay,

and oyster beds, which are dry in part at low water, and extend

1^ miles from the shore. The tides flow about 5 miles up these

ri vers, between low and marshy banks. The eastern side of Egmont
bay should not be approached to a less depth than 5i fathoms in

a large vessel, for the shallow water off Rocky Point and the Bar
of St. Jacques extends e mile from the shore. The chuich of

St. Jacques is conspicuously situated 5 miles to the northward of

Cape Egmont, having the French or Acadian Settlement along

the ridge to the northward of it, and the small river St. Jacques,

with its saw-mills, half a mile from it in the opposite direction.

Haldimand River, shallow and running in to the southward about

2 miles, is about half way between the church and Cape Egmont,
and has sand-hills on its west or outer point rf entrance. From
those sand-hills a sand bar, dry at low water, extends 3 or 4 miles

to the northward parallel to the shore, having "ery narrow channels

through it, which are said to shift ut times during heavy westerly

gales. At the time of our survey the principal channel was
pointed out by twc small beacons on the shore, about a mile to

the southward of the church. The course in, with those beacons

in one, was S.E. | E., turning short to the southward within the

bar into a harbour for small schooners, 5 feet deep at low water

Rnd extending to the entrance of Haldimand River.

Cape Egmont is a remarkable headland with clifi's of sandstone

50 feet high. About a mile to the northward of it will be seen

the Dutchmar.. an injulated rock 30 feet high, and Iving at the

distance of a cable from the shore. The cape itself is quite bold

to the southward ; but to the westward there is shallow rocky

ground half a mile off shore, and which should not be approached

nearer than 6 fathoms at low water.

EgmoKt Bank. Egmont Bi>NK, of fine red sand, and with 4 fathoms least

Cape Egmont.
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water, is very narrow, and 2* miles bag in a S.S.E. and N.N.W. Prince Ed-
direction. Its northern end bears W.N.W. i W. 5 miles from

""""*' ^'^'^*

Cape Egmont, its southern end W. | S. 4 miles, from the same
headland, and there are as much as 8* fathoms and a clear chan-
nel, between it and the cape.

141. From Cape Egmont to Sea Cow Head, the course is

S.E. i E., and distance 14+ miles. A bank of comparatively
shoal soundings commences at the former, and terminates at the
latter headland j curving to the southward, so as to extend to the
distance of 3* miles oflF shore ; its southern edge, in 5 fathoms,

forms an excellent guide for vessels at all times ; but very large

ships should be careful of ventuiing within that depth, since there

are only 3i fathoms, with rocky bottom, in one part, as will be
• presently mentioned.

Fifteen Point Church and village stand near the shore, 4i Fifteen Point,

miles to the eastward of Cape Egmont, and can be seen at great

distancea, either from the eastward or westward. At the extremity

of the point, one mile to the eastward of the church, there is a

low rock above water, called the Little Dutchman, and shallow

water to the distance of a long mile oflF shore; the depth then
increases to near 4 fathoms for 2 miles further off, and then

decreases again to 3i fathoms over sandstone bottom not far from
the edge of the bank, the church bearing from the shallow part

nearly south, and being distant 3 miles.

Sandbury Cove, 9 miles to the eastward of Cape Egmont, is Sandbury
an extensive place, but nearly dry at low water, excepting a narrow ^'^"•

channel through the flats on!y fit for boats or very small craft.

Miscouche Point is the eastern point of this cove ; and Miscouche
Church will be seen to the N.E. of it, at the distance of 2 or 3
miles inland.

Miscouche Shoal, off the point of the same name, dries out to Miscouche
the distance of U miles, and extends 2| miles to the southward **'^^'

to the depth of 3 fathoms, sheltering the roadstead in Bedeque
Bay, outside B ^eque Harbour, from westerly winds. The northern

extremes of Indian Head, and Indian Island in one, bearing

E. i N., clear the south point of the shoai in 14 feet water,

but the lead will be a sufficient guide when a greater depth is

required.

Bedeque Harbour, situated in the bay to the northward of Bedeque Har-
Sea Cow Head, runs in to the eastward between Indian Head

*""'"•

ST. I..—2. B
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and Phelan Point ; the former, the south point of entrance, will

be easily distinguished, being faced by sandstone cliffs 25 feet

high, and rising to double that height, a short distance back from

the shore, whilst the other is comparatively low and wooded.

The entrance between those points is H miles wide, but Indian

Spit, which dries out half a mile from the head, and shallow

water off the opposite shore, leave only a narrow channel into the

harbour. Indian Island is a mile within the entrance, having no

passage to the southward of it, and the island shoal extending

from it 400 fathoms in the opposite direction. The channel passes

to the northward of this shoal, and then turns to the southward,

within or to the eastward of the island, where vessels may lie

perfectly landlocked in 5 fathoms water. A depth of 20 feet at

low water, ordinary spring tides, can be carried into the harbour,

and, since the tides rise from 5 to 7 feet, there is water enough

for the largest ships ; but the channel is rendered so intricate by

the Island shoal and Middle ground, which lies a little further out

on the opposite sidtf of the channel, that no directions would

enable a stranger to enter this harbour without great risk of

accident. The assistance of a pilot and of buoys becomes there-

fore indispensable ; and it would be advisable to anchor in the bay

or roadstead outside, until the former could be obtained. The

anchorage in the roadstead in 22 feet at low water, sand and clay

bottom, is quite safe during the summer months, although open

to S.W. winds ; the shallowness of the water, and the land at the

distance of 4 or 5 leagues preventing any very heavy sea from

coming in. Should, however, any extraordinary circumstances

render it expedient to attempt running into the harbour ; the best

mode of proceeding would be, to run along the south-eastern edge

of the Miscouche Shoal, and then eastward along the northern side

of the channel, by the lead, in the low water depth of 1 8 feet,

until Indian and Graham Heads come in one, bearing S.S.W. i W.,

when the vessel should be immediately rounded to, with her head

to the southward, and anchored in about 4 fathoms, mud bottom

:

she will then be about 400 fathoms within Indian Spit, and in

perfect safety. If the vessel be approaching from the eastward

with an easterly wind. Sea Cow Head may be safely rounded at

the distance of 2 or 3 cables, Graham Heaa may be passed at

twice that distance, and then the edge of thv*; shallow water off

Salutation Cove may be safely followed by the lead, till we approach
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Indian Head, where the shoal becomes very steep, as is also Prince Ed-

Indian Spit, which however can frequently be seen, being dry at
"'"'^

* "' '

low water. At a short distance within Indian Island, the harbour
,

,

18 divided into two arms, of which the northern, Wilmot River,

is only 2 or 3 feet deep, obstructed by oyster beds, and crossed

by a bridge 2 miles from the island. Vessels can ascend the .

southern arm \\ miles beyond the island, the channel then becomes

obstructed by oyster beds, so as to leave only an intricate channel

4 feet deep at low water ; through which the new vessels built at

Mr. Pope's building yard, I^ miles higher up on the south shore,

are taken at high water. Half a mile above Pope's Wharf, this

arm, which is called Dunk River, divides into two narrow and

shallow channels, crossed by bridges at the distance of a mile.

It is high water on the full and change days, at Green's Wharf, Bedeque

on the north side of Bedeque Harbour, opposite Indian Island, at

10 In, the rise being 7 feet in spring tides and 5 feet in neap

tides.

From Sea Cow Head to Carlelon Head, S.S.E. J E., 6 miles,

and from the latter to Cape Traverse, S.S.E. | E., nearly 3 miles,

the points are formed of r-^d sandstone and clay cliflfs, with coves

between, affording shelter and landing for boats, and also anchorage

for small craft, with the wind off the land, or in fine weather.

The shallow water does not extend beyond 300 fathoms oflF either

of the three above-named headlands ; but in the bays its three

fathoms' edge is sometimes twice that distance from the shore;

and as the line of 5 fathoms is sometimes quite close to it, the

general rule for vessels at night should be not to approach nearer

than the depth of "7 fathoms. In the old charts a shoal with

3 fathoms water is shown off Carleton Head; but a diligent

search has convinced us that it has no existence.

142. In the first 4 miles eastward from Cape Traverse there Provost and

are three coves, namely. Provost, Augustin, and Cumberland
°^^^ ^''"**'

Coves, which are separated by pouits of cliff, and are dry at low

water.

Tryon River lies a mile further in the same direction, Tryon River

between Tryon Head and Birch Point, and is approached by a very

narrow channel through the western side of the Tryon Slioala.

There is 1 foot of water over the bar of this channel at low water

in spring tides; but the depth increases to 11 or 12 feet for a

short distance within, and then the channel becomes still narrower,

H 2
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winding through flats of Band, mud, and weeds to the bridge, a

distance of nearly 3 miles, following the channel. Small schooners

enter Tryon, with the assistance of the tide, which rises from

6 to 8 feet; and there are flourishing farms on each side of the

river.

TYt/on Shoals. The Trton Shoals, of sand upon sandstone, dry out U milcB

off-shore, between Tryon and Brockelsby Rivers ; and their S.W.

extreme, in 3 fathoms, bears S. by W. i W., and is distant fully

2 miles from Tryon Head, the nearest part of the shore. At the

distance of one-third of a mile N.E. from the S.W. point of the

shoal, there are only 2 feet water over rocky bottom, and at twice

that distance the sand? are dry at low water. The S.W. point is

steeper than any other part of these shoals, having 4* fathoms

close to it ; but there is, nevertheless, sufficient warning by the

lead, since the depth of 5 fathoms is nowhere less distant than

half a mile from their edge. There is, moreover, an excellent

leading mark, namely. Cape Traverse and Carleton Head in one,

and bearing N.N.W. f W., which clears the S.W. point of the

shoals in 5 fathoms, and at the distance of a long half mile.

Further eastward, these shoals may be safely approached by the

lead to anv cotivenient depth, so that it will be perceived that they

are by no means so dangerous as they have generally been con-

sidered ; nevertheless, the lead should never be neglected when in

their vicinity, for the tides round the island meet oflF them, causing

variations in the strength and set of the streams, which it would

require long-continued observations to understand or account for.

The stream of ebb out of Bay Verte frequently sets over

towards these shoals, so that a vessel standing along the land with

a scant southerly wind will often find herself dropping to leeward

towards them much faster than her usual amount of leeway

would lead her to expect.

Crapaud Road is a small but secure anchorage off^ the

mouth of Brockelsby River, and between the eastern part of the

Tryon Shoals and the land. The space in which vessels may ride

in from 12 to 15 feet at low water is about half a-mile long by

2 cables wide ; but the anchorage for small craft, in from 1 to

9 feet, is more extensive, continuing nearly a mile further to the

westward in a narrow channel or cove in the sands that dry at low

water. The entrance to this road, between the eastern point

of the Tryon Shoals and the shallow water ofl' the shore to the

Crapaud
Road.
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eastward, is only 90 fathoms wide, and 9 feet deep at low water, Prince Ed-
. • I ward Island,

spring tides.
i»K*«».

To run for Crapaud Road, proceed as follows :—Bring the

two white beacons that stand on either side of the entrance of

Brockelsby River in one, bearing N. \ E., and run towards them

until Wright's Bam comes on with the western side of Paul Bluff,

bearing N.W. | N. ; when change course towards the last-named

objects, keeping them exactly in one ; and when the vessel has

run a cable's length, the marks for the steep northern edge of the

Tryon Shoals will come on, namely, Richard Point (the extreme

to the westward) in one with Birch Point, bearing N. W. by W. i W.
Let the course towards Paul Bluff and Wright's Bam be con-

tinued for the distance of 2 cables further j then change course

towards Birch Point or W.N.W. ; and when you have run a

cable's length, let go the anchor, and the vessel will be in the best

berth, and in from 13 to 15 feet water, over sand and mud bottom

that holds well. No sea of consequence ever comes into this

anchorage, the sands outside being covered only to the depth of a

few feet at high water ; and the shallow water to the eastward,

off Inman Point and Brockelsby Head, overlapping the entrance.

It is high water on full and change days at 10 1#, and the rise Crapaud
Tides

is 8 feet in spring and 6 feet in neap tides ; there is, therefore, a

depth of from 15 to 17 feet at high water in the entrance or on

the bar of the roadstead. The tidal streams are weak and irre-

gular ; in general their rates do not exceed half a knot at the an-

chorage, but they sometimes amount to H knots for a short time

along the edge of the shoals and in the entrance.

Brockelsby River is all dry at low water, excepting a very Brockelsby

narrow winding channel through mud flats, by which boats can
"*"*'•

ascend to the bridge If miles from the entrance. The land rises

to the height of 250 feet from the eastern bank of this river ; and

the neighbouring country is pleasing and well settled.

Brockelsby Head, 9 miles S.E. by E. from Gape Traverse, is Brochelsby

the eastern point of the bay in which the river and roadstead, last
"*'"'•

described, are situated. It has clay clifis, 15 feet high, based

upon sandstone, which runs out a mile to the southward, forming

a dangerous reef, which must be carefully avoided by vessels

approaching Crapaud from the eastward.

Inman Rock, with 4 feet least water, lies near the outer point Inman Rock,

of the reef just mentioned twe :. "is of a mile, due south from
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Brockelsby Head, and with from 13 to 19 feet of water around

it. Large vessels should not approach it nearer than the low-

water depth of 4i fathoms.

Marle Head, 2* miles S.E. from Brockelsby Head, has also

a reef running out from it nearly a mile, and which should not

be approached nearer than 5 fathoms.

S^BLB Cove, between the two last-named headlands, is nearly

dry at low water, and crossed by a bridge one mile from its

entrance.

From Marie Head to St. Peters Island, a distance of 9 miles

to the eastward, the coast is straight and unbroken, and may be

approached by the lead to 5 fathoms; bearing in mind that that

depth is occasionally within 2 cables' length of shallow water,

extending in some places three-quarters of a mile out from the

shore.

143. Hillsborough Bat, having in it the principal harbour

and capital town, and being the outlet of an extensive inland

navigation, is the most important, as well as the largest, of any in

the island. The numerous dangers it contains, having hitherto

been very imperfectly known and represented, have rendered its

navigation extremely difficult to strangers in a large ship ; but

this will now be obviated, it is conceived, by the Admiralty Chart,

accompanied by the following directions. I shall first briefly

describe the objects and dangers belonging to the main line of

navigation, and which are on either side of the channel leading to

Charlotte Town Harbour, leaving the eastern part of the bay

to be afterwards noticed.

St. Peters Island will be recognized by its position; but I

may add that it is rather more than 3 miles in circumference, and

of very moderate height, having cliffs of red clay and sandstone,

35 feet high, along its eastern shore. There are several farms on

either side ; but the central parts ofthe island are thickly wooded. It

is joined to Rice Point, the N.W. point of the bay, and from which

it is distant U miles, by sands dry at low water ; boats, therefore,

can oi ly pass between it and the shore with the assistance of the

tide.

Shallow water extends off the island li miles to the S.W.

and S. ; but the soundings, deepening out gradually, afford ample

guidance in that part. Further eastward the St. Peters Shoals

become much more extensive, stretching out 3i miles E. by N.
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from the N.E. point of the island. For the first 2 miles of that Prince Ed-

/v J 1 1
ward Island.

distance St. Peters Spit of sand dries out, affordmg shelter to
g^ p^^^^

St. Peter's Road fit only for small vessels, having only from Spit.

9 to 12 feet at low water. Oflf the end of the spit lies the Spit Spii-head.

Head, a rocky shoal, with 8 feet least water, which extends to

within a quarter of a mile of the east extreme of the St. Peters

Shoals, where the Spit Head Buoy is moored in 5 fathoms, with the

following bearings, viz., the west side of the Government House in

Charlotte Town, in one with Battery Point, bearing N. i E. ; the

north side of St. Peters Island W. i S. and Gallows Point, just

open to the northward of the dry spit of Grovernor's Island,

S.E. ^ E. ; but this dry spit can seldom be seen, and bearings

alone to such distant objects are insufficient ; therefore a beacon

should be placed on the flat off the end of the dry spit, so as to

form with Gallows Point a cross mark to insure the same position

for the buoy every year. The 5 fathoms edge of the bank, form-

ing the western side of the channel, trends due north 2\ miles

from the Spithead Buoy to about a cable's length off Block House

Point, at the entrance of Charlotte Town Harbour. The edge of

the St. Peters Shoals may be safely followed by the lead in

5 fathoms as far in as the Spit He^d Buoy ; after which the bank

becomes steep, and must be approached with caution in a large

vessel. The Trout Rock, with 1 feet leaet water, lies 2 cables Trout Rock.

within the edge of the bank, and a long half mile out from Block

House Point, which, kept in one with Government House, bearing

N. by E. t E., will just clear the rock to the eastward in about

14 feet water.

On the opposite or eastern side of the channel the shallow water

is continuous, from Sea Trout Point, at the entrance of the harbour,

to Governor's Island, there being only a passage for boats or small

craft between that islar'l and the land to the N.E. of it. The

edge of the bank, in 5 fathoms, runs to the south from Sea Trout

Point to opposite the Spit Head Buoy ; consequently parallel, in

this part, to the bank on the opposite side, leaving a channel from

7 to 12 fathoms deep, and either one-third of a mile or half a mile

wide, according as we conceive it to be bounded by the 5 fathoms' or

3 fathoms' line. The bank is most steep opposite the Spit Head

Buoy, where the rocky Squa Shoal, with 10 feet least water, Squa Shoal.

approaches close to its edge. Battery and Sea Trout Points in

one, bearing north, form an excellent mark for this side of the
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channel, leading along the edge of the bank, in 4* fatnoms least

water, from near Sea Trout Point, to a quarter of a mile beyond

the Spit Head Buoy on the opposite side ; but it had better not be

followed further to the southward in a large ship, although smaller

vessels may do so, until Governor Island and Gallows Point are

touching ; bearing in mind that it finally leads over the reef off

the west end of the island.

Governor Island lies 4* miles, E. by N., from St.

Peters Island ; and 4 miles, S. by E. 4 E., from Block House

Point. It is low, in great part wooded, based upon sandstone,

and has dangerous shoals round it on all sides; but Go-

vernor Shoals, extending from it to the S.W., and adding

greatly to the dangers of the navigation, more especially claim our

attention. Stretching out from the west end of the island, the

sandstone reef is dry at low water for the first half mile, and has

less than 3 fathoms for an equal distance further ;
after which

rocky and irregular soundings continue to the west extreme

of the shoals, in 5 fathoms, distant 2 miles from the island.

Fitzroy Buoy is moored in 4 fathoms, a cable's length within the

west extreme of the shoals; with the square tower of the Presby-

terian church at Charlotte Town and Battery Point in one, bearing

N. by E. i E. ; and the N.W. extreme of Governor Island and

Pownell Point touching, and bearing E. by N. Fitzroy Rock,

with 20 feet least water, lies about a cable's length to the

eastward of the Buoy, and was considered the principal danger off

the island, until our survey led to the discovery of the much more

dangerous rocky patches which are scattered over these shoals

further to the southward.

Huntley Rock. Of these patches, Huntlev Rock, bearing S, by W. i W.,

1| miles from the west end of the island, has the least water,

namely, 12 feet at low water ; but there are others, with from 17 to

22 feet of water, as far out as 24 miles, and the S.W. extreme of

the shoals in 5 fathoms is distant 3* miles from the island. The

mark for Fitzroy Buoy, namely the Presbyterian Church and Battery

Point, bearing N. by E. i E., clears the west side of Governor

Slioals in 5 fathoms, excepting the small portion of the west

extreme to the westward of the buoy.

Prim Point, the S.E. iwint of Hillsborough Bay, is low, with cliffs

of sandstone, 10 to 15 feet high. The Lighthouse, of brick, and

of the usual conical form, shows a fixed light, 65 feet above the

Fitzroy Rock.

lighthouse.
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sea at high water, and which can be plainly seen from the deck of ^'^^'j^^
a vessel at the distance of 4 or 5 leagues. It is of the greatest

use to vessels, especially when approaching from the eastward,

guiding them, by its bearing, clear of the Rifleman and Pinette

Shoals, and enabling them to enter the bay in the darkest night.

It stands 50 fathomu within the S.W. extremity of the point,

the west extreme of St. Peters Island bearing from it N.W. i W.

7| miles ; the west end of Governor Island N. 1 E. 5 miles

;

and Bell Point (the extreme to the eastward) S.E. * S. 10 miles.

Prim Island, which has also low cliffs, is distant li miles Prim Island.

E N.E. from the extremity of the point, and is united to its north

side by sand beaches, inclosing marshy ponds.

The Prim Reef, of sandstone, runs out to the westward, both Prim Beef.

from the island and the point, so as to form a forked reef, with

very uneven soundings ; its northern point, in 3 fathoms, bears

N.W. by W. 4 W., 2 miles from the Lighthouse, and the other

point W. by S. li miles ; but if we consider the reef as bounded

by the depth of 5 fathoms (which we must do for a large ship), it

is much more extensive, reaching out to the distance of 3 miles.

The Square Tower of the Presbyterian Church at Charlotte

Town, in one with Battery Point, bearing N. 13" E., will clear the

3 fathoms extreme of Prim reef; and the same Church Tower, in

one with Block-house Point, bearing N. by E. \ E., will clear

the whole of the reef ; but it is only in very favourable weather

that such distant objects can be seen, and, therefore, the lead must

be the main dependence; the soundings, combined with the

bearing of the light, being amply sufficient for rounding the reef,

as will be seen in the Chart. Having thus described ihe dangers

of the approach through Hillsborough Bay, I must add a brief

description of the harbour, and then give the requisite directions.

Charlotte Town Harbour is 428 fathoms wide at entrance, Charlotte

between the cliffs of Block House and Sea-Trout Points ; but (J^^
"^

shallow water, extending from both shores, reduces the navigable

width of the channel, reckoning from 3 fathoms, to 230 fathoms

;

and as the shoals are very steep, it would require to be well buoyed

before a large ship could beat in or out with safety. Cliffs of red

sandstone, from 10 to 30 feet high, form the shores on either side,

the land rising gradually from them in undulations, and being

partly cultivated and partly wooded. An old block-house and

signal-post stand on Block-House Point, the west point of entrance.
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Charlotte The next point of cliff on that side as we proceed in ia Alchorn

E."
"'"^'

I'oint, and at the distance of half a-mile from the Block-House,

the remains of Fort Amherst may yet be seen on the hill, 93 feet

above high-water. We have next Warren Cove and Farm, with

Ringwood, the place of Captain Cumberland, and, lastly, Canseau

Point, with its white beacon, li miles from the block-house.

CanseauShoal. Canseau Shoal extends off Canseau Point to the distance of

350 fathoms, and will be cleared by keeping the Block-house just

open, clear of Alchorn Point ; observing that the extremes of the

cliffs of Block-House and Alchorn Point in one, lead over the

point of the shoal in 16 feet at low water. On the opposite or

eastern side of the entrance, and less than a mile within Sea-Trout

Point, we have Battery Point, with its shoal ; the latter running

out 200 fathoms, and having on its extreme point a buoy moored

in 3 fathoms at low water. Outside that depth, on either side,

the water deepens abruptly, and there are 13 fathoms in the

middle of the channel. The Red Beacon and Presbyterian Church

Tower at Charlotte Town, clear the shoal off Battery Point in

10 fathoms, and at the distance of 60 fathoms. Within the

harbour, in addition to the flats of mud and weeds extending off

shore, there is the Middle Ground, with 17 feet least water, and

for the situation of which I must refer to the plan of the harbour

;

WTifte beacon, remarking here, that the White Beacon on Canseau Point and

McKinnon's loghouse in one, lead through midway between it, and

the flat off the southern bhcre.

Immediately within Canseau and Battery Points, which are the

inner points of entrance, the channel expands into one of the finest

harbours in the world, having depth and space sufficient for any

number and description of vessels. In sailing in, we see before

us York River, running in to the northward ; on our right the

Hillsborough, stretching away to the E.N.E as far as the eye can

reach ; and on our left Elliot River running in to the westward.

The confluence of the streams of these three rivers, between Can-

seau Shoal and the mouth of York River, form The Thhee Tides,

where there is excellent anchorage, used occasionally by laden

vessels preparing for sea, the usual anchorage being off the

wharves of the town, where the channel is 280 fathoms wide, and

nearly 10 fathoms deep.

liiorlotte Charlotte Town is advantageously situated on the northern

l'^""^ bank of the Hillsborough, a short distance within its entrance.

Middle
Ground.

The Three

Tides,
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and at the point where the deep water approaches nearest to the Charlotte

shore ; its wharves, however, still requiring to be 120 fathoms

long to reach the edge of the channel. The town is extremely

well laid out, with spacious squares and wide streets at right

angles j but these are as yet thinly occupied by houses, the rapidly

increasing population not exceeding 6000. The new Provincial

Building, occupying the centre of the principal square, is the only

stone building in the place. The houses, with the exception of

5 or 6 which are of brick, are all of wood ; and so also are the

three churches of England, Scotland, and Rome, and the Wesleyan

and Baptist chapels. The Scotch church, which has been so often

mentioned, will easily be distinguished, being the most to the west-

ward, and appearing with the Red Beacon (used with it as a

leading mark, and standing close to the water), on the left side of

the town. Still further to the left will be seen the Government

House, by itself, and distinguished by its colonnade.

No part of the town exceeds in elevation 50 feet above the sea

at high-water; but the land rises gradually behind it to the

height of 150 feet at the distance of U miles, and is well cultivated,

whilst yet sufficient wood has been preserved to give to the

country an agreeable and park-like appearance.

The site of Charlotte Town, as the capital of the island, and the

seat of the provincial government and legislature, appears to have

been extremely well chosen, whether we regard its almost central

position ; its extensive inland communication by means of the

rivers that unite their streams before it ; or the superiority of its

harbour, which possesses moreover the important advantage of

having the greatest rise of tide in the Gulf anywhere below Cape

Chatle, with the exception of Campbell Town in the Restigouche,

which is inaccessible to very large ships. All kinds of supplies

may be obtained at Charlotte Town, but water only from wells

with pumps, which are numerous in the town.

It is high water on the full and change days at 10 h. 45 m., and Charlotte

. .,.«,,. 1 J • ^-j jfoicn Tides.

the rise in ordinary spring tides is 9i feet, and in neap tides

7 feet. Their rise is considerably influenced by the winds, so

that we have seen spring tides during N.E. gales rise 11 feet,

and neaps du'ing S. W. gales only 6 feet ; but these were

extraordinary cases. The duration of the two tides is nearly

equal, and their streams continue about a quarter of an hour

after high and low water by the shore; running usually at
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Charlotte

Town.

Hillsborough

River.

York River.

the rate of 1 1 knots off the town, and 2^ knots in the entrance of

the harbour.*

Of the three rivers that unite in the harbour, Thb Hills-

borough is the largest, being navigable for the largest ships to

the distance of 7 or 8 miles, and for jmall vessels 1 4 miles above

Charlotte Town ; where there is a bridge 2 miles from the head

of the river. There is a portage of less than a mile across, from

the Hillsborough near its head to Savage Harbour on the north

coast of the island. York River, the smallest of the three, is

Elliot River, crossed by Poplar Island Bridge, 2| miles from its mouth. Elliot

River rahy be ascended 4 or 5 miles by large ships, and 9 or 10

by small craft and boats. The shores of all three rivers are set-

tled, and the country generally fertile.

The following directions are intended for the use of shipping

bound to Charlotte Town ; and first from the eastward with fair

winds. Avoid the Rifleman Reef by attending to the soundings

iu the chart, and by not bringing the light on Prim Point to bear

to the westward of N.N.W. A large ship should round Prim Reef

by the lead in 10 fathoms ; a smaller vessel may go nearer with

attention to the soundings.

When the light bears to the southward of E. by S. i S., (the

vessel being in not less than the low water depth of 10 fathoms,)

or when the north side of Prim Island bears £. by S. the most

northern point of the reef will be past, and the course across the

bay must be North or N. | £. at night or in thick weather ; the

object being to strike soundings on the southern edge of the bank

off St. Peters Island, and then to follow it to the north-eastward

in 5 fathoms, until about 2 miles within the FitzRoy Rock, where

there is excellent anchorage off Governor Island, and where the

vessel had better wait for daylight. But if it be day and clear

* A* we continued our observations here hourly, through 1 1 semi-lunations,

with au accurate tide-gauge, it may be useful to put on record, the fol-

lowing resulting particulars :-~

The Corrected Establishment was lOh. 18m. The a.v ' 1e ')3ing

lOh. 24m., and the p.u. tide llh. 7in, after transit: the u.^. i 'ei?
-

lOh. 45m. The mean duration oi the flood (by 294 observtiiou ) ',v>'^

6h. 14m.; and of the ebb 6h, Urn., the flood being rather thi. )wf].?<'Fji , ay if

the evaporation more than compensated for the trifling supply of fresh-water
afforded by the small streams, which discharge into the sea-creeks, or inlets.

It is worthy of remark that the Diurnal Inequality in the heights of the

alternate flood tides, so strongly exhibited at Pictou, &c., is here only slightly

shown ; but may be plainly observed in the ebb tides, or in the difference

f \^o l^t^els to which the alternate tides descend.
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weather, and Prim Reef has been pasBcd as above directed, rteer
^'^^%?^lj

N. by E. T I^-i attending to the soundings and the given leading

mark, to avoid being set to the eastward too near Governor

Shoals. If the Presbyterian Church can be made out, (which it

most probably will be before arriving near FitzRoy Buoy,) bring

it in one with Blockhouse Point, and keep it so until Governor

Island and Pownell Point are touching, and bearing E. by N.,

when FitzRoy Buoy will be seen on the same bearing, and

distant two-thirds of a mile. Steer now N.E. by E. with the

flood tide, or N.E. | E. with the ebb, until the west side of

Government House and Battery Point come in one, bearing N. \ E.,

wh .-o change the course towards them, taking care not to open out

any more than the west side of Government House, and they will

lead close past the Spit Head Buoy, which must be left on the

port hand or to the westward. Having passed the buoy, continue

running on the same leading mark until Dockendorf's House (see

plan) comes in one with Canseau Point. Keep Dockendorf's House

only just in sight, as you run towards it, until you are within th^

Block House and Sea Trout Points ; then sheer a little to the

eastward, sufficiently to open out Dockendorfs barn .s well as

his house, 2 or 3 degrees to the eastward of Canseau Point. Keep

the house and barn so open, steering about N. by W. i W., and as

soon as the Red Beacon and Presbyterian Church come in one, steer

for them, and they will lead past the buoy on the Battery Point

Shoal, and between the latter and Canseau Shoal, until the White

Beacon on Canseau Point and McKinnon's Log-house come in one.

The last named marks kept in one astern, will lead through be-

tween the Middle ground and the flat off the southern shore to

the anchorage in mid-channel off the wharves of the town.

Approaching from the westward with a fair wind, bring

Governor Island and Pownel Point to touch, bearing E. by N., and

run for them until the Presbyterian Church comes in sight, and in

one with Blockhouse Point, bearing N. by E. i E. ; when steer

N.E. by E. or N.E. -i E., according as it may be flood or ebb tide,

uiitil the west side of Government House and Battery Point come

in one, bearing N. | E., and then proceed as before directed.

If the leading marks cannot be made out, follow the southern

and eastern cJge of the St. Peters shoals in 5 fathoms up to the

Spit Head Buoy, and then proceed as before directed.

With healing winds little difficulty will be experienced, regard
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Charlottt being had to the 8'>unding8 in the Admiralty Chart, and to whet
°^"'

has been said of Prim Reef and Governor's S.'oals. On ap-

proaching the narrow part of thv, channel, the buoy, or the leading

marks, will point out the position of the FitzRoy Rock, the

ve». 'el making short boards off and on the edge of the St. Peteru

Shoals, until more than a mile within it; after w.iich, (and in

addition to tha lead,) the west side of Governmf jt House and

Battery Point in one, will show whe)i to tack in tne board to the

we fitward, until well within the Spit Head Buoy; ind Battery

cna ?ea Trout Points in o;ie, will do the same on the cast side of

the channel, until the vcesel arrives close off the entrance of the

harboui. I have already remarked, that more buoys would be

required before a large ship (that is, any thing larger than a sloop

of war) could safely beat in and out through the entrance ; and

even in smaller vessels it is necessary to be well acquainted with

the place, and to be constantly on our guard against the flawing

and unsteady wind which so commonly prevails there.

The eastern part of Hillsborough Bay being out o<^ the prin-

cipal line of navigation, is but* little frequented by shipping; two

or three sail, including new vessels built there, being the usual

amount annually. On this accoimt, and also because it abounds

with dangers so that no directions would avail, I shall confine

myself to a brief description, pointing out the positions of the

principal dangers, end generally the nature of the navigation.

An accurate chart on a large scale would be there indispensable,

or else the services of competent pilots ; but this last it is not easy

to find at present, there being only three persons, known to us,

including the harbour master of Charlotte Town, that can with

any degree of propriety be termed pilots for this bay ; and the

amount of trade hitherto has not been sufficient to furnish them

with much experience, or that precise knowledge which would

insure the safety of a large ship. To the N.E. of Governor

loland, under shelter of the shoal at its east point, and off the

mouth of the shallow Squa Bay, there is good anchorage for small

vessels, in from 9 to 12 feet with mud bottom,

Pownell Bay. Pownell Bat requires but a brief notice, being shallow and

open to the westerly winds ; it affords shelter to small craft and

boats near its head, which dries extensively at low water.

Gallows Gai.lows Point, separating Pownell and Orwell Bays, has a

long reef of sandstone, and extensive shoals off it, on which are
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scitttered rocks covered with only a few feet of water. These Prince Ed-
, ward Island-

shoalu extend in the direction of Governor's Island, to the distance

of 2 miles, and also a long mile towards Point Prim. There is,

moreover, a detached shoal, with 13 feet least water, hearing W. | N.

2 miles from Gallows Point.

Orwell Bat, leading to Orwell, Vernon, and Seal Rivers, is 2 Orwell Bay.

miles wide at its entrance, between Gallows and Buchanan Points

;

the latter on the southern shore being 5 miles within or to the

eastv/ard of Prim Point. As we proceed in from Prim Island

towards Orwell, the shallow water extends to greater distances

from the shore, until at last it stretches nearly half-way across the

mouth of Orwell Bay. Its edge in 3 fathoms is *here IJ miles

out from the cliflFs, and has a rock upon it witl, 9 feel least water,

which bears N.W. by W. a long mile from Point Buchanan, and

S.S.W. 1^ miles from Gallows Point. Between the shoals just

mentioned, and those which stretch over to the southward from

Gallowj Point, the channel is 400 fathoms wide and nearly 5

fathoms deep, becoming shallower and narrower as we proceed

up the bay, until off Mackinnis Point, (H miles in from the en-

trance and on the northern shore,) it suddenly contracts to less

than one cable in breadth, and decreases in depth to 14 or 15 feet

at low water, in spring tides. This is the bar which would re-

quire to be buoyed, as would also the channel, which becomes

only a little wider within ; the depth at the same time increasing to 7

or 8 fathoms between steep shoals on either side. Just within China

Point (on the northern shore, and 2 miles within the bar) is the

confluence of the Orwell and Vernon Rivers, and there, vessels

may lie perfectly land-locked, the channel being 80 or 90 fathoms

wide, and 5 fathoms deep, between mud flats dry at lov water.

Vessels can ascend more than a mile up the Orwell and Vernon

Rivers, and new vessels are brought down the latter with the tide

from a much greater distance; but both rivers are obstructed

with oyster beds, at the distance of li miles from Chma Point,

and their channels higher up become very shallow and narrow,

the Orwell being quite dry at low water ; as is also Seal River,

which enters the Vernon from the northward.

144. PiNKTTE Harbour, 4 miles eastward from Prim Point, Pinette Har-

has only 2 feet at low water over its rocky and exceedingly

dangerous bar. It is therefore fit only for small schooners,

although it has from 3 to 4i fathoms in its narrow channel, which

hour.
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Tides.

Flat River.

Kifletnan

Reef.

runs in several miles through flats of mud and weeds, dry at low

water, and then divides into several shallow branches. The bar

rinet'e Shoah. is nearly a mile out from the entrance, and the Pinette Shoals

reach to double that distance ; their outer point, in 3 fathoms,

extending several cables' length beyond the line joining Prim

Point, and the extreme to the south-eastward, and bearing from

Pinette Point W.S.W. 2 miles. There are only 9 feet of water

just within this point, and only 3 feet at no great distance, the

bottom being rock. These shoals are therefore very dangerous,

and should not be approached nearer than the low-water depth of

6 fathoms. It is high water on the full and change days at

Pinette at 10 h., and the rise is 8 feet in spring and 5 feet in neap

tides.

Fiat River, which is only fit for boats, is 3 miles to the S.E.

from Pinette. Shallow water extends off Macdougall Point,

its eastern point of entrance, to the distance of a mile.

The Rifleman Reef, of sandstone, stretches out to the distance

of 2 miles from Stewart Point, which bears from Prim Point

S.E. i S. 9 miles. On the extreme outer point of this reef,

in 3 fathoms. Prim Light bears N.N.W, * W. 8 miles,

Macdougal Point N.N.E., and Stewart Point E. i S. 2 miles.

Just within this point there are 8 feet of water, and half-way

between that and the shore only 5 feet, while between those and

other shallow patches there are 12 feet at low water. The very

irregular soundings off this reef, and the deep water close to it

(16 fathoms within less than half a mile), while there is a mur. t

less depth further out, render it one of the greatest dangers in the

strait. The bearing of the Light on Prim Point will greatly assist

vessels in avoiding it ; but at all times, either by night or by day,

and especially in thick weather, it should be approached with

care. There are no leading marks for its west extreme, which has

7 fathoms close to it ; but the soundings give better warning there

than further to the southward. The wooded point, within and

opposite the Wood Islands, in one with Black Point, the extreme

to the eastward, bearing E.S.E., just clear the southern side of

the reef; but the safest plan, when approaching it from the south-

ward, will be to tack as soon as the extreme of the land to the

eastward appears within the Wood Islands, bearing E.S.E. i E.,

when the vessel will be li miles from the reef.

When standing towards the reef at night, take care that
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Prim Light is not brought to bear to the westward of N.N.W. Prince Ed-

wn , ,. , . , , ,. ward Island,
If the light 18 not seen, a close attention to the soundings can

alone ensure safety. Observe, in standing across the strait from

the southward towards the reef that, after liaving had upwards

of 20 fathoms towards the southern shore, the soundings will

decrease to between 1 1 and 9 fathoms for several miles, and then

suddenly increase again to from 14 to 16 fathoms. When the

vessel arrives at this deep water she will be less than a mile from

the reef, and if she ventures across it to 10 fathoms, she will be

distant only 300 fathoms from its edge.

Bell Point, a mile south-east of Stewart Point, and the extreme Bell Point.

from Prim Point, is a cliflF of sandstone 40 feet in height. The

shallow water is continuous from the Rifleman Reef to this point,

from which it extends a mile to the 3 fathoms line, having 9 or

10 fathoms close to its edge.

The Indian Rocks, considering them to be bounded by the Indian Rockt,

depth of 8 fathoms, occupy a space H miles in length, parallel

to the shore between Bell Point and the Wood Islands, and half

a mile in breadth. They are of sandstone dry to a considerable

extent at low water, and their southern edge is 1^ miles offshore.

The S.E. extreme of these rocks bears S.W. by W. nearly a mile

from the west end of the Wood Islands, and will be cleared to the

southward if the S.E. point of those islands be not brought to

bear to the eastward of E.N.E. The western extreme of the rocks

bears from Bell Point S. by E. 1| miles, and Macdougal and

Pinette Points in one, bearing N. by W. i W., will clear it to the

westward, at the distance of three-quarters of a mile ; but Pinette

Point cannot always be distinguished. The want of suflScient

leading marks, and the deep water so close to the southward,

would render these rocks exceedingly dangerous by day, as well

as by night, if there were not almost always breakers or a rippling,

to be seen on the part that dries. In standing towards them at

night, observe that there are 10 fathoms within a quarter of a mile

of their southern edge; and that 13 fathoms is near enough to

their S.E. extreme, and 10 fathoms to their S.W. point, taking

care not to get between the latter and the Bell Point Reef, where!

there are also 10 fathoms. Thereis a channel between the Indian

Rocks and the shore more than half a mile wide, and from 4 to

16 fathoms deep ; but it is of no use to shipping, the soundings

being irregular, with rocky or gravelly bottom and strong tides.
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Tide$.

It may as well be added, that the extreme of the land to the

eaatward and the inner side of the Wood Islands in one will lead

in between the Bell Point Reefa and the rocks, and clear their

northern edge in 5 fathoms ; and that the line of Stewart and Bell

Points in one, bearing N.W, i N., passes along their N.E. side

in 3 fathoms ; the former of those points must therefore be shut

in behind the latter to pass between the Rocks and the Wood

Islands.

The tidal streams are strong in the deep water just outside these

rocks, frequently running at the rate of 3 miles per hour It is

high water on the full and change days at Qf hours nearly, the rise

being 6 feet in spring and 4 feet in neap,tides.

WoodhUmdt. The Wood Islands are now only in part covered with timber,

there being at present two families residing on them, who have

cleared the greater part of their surface.

They are two small islets, and, with their connecting sand-

bar, are 700 fathoms in length, parallel to the shore, from which

they are distant about half a mile. The eastern or larger islet is

350 fathoms long and about 50 feet high. They both present

clifiFs of sandstone to seaward, and are united to the shore by a long

eand-bcr at their western extremity. The space between the islets

and the shore forms a secure boat harbour, having an entrance

from the eastward j but it is all nearly dry at low water. The

shallow water does not extend oflf these islands to the southward

beyond 2 cables ; but continues from them, across the bay to the

eastward as far as Little Sands, a distance of 3 miles. The

anchorage to the eastward of the islands, within the distance of a

mile, and at any depth from 3 to 9 fathoms, is good in N.W.

winds, the Indian Rocks breaking the sea.

From Little Sands to White Sands, 6 miles E. by S., the sand-

stone Cliff's a.-e 40 to 50 feet, and quite bold.

White Sakds is a settlement, receiving its name from the

sandy beach of a small bay, 9 miles eastward from the Wood

Islands. There is a sand-spit there, just covered at low water,

which affords some shelter to boats, and as andy shoal extending

to the distance of half a mile off shore. The edge of this shoal

is so steep and the water near it so deep, that the lead gives no

warning ; but if Blackrock Point (the extreme to the eastward) be

kept open to the southward of Guernsey Point (the west side of

Guernsey Cove), the shoal will be cleared ; for those points in one,

White Sands.

Blackrock
Point,
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bearing E. by N. i N. lead along its southern edge. Guernsey Prince XH-

and BlackrocI: Points, distant H and 3 miles respectively to the

eastward of White Sands, have each large rocks above water close

off their cliffs ; and so also has Cape Bear, which is 600 fathoms Cape Bear,

further to the eastward ; but the rock off the cape is much higher

than the others, its summit being about 12 feet above the sea at

high water, whilst Blackrock is only 1 feet, and the other still

lower.

The shore to the eastward of White Sands is formed of sand-

stone cliffs, which are in some places 40 feet high, without beach or

landing, except at Guernsey Cove, and from which the shallow

water does not extend beyond 350 fathoms until we arrive near

Cape Bear.

1 2
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CHAPTER XVin.

GULP OF ST. LAWRENCE.

NORTHUMBERLAND STRAIT—THE EAST COAST OF PRINCE EDWARD

ISLAND FROM CAPE BEAR TO THE EAST POINT THE NORTH

COAST OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

145, Cape Bear and Murray Head; Watering-place; Bear Reef; Fisher-

man's Bank ; Murray Harbour ; Directions ; Tides ; Graham Ledge,

&c—146. George Town Harbour; Panmure Ledge; Panmure Island)

Shoal and Spit; Cardigan Shoal; Knoll; Thrumcap Shoal; The

Town ; Directions ; Tide^ ; Brudenell, Montague, and Cardigan

Rivers ; Cardigan Bay ; Boughton Island, Ledge and Shoals.—147.

Boughton or Grand River; Tides; Little River; Fortune River;

Rollo Bay, and Colville River; Harvey Reef and Shallop Rock;

East Lake; Tides; East Point; Milne Bank.—148. The north

coast of Prince Edward Island, general remarks.—149. North Point

to Cape Kildare ; Tignish River and Ledge; Cascumpeque Harbour,

Tides, and Bay ; the Coast south-eastward.—150. Richmond Bay;

Malpeque Harbour and Bar ; Directions and Tides ; Coast to Cape

Tryon.—151. Grenville Harbour; Cape Turner; Great and Little

Rustico; Stanhope Point and Reef.—152. Tracadie Harbour; Savage

Harbour; St. Peter's Bay ; and the Coast to the East Point—153.

Northumberland Strait; its peculiar Tides.—154. General directions

for navigating the Strut of Northumberland at night or in thick

weather.

Cape Bear. 145. Cape Bear will be known by the large rock, 12 feet high,

which lies close under its cliffs of red sandstone; and Murray

Head, a mile further to the northward, by its forming the extreme

north-eastern point of the cliffs, where they turn abruptly to the

westward towards Murray Harbour. At the distance of 350

fathoms to the southward of Murray Head, there is a fine little

Frtth Water, stream of fresh water, worthy of notice, because there are so few

places on the island where a large ship can readily water. Boats

can land there in westerly winds, when vessels will find good

anchorage under the head.

Bear Beef. Bear Reef runs out to the eastward, from between Cape Bear

and Murray Head, three-quarters of a mile, to the depth of 3

fathoms, and one mile to 5 fathoms ; and is composed of sand-

stone and large stones. There is very little water over the greater

part of this extensive and irregularly shaped reef, which has 1 or

8 fathoms close to its edge, and is therefore very dangerous to
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vessels rounding the Cape at night or in foggy weather, when they ^""c« Ed-

should not approach nearer than 10 fathoms, either to the eastward

or southward of the reef.

There are no close leading marks for passing to the eastward

of this reef, but Panmure Head and Terras Point in one, and

bearing N. \ E., clear it at the distance of one mile in that direc-

tion.

To clear its southern side Guernsey Point must be kept well

open to the southward of Blackrock Point.

Fisherman's Bank, which was first examined and laid down Fiahertnan's

, . , , Bank.
by us m 1844, is of sandstone, thmly covered with stones, gravel,

and broken shells. Within the depth of 10 fathoms, it is 3 miles

long east and west, by H miles broad ; but the shallow central

part, with from 4 to 5 fathoms at low water, covers scarcely half

that space. The least water, 4 fathoms, bears from Murray

Head, the nearest land, E. S. E. li miles; and there is another

patch with 5 fathoms three-quarters of a mile further east. There

are irregular soundings, from 10 to 20 fathoms, between this bank

and Bear Reef, and in every other direction around it from 15 to

20 fathoms. It is very dangerous to large ships when there is a

heavy sea running, and should not then be approached nearer than

13 fathoms, which in most parts, is close to its 10 fathoms edge,

and little more than half a mile from the shallow water. The

steeple of the English church at George Town, in one with

Panmure Head, bearing N.N.W. i W., leads over the bank in 5

fathoms ; but the church can seldom, if ever, be seen from the

Bank, being distant from it 15 miles.

Murray Harbour has an exceedingly dangerous bar of sand, Murray
. , , . I- • Harbour.

over which 10 feet can be carried at low water m ordinary spring

tides ; but strong easterly winds send in so heavy a sea as to

render it at times impassable, a line of breakers extending then

completely across the bay from Murray Head northward to Cody

Point, a distance of nearly 2i miles.

On the outer edge of the bar a Buoy is moored in 3 fathoms,

with the White Beacon on Oldstore Point (the sandy south point

of entrance) in one with the black ball on the white gable of the

Transit Barn, bearing W.S.W. i W. The bam stands on the

southern shore of the harbour three-quarters of a mile within the

entrance, and when in one with the beacon leads in through the

deepest water. There is moreover an inner buoy in the fair way,
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vessels to run in when hazy weather prevents the leading mark

from being seen.

Proceeding in from the bar, the channel, between sandy shoals

extending from the shore on either side, contracts gradually in

breadth to 60 fathoms, and expands again to 200 fathoms within

the entrance. The depth also gradually increases after crossing

the bar, to 6 fathoms, as we pass close to the steep sandy beach

of Oldstore Point on which the beacon stands. To run in proceed

as follows :—Look out for the outer buoy, or, being in not less

than 5 fathoms, bring the White Beacon and the black ball on

the white gable of the Transit Bam in one, bearing W.S.W. 1 W.,
and keep them so exactly until the vessel arrives within 200 or

150 fathoms of the beacon, when haul a little to the northward,

so as to pass Oldstore Point at the distance of 20 or 30 fathoms,

and anchor within, or to the west of it, at any distance not exceed-

ing a quarter of a mile, because further in, the channel which

passes to the southward of all the islands, becomes very intricate

and would be difficult to follow without a pilot. The depth, in

the anchorage recommended, is from 3 to 5 fathoms with sand

and clay bottom, and a tide of 2 knots. It is high water on the

full and chanjre days at 9tV hours after the moon's transit, and

the rise is 6i feet in spring tides, and 3i feet in neap tides. The
entrance of Murray Harbour, between Oldstore Point and the

long sandy spit ihat runs out to the S.W. from Cody Point, is

more than half a mile wide, but it is all nearly dry at low water,

excepting the channel already described. Within this entrance

the harbour is of great extent, containing five wooded islands, and
several rivers or sea creeks on either side, besides the main inlet,

Murray River, which is much larger than the rest, and navigable

to the distance of 6 miles from the entrance, or nearly to the dam
which has been constructed across it near its head. There are

flourishing settlements all around, the principal one being at

South River, where the English Episcopal church, distinguished

by its steeple, will be seen on the southern shore 2 miles within

the entrance of the harbour,

^ro^am i'otn< Proceeding with our survey of the coast from Murray Head, a
distance of 4* miles, N.N.E. i E., brings us to Graham Point,

from which Graham Ledge runs out one mile to 5 fathoms, and

f of a mile to 3 fathoms. The shalloweet part of this ledge, with

Tidtt.

Murray
River.

find Ledge.
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6 feet least water, bears E.N.E. 400 fathoms from the extremity ^"3*V^
of the point. There is also a rocky shoal one mile further to the

northward, which runs out two-thirds of a mile from between

Terras and Smith Points, and foul ground with from 4 to 5 fathoms

at low water 'extends off the latter to the distance of H miles.

The soundings are very irregular off this part of the coast, between

Graham Point and Panmure Head, varying from 13 fathoms mud

to bi fathoms rock, until we get beyond 3 miles out from the shore.

146. George Town Harbouk, sometimes called Three Rivers, ^^^^"^
is situated on the S.W. side of Cardigan Bay, 3 miles within or

to N.W. by N. from Panmure Head, which is distant 9 miles to

the northward from Cape Bear. It is the finest harbour in the

southern part of the gulf, excepting Charlotte Town, having depth

of water and space sufficient for the largest ships. The rise of

ordinary spring tides being only 5 feet is a great disadvantage as

compared with Charlotte Town Harbour, but, on the other hand,

the ice does not, in general, form in it so soon in the fall by

several weeks, and also breaks up earlier in the spring, so that

vessels can enter it later and leave it earlier, which is an important

advantage in a climate where the navigation is closed by ice for so

long a portion of each year. The channel leading to the entrance

of the harbour passes between the shoals off Panmure Island and

Cardigan Point. A brief description of these shoals, and the

objects for avoiding them, will be useful in illustration of the

Admiralty Chart, and to render the directions intelligible.

Panmure Ledge, of sandstone, covered by only a few feet of ^anww
Ledge.

water, runs out 600 fathoms from Panmure Head, the east extreme

of Panmure Island, to the depth of 3 fathoms ; and its outer ex-

treme, in 5 fathoms, and 900 fathoms off shore, will be just cleared

by keeping Graham Point and Murray Head in one, bearing

S.S.W. i W.
Panmure Island is about 2 miles long by 1 mile broad, in Panmure

great part wooded, and has cliffs of red sandstone 40 feet high

along its north-eastern shore. It is joined to the land to the

southward by a narrow sand-bar always above water, and more

than a mile in length. Within this bar is St. Mary Bay, and

further westward Sturgeon and Livingstone Bays; all three having

a common entrance to the north-west of the island, between

Panmure Spit and the shoal off Grave Point, and which, although

very narrow, has depth of water sufficient for the largest ships.
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Panmdrb Shoal extends to the dintance of two-thirds of ft

mile oflf the northern shore of the island ; and PXnmure Spit,

which forms the western side of the shoal, and is of sand dry at

low water, equally as far to N.N.W. from Billhook Point, the

N.W. extreme.

The Panmure Buoy (white) is moored close to the steep edge

of the shoal, in 5^ fathoms, with M'Donald's house and store, on

the west side of the island, just open to the westward of Billhook

Point, bearing S. by W. i W. two-thirds of a mile ; and the

English Episcopal steeple 'at George Town on with the east side

of the Thrumcap, bearing N. by W. i W. The Panmure Shoal

and Spit, and further in the equally steep shoals off Grave and St.

Andrew's Points, form the dangers on the south side of the entrance

channel to George Town Harbour.

On the opposite side we have the Cardigan Shoal, extending

to the south and east from Cardigan Point, which separates Car<

digan River from the harbour. This extensive shoal is of sand-

stone, and has only 1 fathom at low water, three-quarters of a mile

out from the shore. At the distance of one cable further out there

are 3 fathoms, and the Red Buoy, moored on its S.E. extreme in

5 fathoms, is distant 1^ miles from the low cliffs at the extremity

of the point. At this buoy Panmure Head (distant 1^ miles)

should be in one with Terras Point, bearing S. J W. ; and French

Point should be seen over the sandy spit of Aitkins Point, and in

one with its wooded extreme, bearing N.W. by W. i W. At
the distance of one mile W. by N. from the Red Buoy, and on

the S.W. extreme of Cardigan Shoal, a Black Buoy is moored in

4 fathoms, with Cardigan Point bearing N.N.E. | E. ; Brudenell

Islet and Gaudin Point touching, and bearing N. W. | N. ; and

the White Buoy on Panmure Shoal S.W. i W., distant one

quarter of a mile. In a direct line from the red to the black buoy

of the Cardigan^ Shoal, there is not less than 3^ fathoms, and the

southern edge of the shoal in 5 fathoms, may be followed by the

lead from the one to the other. From the black buoy the western

edge of the shoal trends northward to within one cable of the

shore, sheltering the outer anchorage (in 5 fathoms mud bottom),

between it and the Knoll.

The Knoll, a small sandy shoal, probably based upon sand-

stone, and with 9 feet least water, lies just outside the entrance of

the harbour, and directly in the way of vessels. To enable vessels
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to beat in and out with safety a buoy should be placed on ita S.W. Prince Ed-

extreme, with the following marks and bearings ; namely, Bough-
"^"^ ^'''"*^

ton Island and Cardigan Point touching, and bearing E. i N,;

Grave and Thornton Points in one, S.W. i W. The west side

of the Thrumcap N.N.E. 425 fathoms, Cardigan Black Buoy
S.E. i E. nearly one mile ; and lastly, the Thrumcap Black Buoy
(if properly placed), N.N.W. 370 fathoms, and in one with

Gaudin Point.

The Thrumcap Shoal runs out from the Thrumcap (which Thrumcap

is a small wooded and cliffy islet joined to the eastern point of
**'*'*

entrance of the harbour by a sand-bar) 305 fathoms, in a W. by S.

direction. On its S.W. extreme, in 3 fathoms, a Black Buoy is

moored with the Cupola of the Roman Catholic church and the

steeple of the English Episcopal church in one, bearing N. i E.;

the N.W. side of the Thrumcap E. by N., and the Beacon at

Whiteman's Wharf S.W. \ S. This shoal, which is of sand, and
dry at low water nearly all the way out to the buoy, completes the

shelter of the harbour, preventing any sea of consequence from
rolling in. The entrance, between the Thrumcap and St. Andrew's

Point on the south-western shore, is •§• of a mile wide, but the

shoals diminish the breadth of the channel to 230 fathoms,

and it is still narrower at the Knoll, where it is scarcely 200
fathoms ; whilst further out still, between Cardigan and Panmure
Shoals, it is no more than 250 fathoms; considering it to be

bounded by the depth of 3 fathoms on each side. Within the

Thrumcap the northern shore of the harbour forms a bay f of a

mile wide, the N.W. point of which is Gaudin Point, having a

sandy spit running out from it i of a mile to S.W. The usual

and best anchorage for large vessels, is between this spit and the

Thrumcap Shoal, in 5 fathoms mud; but smaller vessels may
anchor further within the bay, and will find 2| fathoms within

the distance of one cable from the wharf at the tow...

George Town, the capital of King's County, is well situated George Jhwn,

on the northern shore of the harbour, just to the eastward of

Gaudin Point. Its streets, wide and at right angles, are scarcely

as yet marked out by houses, the population amounting only to

450, but it is rapidly increasing. The principal buildings are

the two churches which have been mentioned, and the court

house : they are all of wood.

From what has been said of the narrownees of some parts of the
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chnnnel, it will appear manifest that a competent pilot, acquainted

with the set of the tides, &c., would be required to beat a large

hip in or out, but with a leading wind and fine weather the

intelligent seaman will find no difficulty with the aid of the

Admiralty Chart, the foregoing description, and the following

brief directions.

Observe that^ in addition to the aid afforded by the buoys,

there is a Beacon at the inner end of Whiteman's Wharf on St.

Andrew's Point, which kept in one with the centre of his house,

bearing N.W. by W. ^ W., leads in between Panraure and Car-

digan Shoals nearly in mid-channel, until Brudenell Islet and

Doctor's Point come in one, bearing N.N.W. i W. ; when the

last-named objects kept touching lead into the harbour.

Having therefore, a fair wind, that is, any wind from S.W.

round by south and east to N.E., proceed as follows :—

Approaching from the eastward, pass Houghton Point, the S.E.

extreme of Buughton Island, at the distance of 1 mile ; steering

W.N.W. i W., and looking out for the Beacon and Whiteman's

House, which will be a little on the starboard-bow. As soon as

the vessel arrives within 1 mile of Panmure Island, bring the

beacon and house in one, and steer for them N.W. by W. ^ W.,

or as may be necessary to keep them so. When Panmure Head

and Terras Point come in one, the red buoy on the Cardigan Shoal

should be seen bearing N. i E., and distant half a mile, and the

vessel should be in 1 or 8 fathoms water. At the same time,

the black buoy of the Cardigan and white buoy of the Panmure

Shoal should be seen on her starboard and port bows respectively,

and at the distance of 1 mile. Continue to run towards the

beacon and house exactly in one (passing between the last-named

buoys), until you have approached within half a mile of the beacon,

when Brudenell Islet and Doctor's Point will be seen (up Brude-

nell River to the N.W. of the town), touching and bearing

N.N.W. I W. If you can now see the Thrumcap Buoy, which

should bear N. by W. ^ W. f of a milC; you will have only to

steer so as to give it a berth of one cable as you pass to the

S.W. of it into the harbour ; but, if the buoy be not seen, run

towards Brudenell Islet and Doctor's Point touching, until the

Roman Catholic church cupola is seen well to the N.W. of the

English Episcopal church steeple, or until the latter bears not

less to the eastward than N. by E. i E., where you may haul
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towards it, and choose your berth iu from. 6 to 3 fathoms over Princi Ed-

mud bottom. """"'' ^•^"*''

Approaching from the southward, round Panmur; Ledge by the

lead in 7 fathoms, or by keeping Murray Head open to the east-

ward of Graham Point till the north side of Panmure Island bears

as far to the westward as N.W. by W. i W., when the vessel

may haul in to the north-westward, following the northern edge
of the Panmure Shooi until the Beacon and House can be made
out, and brought in one, as before directed. If it should so happen
that, from thick weather, or other cause, the Beacon and House
cannot be seen, the northern edge of Panmure Shoal may safely

be followed by the lead, in 6 fathoms, to within half a mile of the

White Buoy, when the Shoal becomes too steep to be safely

followed further. In like manner the southern edge of Cardigan

Shoal may be followed, from the Red Buoy to the Black Buoy on
its S.W. extreme, as I have already remarked ; and the vessel may
either bring up, in the outer anchorage, half a mile within the

latter in a line towards the Thrumcap, or proceed into the harbour,

as may be expedient. Between Gaudin Spit and Aitkin's Point,

the channel of the harbour is only 1 15 fathoms wide from 3 fathoms

to 3 fathoms, and 6i fathoms deep ; but it expands again imme-
diately, affording excellent anchorage all the way to Brudenell

Point, one mile above the town.

Almost all kinds of supplies may be obtained at George Town,
but fresh water in large quantities only from wells, as in most
other parts of the island.

It is high water on the full and change days at 8 h. 40 m. after the Tidet.

moon's transit, by the mean of the morning and evening tides;

the latter being generally the latest by about an hour in the summer
months. The rise is 5 feet in spring, and 3}^ feet in neap tides.

The rate of the tidal streams does not exceed f of a knot.

Brudenell and Montague Rivers, which unite their streams Brudenell and

at Brudenell Point, require only a brief notice. The former, the Bivln."'

northernmost of the two, is navigable for large vessels to Brude-

nell Islet, li miles up, and for small craft and boats about 3 miles

further, to the head of the tide. Vessels of considerable burthen

can ascend the Montague nearly to the bridge, a distance of 4

miles, and boats about a mile further to where the tide ends. ITie

fresh water streams at the heads of these sea creeks are mere

brooks.
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Cardigan River, which with the other two has occasioned the

town and harbour to be called Three Rivers, is much the largest

of the three, being navigable for the lai^est ships to the distance

of 5 miles above Cardigan Point ; and smaller vessels can ascend

it 2 miles further, or to within half a mile of the head of the ,ide,

where the fresh water is insignificant in quantity. This river,

which enters Cardigan Bay on the N.E. side of Cardigan Point,

is rendered somewhat difficult of entrance by M'Phee Shoal and
Maitland Flat, which are very steep, and contract the navigable

channel to two cables in breadth, the depth being 7 fathoms.

There are no sufficient natural marks for clearing these dangers,

and therefore buoys or beacons would be required if ever the

river be resorted to by large vessels ; at present an occasional new
ship, and a few small coasting schooners, are all that are ever seen

there.

Cardigan Bat, in which the harbour and rivers last described

are situated, is 3J miles wide at its entrance between Panmurc and
Boughton Islands. It affords excellent anchorage in from 6 to

10 fathoms, mud bottom, with winds oflF shore, but winds from
E.N.E., round by East and South to S.W. by S., send in a heavy
sea. I have already noticed the dangers in the south-western part
of the bay on the way to George-town Harbour, and must now
briefly notice those on its north-eastern side.

Boughton Island, not quite so large as Panmure Island, is

united on the north-east side to Bruce Point by a dry sand-bar one
mile in length, and is divided into two parts, of which the southern,

one-third of a mile long, is joined to the remainder by a double
bar of sand and shingle inclosing a large pond. Boughton
Ledob runs out at this bar to the distance of 600 fathoms to the

eastward, and has rocks near its outer extreme which always show.
Boughton Point, the south extreme of the island, is a cliff of red

sandstone 30 feet high, and has a rock that dries olBF it, and shallow

water to the distance of half a mile.

Rocky and irregular soundings, 4 to .5 fathoms, run out to E.S.E.
still further, and therefore a large ship, at night or in thick weather,

should not round the point in less than 9 or 8 fathoms.

Ofi" the west side of the island, a bank, with from 3 to 5 fathoms,

extends to the distance of U miles; and further to the westward
there are dangerous shoals ; which together with Boughton Spit,

and the Musquito Sands, extend along the N.E. shore of the bay
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neariy to Maitland Point at the entrance of the Cardigan, There Prince Ed-

are narrow and intricate channels between these shoals, and the
""""^ ^**""^'

land to the northward, which lead into Launching Bay. Large
ships should not stand into leas than 5 fathoms at low water ou
this side of the bay.

OflF Boughton Sand-bar and Bruce Point the shallow water
extends two-thirds of a mile, and in Boughtou Bay the line of

3 fathoms is a mile out from the shore.

147. BouGHTON or Grand River, 5 miles N.N.E. from Bougb- Boughton or
'

ton Point, has a dangerous bav ofsand one mileout from its entrance, ^""^ ^^^'^'

and over which 6 feet, at low water, ordinary spring tides, can be
carried in a very narrow channel marked out by three buoys.

The outer buoy is moored in 3 fathoms, the next in 2 fathoms,

and the inner one in 11 feet ; the bar of 6 feet being between the

two last. At a short distance within the inner buoy, the sands
on each side are dry at low water, and the channel can generally

be seen all the remainder of the way to the entrance, where it

passes close round the northern point of the long sand-bar which
stretches across from the southern shore, to within HS fathoms of
Bank's Point, where there is a wharf and ferry. Immediately
within the entrance the inlet is a mile wide, but the channel is

divided, narrow, and intricate, and marked out by stakes between
sandy shoals for about 1 mile ; after which it is clear, wide, and
from 3 to 5 fathoms deep, to the Narrows, 3 miles from the en-
trance. Boats can ascend 3 miles further, or to the bridge. There
are flourishing settlements on each side of this extensive inltt,

which if it were not for the shallow bar would be a fine harbour.
It is high water on the full and change days, at the Ferry ^de$.

Wharf, at 8h. 40 m.; and the rise is 4 feet !0 inches in spring
tides, and 2 feet 8 inches in neap tides. The rate of the tides in
the entrance is 2 knots.

Little River, Fortune River, Rollo Bat, and Colvillb -£««fc and
River, occurring in order as we proceed along the coast to the mZT, Both
N.E., are tide inlets nearly barred up with sand, and having ®«,y» <»''»^

small streams at their heads; they are places only fit for small
^"^'^^ ^''"''

craft and boats, having from 3 to 5 feet over their bars at low
water.

The last named, situated in Colville Bay between Souris Head
and Swanton Point, and distant 12 miles N.E. of Boughton
Point, is the most important, being the place where the produce
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of the more eastern parts of the island is principally shipped. The
settlement of Sodris, and the Roman Catholic church, will be
seen on its eastern shore.

There is good anchorage in Colville Bay with ofF-shore winds.
Sharp cliffy headlands and points of red sandstone separate the
bays in which these rivers are situated, the cliffs being from 25
to 50 feet high, and the shallow water off them not extending
beyond the distance of 300 fathoms, excepting at Eglington Point
(separating Bay Fortune from Eglington Cove), where the reef is

very shallow for the first 400 fathoms out from the shore, and
continues 600 fathoms further with from 3 to 4i fathoms over
rocky bottom

; but this is within the line joining Howe Point
and Souris Head, and therefore out of the way of vessels running
along the coast. To the eastward of Colville Bay the coast is bold
and free from danger, excepting Harvet Reef, which extends

400 fathoms from Harvey Point, and has on it Shallop Rock,
which always shows. Harvey Point is 5 miles from Colville
Bay, and will moreover be known by its being the eastern point
of Harvey Cove, in which there are some very remarkable and high
sand-hills. At Basin Head, 1 mile further to the eastward, the
cliffs terminate, and sand-hills and sandy beach form the shore
nearly all the way to the East Point, a distance of nearly 9 miles.
In this distance the East Lake is all that requires notice. It

is a shallow and narrow pond, within the sand-bars, extending
from Basin Head to within two miles of the East Point, and
having a narrow outlet (two miles from the Head), which is nearly

dry at times at low water. Boats and small craft enter it for

produce, the country being well settled along its northern shore.

It is high water, full and change, at 8* hours, and the rise is

3f feet in spring tides, and 2^ feet in neap tides.

Thb East Point is a cliff of red sandstone from 30 to 60 feet

high, from which a reef runs out f of a mile to 3 fathoms, and not
quite a mile to 5 fathoms. In vessels approaching this reef at

night, it should be remembered that the flood-tide comes from
the northward, setting strongly upon and over it, and afterwards

south-westward, between it and Milue Bank, at the rate of 2*
knots. There is frequently a great rippling off the point, but the

reef does not extend further than has been stated. The depth of

20 fathoms is as near as a large ship should approach when the

land cannot be seen at night or in foggy weather. The anchorage
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is not good to the northward of the point, the ground being either East Point.

loose or rocky
; but to the southward of it there is good riding

with northerly winds as far westward as the East Lake Outlet, in
a moderate depth of water, and over a bottom of red sand. The
tides run at the rate of 2* knots between the north end of Milne
Bank and the point, but are not nearly so strong further to the
westward.

Milne Bank, if we consider it to be bounded by the depth o{ Milne Bank.
10 fathoms, is 5J miles long, N.N.E. and S.S.W., and li miles
broad

;
the bottom being of sandstone thinly covered here and

there with red sand. The soundings are irregular, between 6 and
9 fathoms, over the northern part of the bank ; but towards the
southern end, and close to the outer edge, there is a shallower
part, H miles in length, on which there are less than 5 fathoms

;

and it is here that the least water is found, namely, 4* fathoms
at low water, in spring tides. This shallowest part of the bank
lies between S. by E. and South from the East Point, and is

distant from it 4i to 5| miles. Souris Head and Dean Point in
one, bearing W. by N., pass over its north extreme in 5 fathoms ;

and Swanton and Chepstow Points, bearing W.N.W. i W., just
clear it to the southward in the same depth, but those points Pre

80 distant that fine weather, and a person very well acquainted
with the coast, would be required to distinguish them. The
extreme south end of the bank, in 10 fathoms, bears from the
East Point south 6J miles; and the north extreme E.S.E. ,2

miles. Between the northern part of the bank and the East
Point there are from 10 to 11* fathoms, red sand bottom, the

deepest water being close to the bank. The eastern or outer edge
of the bank is very steep, there being from 12 to 15 fathoms
close to it, and there is very frequently a great rippling along it,

caused by the abrupt opposition which it presents to the flood

tide from the north-east. The sea is very heavy here, and also

off the point, in strong N.E. gales.

Thk North Coast of PamcK Edward Island.

148. The great bay formed by the northern coast of Prince
Edward Island, and the difficulty of beating a ship out of it in

heavy and long-continued N.E. gales has been already mentioned.

(138.) That difficulty seems to be caused by an acceleration in

the rate of the current so frequently found running past Cape Current*.
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Gaap^, Bonaventure Island, and the Miscou Banks, and which
doubtless continues further south ; or it may arise from an ex-

tension of that general set to the southward so often experienced

by vessels crossing from the Bird Islands towards Anticosti or

Cape Bozier (13), and which has been observed to be increased

by strong N.E. winds ; as might have been inferred from the

great rise of water which they cause in all the southern ports of

the Gulf.

The set of the tidal streams may also at times be very unfa-

vourable to a vessel under the supposed circumstances, for the

stream of flood is known to set to the southward into the bay, in

conformity with the progress of the reflux tide wave, from the

North Point south eastward to St. Peters, whilst further eastward
the tide that comes from the N.E., from between the Magdalens
and Cape Breton, also sets towards the shore, especially near the
East Point.

The reflux course of the tide wave on this coast, has been in-
ferred from observations made during the surveys of all the
harbours

; from which it appears, that the time of high water on
the full and change days, becomes later in succession, as we pro-
ceed south-eastward from the North Point to Cascumpeque,
Malpeque, Grenville Bay, Rustico, Tracadie, and St. Peters. At
St. Peters, the time of high water, full and change, namely, 8f
hours, is rather later than at the East Point, and as there is also
a considerable increase in the rise of the tide, there seems reason
to conclude that the two tide waves meet somewhere about this

harbour, the western being twelve houiB older than the eastern
wave.

With the exception of a few places off'the bars of the harbours,
the anchorage is, generally speaking, very bad all along the
northern shore of the island; the bottom being of red sand-
stone, thinly covered occasionally with sand, gravel, and broken
shells.

The harbours are all of the same character, having narrow
entrances between sand-bars, with dangerous bars of sand at
various distances from the shore. They are only fit for small
vessels, with the exception of Richmond Bay and Cascumpeque,
and even those could not be safely run for in bad weather, and
with a heavy sea running, at which times the breakers on their

bars extend quite across, leaving no visible channel. New vessels
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are built in these harbours almost every year, the smaller for the Ttdea.

Newfoundland trade; and besides the coasting schooners for
produce, American fishing schooners frequently call at them for
wood and water, or shelter on the approach of bad weather.

I shall endeavour to state briefly in the following remarks all
that appears useful to the seaman along this coast, commencing
from the North Point, which, with its dangerous reef, has been
described in the last chapter (Art. 139).

149. From the North Point to Cape Kildare, 11 miles
S. by W. * W., there is little requiring notice, excepting the River

Tignish River
Tignish, 2 feet deep in its narrow sandy entrance at low water, and

*^

affording shelter to fishing boats ; and where also there is a Roman
Catholic church and settlement, principally of Acadians. About
a mile to the northward of the entrance a rocky ledge runs oflf to
the distance of U miles, with no more than 3 fathoms at low
water.

The shallow water extends to the same distance off Cape Kildare,
which is a cliff of sandstone 30 feet high; and generally, it must
be borne in mind, that there are rocky and irregular soundings,
between 3 and 5 fathoms, all along this part of the coast, frequently

extending nearly 2 miles off shore.

Cascumpeque Harbour, sometimes called Holland Harbour, Cascumpeque

is distant 5 miles S.W. * W. from Cape Kildare, and at the

"

bottom of the bay, where the land b^ins to trend to the eastward.

It will be known also by the very remarkable high sand-hills, 3*
miles to the southward of its entrance ; these are the remains of
a range of sand-hills formerly known as the Seven Sisters, and are

60 feet high. There are no high sand-hills to the northward of
the harbour.

The entrance is 180 fathoms w^de, between two sand-bars
resting upon the sandstone which forms the Inner Bar, over which
there are 10 feet at low water. The Outer Bar, of sand, lies

1 J miles out from the entrance, and has the same depth, namely,

10 feet at low water, in a very narrow channel indicated by a
White Beacon (on the south extreme of the northern sand-bar),

in one with a white mark on a log hut, bearing W. by N.
The channel, from the one bar to the other, and between sand,

covered by only a few feet of water, is 100 fathoms wid.;, and
affords tolerable anchorage in from 2^ to 3* fathoms sand bottom

;

the best berth being just outside the entrancei where the sands on
ST. L.—2. K

Harbour.
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Catcumpeque each Bide dry at low water. It was here that veasels used to lie
Harbour.

to complete their cargoes, after loading in the harbonr to the

draught that could pass out over the inner bar ; there being at

that time much more water on the outer bar; 18 feet, it is said,

at high water. The diminution of depth has taken place within

the memory of persons now living, and is attributed to the opening

of a second entrance into the bay ; the breach in the sand-bar,

which was at first effected by the sea during a heavy N.E. gale,

having been increasing ever since. This newer entrance into the

bay, which has, at present, 5 {pi": ^ its oi., L about 2 miles to

the southward of the harbour, f- ; v , Its nearness to the high

sand-hills, and there being no b ; .i, will pri'vent its being

mistaken.

It is high water at the beacon on the full and change days at

6 h. 40 m. after the moon's transit ; and the rise in ordinary spring

tides is 3 feet, and in the neap tides 2 feet ; but this is not re-

gular, and therefore 12 feet over the bar at high water is all that

can be safely reckoned upon on any particular day ; unless in

strong easterly winds, which cause a rise of a foot or more in all

the harbours of this coast.

It must also be observed, that the rise given is always that of

the best tide in the 24 hours ; and that the morning spring-tides

are the highest during the summer months. It frequently happens

at or near the springs, that the evening tides rise only a few

inches, and sometimes they entirely disappear, causing single

day tides for a short time, as at Richibucto and Shediac, (Arts. 125

and 127).

The morning spring-tides are also the earliest during the

summer months, as, for instance, at Cascumpeque Beacon at the

ftill and change, in July, when the morning high water occurred

at 4 h. 22 m., and the evening tide at 6 h. 58 m. after the moon's

transit ; the mean being 5 h. 40 m. ; as given above and in nil

other similar cases.

At or near the neaps, the two tides of the same day become
nearly equal in time and rise for a short time. There is reason

to believe, that the diurnal inequality of the tides ceases for a

time soon after the equinox, and that it is reversed in winter, but

the ice has hitherto prevented observations during that season.

These remarks apply to all the harbours of this island, and of the

neighbouring provinces: their importance to vessels seeking
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refuge and taking the dangerous bars in bad weather will be Tidts.
evident. The rate of the tidal streamB m the entrance of Cas-
cumpeque Harbour i% in general 1* knots, and it seldom if ever
exceeds 2 knots.

A pilot would be indispensable to a stranger visiting this place
for the first time. I shall therefore only obsei-ve, that the white
mark on the house must not be opened in the least to the north-
ward of the beacon, since those objects in one lead in close along
the southern edge of the northern sand. In strong easterly gales
the bar is covered with a continuous line of heavy breakers.

There is good anchorage oflF it in fine weather in 5 or 6 fathoms
sand bottom. Within the entrance, the harbour has plenty of
water, and a clear channel, which, after running in 1 mile to the
westward, turns to the southward within Savage Island, and
between it and Hill's Point, where there is a wharf at which vessels

generally load.

Cascumpeqpe Bay is of great extent, and broken into inlets Cascumpeam
or rivers which penetrate the country in a variety of directions, ^^H-
and to the distance of many miles. I must refer to the Admiralty
Chart for these, and also for the boat communications within the
sand-bars, when the tide is in, northwards to Kildare River, and
southwards to Richmond Harbour. The principal entrance of this
Harbour bears S.S.E. * E., 20 miles from Cascumpeque, the
intervening shore being formed exclusively of sand-bars and sand-
beaches from which the shallow water extends two-thirds of a
mile to 3 fathoms, and 1 mile to 5 fathoms. In the above-named
distance there are two openings through the sand-bars, Cavendish
and Conway Inlets, which afford shelter to boats, and are distant

7 miles and 11 miles respectively, from Cascumpeque Beacon.

Boats can enter Richmon ' Bay by the last named inlet, passing

to the westward of Lennox island at high water.

1 50. Richmond Bat is of great extent, running in 10 miles Richmond
to the S.W., and crossing the island to within 2* miles of the ^'^H'

waters of Bedeque Harbour. It contains 7 islands, and a great

number 3f creeks or rivers, some of which are navigable for vesseL
of considerable burthen, and all of them by small craft and boats.

Grand River, which is the principal inlet, can be ascended in Grand Eiver,
boats to the bridge, a distance of 7 or 8 miles.

There are fine settlements at Grand River, and also at Port
Hill, in the N.W. part of the bay within Lennox Island, and

k2
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Grand River, where several vessels load every year. There is an Indian Church

and settlement on Lennox Island, but it cannot be seen from the

sea. There are also large settlements at the head of the bay,

where the churches of St. Eleanors and Miscouche are seen on

the ridge that separates its waters from those of the Strait of

Northumberland.

Malpeque, which has given its name to the harbour, is one of

the oldest settlements on the island, and, with its Presbyterian

Church, stands on the neck of land between Darnley Inlet and

March Water, 2^ miles S. from the entrance of the bay. A com-

petent pilot, or a chart on a large scale, 'could alone enable any

one to navigate a ship through the various channels and inlets of

this bay : I shall therefore confine my remarks and directions to

the principal harbour in its entrance.

Malpeque Harbour is very superior to any other on the

northern coast of the island, having 16 feet over its bar at low

water, and from 18 to 19 at high water in ordinary spring tides,

together with depth and space enough within for any description

and number of vessels. The principal entrance is to the southward

of Billhook or Fishery island, and between it and Royalty Sand,

which dries out a long half-mile from Royalty Point.

The ground is good, in the usual anchorage, just within this

entrance; the bar outside preventing any sea from coming in,

and the Horse Shoe Shoals sheltering them from westerly winds

down the bay. The other entrance, to the N.W. of Billhook

Island, is called the West Gully, and is so narrow and intricate

as to be only fit for boats, or very small craft, although it has a

depth of 9 feet over its dangerous bar of sand, which is IJ miles

out from the shore. There will be no probability of this beings

mistaken for the main entrance, even if the beacons and buoys

were gone, if it be remembered that the Main or Ship channel is

to the S.E. of all the sand-bars, including Billhook Island, and
between them and the red sand-stone clifiis of Cape Aylesbury the

S.E. point of the bay.

The Bar of Malpeque runs out from Billhook or Fishery

Island 2i miles to E. by S., and then turns to the southward so

as to join the shore to the eastward of Cape Aylesbury. It is of

sand thinly and irregularly spread upon sandstone ; the rock being

in many places quite bare. It is exceedingly dangerous in bad
weather, when all signs of a channel are obliterated by heavy

West Gully.

Malpeque
Bar.
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breakers. The northern part of the bar, to the distance of 1* MalpequtBar.
milt out to the eastward from Billhook Island, is very shallow,
there being in some places only 4 feet at low water j but the extent
of this shallow part is \/ell shown by a good cross mark, namely,
the Scotch Church, Malpeque, and Damiey Point in one, bearing
S.W. by S. To the eastward of this cross mark, and to the north-
ward of the line of the beacons, there is more than 12 feet at low
water.

The narrowest part of the Ship channel is just within, or to the ship Channel.
westward of the above named cross mark, and is one cable wide,
and 4 fathoms deep. The Inner Bar, of sandstone and with 19
feet at low water, is a quarter of a mile further in, and has in
general a buoy upon it. Two white beacons, on the S.E. end of
Billhook Island, kept in one, bearing W.N.W.

-f W., will lead
through the narrows of the ship channel and over the Inner Bar

;

but not over the Outer Bar in more than 13 feet at low water. To *

enable vessels to cross the outer bar m the deepest water, namely,

16 feet at low water in ordinary spring tides, the Outer Buoy is

moored in 3i fathoms, and at the distance of one cable to the
northward of the line of the beacons : the intention being, that a
vessel by running from the outer to the inner buoy should carry

the deepest water, but I do not think that more than 15 feet could
be insured in that way, or without the assistance of a third buoy
between the other two; and therefore a stranger without an expe-
rienced pilot should not reckon upon more than that depth. As
the buoys are at present so insecurely moored as to be liable to

drift from their positions, the directions I shall give will be irre-

spective of them, as follows :

—

Being off the bar, in 5 fathoms, bring the beacons in one, Directioni.

bearing W.N.W. i W. ; then sheer to the northward of their line

to the estimated distance of one or two cables, and the westmost
beacon will appear a little to the northward of the other. Steer
now so as to make a direct course towards the beacons, keeping
the westmost beacon open a little to the northward, and the vessel

will pass the bar in not less than 15 feet, and probably in 16 feet

at low water in ordinary spring tides, or a corresponding depth at

other times of the tide.

The water will deepen immediately within the bar to 18 feet or

more, and as soon as it does so sheer at once to the southward

and bring the beacons exactly in one; taking care that this be
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done before the Scotch Church, Malpeque, opens out to the west-
ward of Damley Point ,• for if not the vessel will be on shore on
the shallow part of the bar on the north side of the channel.
Keep now the beacons in one, running towards them, and they
will lead through the Nanows, and over the Inner Bar in 19 feet
at low water J after which they may either still be kept in one, or
the westmost one a little open to the southward of the other, until
the vessel is half a mile within the inner bar, or within three-
quarters of a mile of the beacons ; when the course must be changed
to west, and the sandy south point of Billhook Island must be
passed at the distance of one cable steering that course into the
harbour.* The vessel should anchor with the beacons bearing
between E. by N., and E.N.E., and distant from i to * of a mile,
but not farther for fear of the Horse Shoe Sands, which commence'
at the distance of one mile from the beacons. There is less sea
farther to the S.W., within or to the westward of Royalty Sand,
but a stranger will have less difficulty and risk in taking up the
berth first recommended. The channel passes to the Soutliward
of the Horse Shoe Sands and between them and Grover Island,
but, the principal object aimed at in these directions being to
enable a vessel to run into a place of safety, I shall refer to the
chart for the navigation within the bay. Vessels may anchor
outside the bar, in from 5 to 7 fathoms, sand bottom, to wait for a
pilot J and in the event of the wind or tide failing, the anchorage
is considered tolerably safe between the inner bar and the entrance,
and probably is so with any wind that would prevent a vessel from
running in, but the holding ground is not good there, and should
only be trusted in fine summer weather. Within the harbour the
bottom is of sand and clay, and a vessel may choose any depth

'

from 3 to 10 fathoms, the greatest depth being close off the point
of Royalty Sand. It is high water, in the harbour, on the full and
change days, at 6 hours after the moon's transit; the rise being
3 feet in spring, and 2 feet in neap tides : but the rise is so irre-

* Grover Island, being distant 6 miles from the bar, can with difficnitv be
distinguished from Bunbnry Island behind it ; but those who can be certain
ofnot mistaking theone island for the other may proceed as follows :-Beintt
off the bar, m 5 fethoms, open the north point of Grover Island a little (not
more than 2 degrees), to the northward of Royalty Point, bearing W. by S •

and keep it so running towards it, until the beacons come in one, when
change course towards the latter, keeping them in one, and they will lead
in through the narrows and over the inner bar, when the vessel must proceed
as already directed.

-<-_
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gular, that it would not be safe to count upon a rise of more than Tidet.

2 feet on any particular day. N.E. winda cause high tides,

westerly winds produce the contrary effect. The morning tides are
the highest during the summer months (see Art. 149). The rate

of the tides is strongest in the entrance, and off the point of
Royalty Sand, running in spring tides 2* knots. In the Ship
channel, from the entrance to the Bar, the rate is 1* to 2 knots.

Within the bay the tides are in general much weaker, seldom
amounting to 1 knot.

Abundance of fresh provisions may be obtained at Malpeque,
but water can only be obtained from wells, so that it requires

considerable time and labour to supply a ship for a voyage.

The coast between Richmond Bay and Cape Tryon is nearly

straight, and free from detached dangers ; but the shallow water
runs out a considerable distance, and a large ship should not
approach nearer than the depth of 1 fathoms.

Cape Trton, distant 7 miles, S.E. i E., from Cape Aylesbury, Cape IVyon,

is a remarkable cliff of red sandstone, 1 10 feet high.

151. Grknvilue Harbour, 1* miles, S.S.E.,from Cape Tryon, Grenville

has its eatrance at the north-western extremity of a long range of
^'"*""''-

sandhills, the highest of which is hS feet above high water mark.
The entrance of this harbour is one-third of a mile wide, and 3
fathoms deep, but it is nevertheless only fit for small vessels, in con-

sequence of its dangerous and shifting bar of sand, over which,

at the time ofour survey, only 5 feet at low water could be carried

in a very narrow channel indicated by two buoys. The bar extends

out to the distance of two-thirds of a mile from the entrance, and
the shallow water 1 mile, at which distance there are 5 fathoms

over sandy bottom.

It is high water here on the foil and change days at 6 h. 10 m. by Tidei.

the mean of the morning and evening tides, the morning tide being
the earliest and highest during the summer months, (Art. 149.)
Ordinary spring tides rise only 3* k^^ and neap tides only 2 feet,

unless increased by easterly winds. Within the entrance the

harbour is 3 miles wide, branching into two principal and many
smaller creeks, with small brooks at their heads. The two prin-

cipal of these, namely Stanley and Mill Rivers, are navigable for

small craft and boats to the head of the tide, a distance of 6 or 1

miles. There are increasing settlements and a fertile country

around this harbour, the principal seitlement being New London,
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where the English and Scotch churches arc .ituated on the western
•hore 14 m.les within the entrance

; the former being distinRuished
by Its steeple.

o o «

Capb Turner is the highest cliff on the island, being of red
sandstone and conglomerate. 120 feet high. It is distant 8 miles
5.E. i E. from Cape Tryon. the harbour last described lyinJ
between. "

Great Rustico Harbour has two narrow sandy entrances, on
either «de of M'Auslin Island, and which are distant 3 and 5
miles respectively to the S.E. of Cape Turner. Although vessels
of two or three hundred tons are occasionally built here, and floated
light over the bars in fine weather, yet it is a place only fit for
-mall schooners; for its shifting bars of sand are exceedinKly
dangerous, having a varying depth of from 4 to 6 feet, and extend-
ing out 1 of a mile from the shore ; at which distance there are 3
fathoms at low water.

The line of deepest water over c„.h of these bars is pointed out
by two buoys, the position, of which are changed as occasion
requires.

It is high water here on the full and change davs at 6h 40 m •

the rise in ordinary spring tides being 3* feet, and in neap tideJ
2 feet (Art. 149). The rate of the tides in the entrances is

2 knots. Hunter and Whitley Rivers, navigable for boats to the
distance of 5 miles inland, with Winter Creek between them
run into this shallow place, which extends 5 miles along th
coast within the sand-bars ofM'Auslin Island and Brackley Point
which latter separates it from Little Rustico.

'

There are extensive settlements hereof Acadians and others.
The English Episcopal and Roman Catholic churches are on the
western side of Winter Creek, and will be recognized by their
steeples.

There is also a smaller Presbyterian place of worship, at the
settlement of New Glasgow, on the western side of Hunter River
but ,t cannot be distinguished from the sea. These buildinRs are
all of wood. 6 «"«:

iaJLf
"•"

^
^"'^« R""'" Harbour has its narrow sandy entrance on

the western side of Stanhope Point, with a depth of only 2 feet
over Its shifting bar: it is therefore only fit for boats, or very
small vessels

;
the rise of tide being the same as at Great Rustico.

This shallow place extends for several miles within the sand-bars
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•nd i, divided by Black Point into Pete«h«m and Stanhope Cove., Linle RuHico
which have .mall brooks at their heads, and are navigable for

^'^'^'"''

boats to the distance of 3 miles inland.

Stanhopb Point, on which there is a sandhill 30 feet high, Stankop.
naif a mile to the eastwaid of the entrance of Little Rustico, and ^'«'"-

9 miles S.E. from Cape Turner, has a dangerous reef running
out from It three-quarters of a mile to the depth of 3 fathoms, and
1 mile to 5 fathoms. On some parts of this reef there is only one
foot of water, at the distance of half a mile from the shore Be-
tween Stanhope Point and Cape Turner the coast forms a curve
or bay, m which are situated the entrances of the Rustico. already
described

;
and where the 3 fathoms edge of the shallow water is

.eldom less than three-quarters of a mile oflF shore. Further
out the holding ground is bad, being of red sandstone, with an
occasional thin covering of sand.

152. Tracadie Harbour, or Bedford Bay, is distant 4 mile. TVacadie
from Stanhope Point; and 13 mile., S.E. by E., from Cape

^'''^'"•

Turner. It. entrance is at the western extremity of a remarkable
range of sandhills 50 or 60 feet high. The bar of sand, which
shifts occasionally in heavy gales, extends out to the distance of
three-quarters of a mile from the entrance, and has a varying depth
of from 5 to 9 feet over it at low water, in a channel only 40 fathoms
wide at the time of our survey. The place therefore is only fit

for small vessels, and even they require the assistance of buoys,
and favourable weather to take the bar with safety. The harbour
is 3 mile, wide within the sand-bar. and 2* fathoms deep ; it wnd.
off a branch to the westward called Winter Cove, and run. in
4 or 5 miles to the southward, approaching at its head to within
H miles of the Hillsborough River, to which there is a good road
aero...

It is high water at the entrance, on the full and change days, Ttdes.

at 7 hours, and the rise varies from 4 to 2 feet, according as it
may be spring or neap tides, and also according to the direction of
the winds (Art. 149). The rate of the tides in the entrance is
about 2 knots.

Savage Harbour, which is 9 miles to the eastward of Tracadie, Savcwe
has only 2 feet at low water over its bar, and is therefore only fit

^'''^''

for boats or very small craft. Just to the westward of its entrance
there is some comparatively shallow water, 4i fathoms ovpr rocky
bottom, at the distance of a long mile from the shore. The dis-
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tance across from the head of this harbour (,hich runs inland 3
miles), to the head of the Hillsborough River is less than a mile,

and there is a road across. It is high water, full and change, at

about 8 h. 30 m. ; and the rise is from 4 to 2 feet, according as it

may be spring or neap tides.

St. Peters Harbour, generally called St. Peters Bay, is 3
miles further to the eastward, and of great extent; running in 1
miles to S.E. by E., with a depth in some parts of 3 fathoms;
nevertheless it forms a harbour only for small vessels, there being
only 5 feet at low water over its bar of sand; the outer edge of
which, in 3 fathoms, is distant two-thirds of a mile from the shore.

The channel through the bar, in which this d >pth of 5 feet at low
water could be carried at the time ofour survey, is indicated by two
buoys

:
it is liable to shift in heavy gales, and there is a sharp

turn to the eastward immediately within the entrance; so that

altogether it is a very dangerous place for a stranger to attempt,
or indeed for any one excepting in fine weather. It is high water,
full and change, at 8 h. 30 m. ; and the rise is 4 feet in ordinary
spring tides, and 2 feet in neap tides (Art. 149). The rate of the
tides in the narrow entrance is nearly 3 knots.

The Morrell River enters this harbour on the S.W. side 3 miles
in from the entrance, and is navigable for boats to the same dis-

tance inland, where the piles that steady the floating bridge prevent
further ascent. There are several smaller streams on the same
side of the harbour, and at its head St. Peters River, which, like
the rest, becomes a mere brook at the head of the tide.

The shores of the harbour are well settled, and there is a Roman
Catholic Church on the eastern shore near its head. St. Peters
will be recognised by its magnificent range of sand-hills, which,
near the entrance, attain the elevation of 70 feet above the sea,
and continue for several miles to the eastward; after which there
are no more high sand-hills till we arrive at Surveyor's Inlet,
within 4 miles of the East Point. 3

From St. Peters to the East Point, a distance of 33 miles
E.S.E., the coast is unbroken, formed of red sand stone cliffs,

with occasional patches of sandy beach at the mouths of small
streams, where boats can land only in fine weather or off shore
winds. Surveyor's Inlet will not now admit a boat, being closed
with sand.

The BhaUow water does not extend beyond half a mile anywhere
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off this division of the coast, and there are in general 10 fathoms Morrdl Siver,

of water within 1 mile of the shore ; the bottom being of sandstone,
and the anchorage bad in consequence.

NORTHUHBBBLAND StRAIT.

153. A full description of Prince Edward Island, and of the

opposite coasts of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, having been
given in this and the three preceding chapters, in illustration of

the Admiralty Charts, it now only remains to offer a few general

remarks respecting the Strait of Northumberland, which appears

to have been hitherto avoided by large ships as much from a want
of that precise knowledge which a good chart and directions are

calculated to convey, as from any supposed amount of danger or

difficulty in its navigation. There are, however, few places in

which such precision of knowledge is more requisite than in this

Strait, which presents a confined navigation 160 miles in length;

and which, at Cape Tormentine, the narrowest part, is only 7

miles wide from shore to shore j and only 5^ miles, if we reckon

only the navigable breadth between the shoals.

The description of the dangers and of the soundings have been

made very full in consequence ; and the times of high water, and
the rise of the tides in the various harbours, together with the

strength of the tidal streams in their entrances, have also been

given ; but the tides of the Strait are so peculiar that it will be
both interesting and useful to add a general view of the course of

the tide-waves, and of the strength and direction of the streams

which they occasion.

To this will be added briefly the mode of proceeding recom-

mended to be adopted in a vessel running throuph the Strait in a

dark night or in thick weather when the soundings alone can

safely guide her.

For the purpose above stated, it will be convenient to divide the ^"^"^

Strait at Cape Tormentine, into two nearly equal portions, dis-

tinguished by the different set of their tidal streams, and by
different tide-waves, which, advancing from opposite directions,

meet in the central part of the Strait. The course of these waves

appears to be as follows. The principal tide-wave, after entering

the Gulf between Cape Breton and Newfoundland, sends off,

laterally, waves to the S.W., on either side of the Magdalen

Islands. The first of these, which I shall call the eastern wave.

•I
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TidalStream. coming from between those islands and the western shore of Cape
Breton Island, arrives at the eastern entrance ofthe Strait soon after

8 o'clock, and proceeds to the westward, making high water later

in succession from east to west as far as Pictou, which it reaches

at 10 hours. At the same nominal hour, but twelve hours later,

the other or western wave arrives at Cape Tormentine, having
been retarded by the long detour which it has taken to the north-
ward and westward of the Magdalens, and by the great extent of
comparatively shallow water which it has passed over in its sub-

sequent progress to the S.W. This wave makes high water later

ia succession at places along the eastern coast of New Brunswick,
as we proceed to the southward ; and, after entering the Strait,

from N.W. to S.E., contrary to the course of the other or eastern

wave.

Thus, it is high water on the full and change days at Miscou at

about 2i hours; at Point Escuminac and the North Point of
Prince Edward Island forming the western entrance of the Strait,

soon after 4 hours; at the west point of Prince Edward Island
at 6 hours; at Shediac 8 hours; and at Cape Tormentine 10
hours.

When, therefore, the eastern wave arrives between Pictou and
the Wood Islands, the western part of the preceding tide-wave
arrives between Cape Tormentine and Cape Traverse. They
then meet and combine to make high water at the same hour,
namely, 10 hours, or a little later in the harbours, all over the
central portion of the Strait from Pictou to Cape Tormentine

;

causing also an amount of rise of the tides everywhere more than
double, and in some of the harbours nearly three times as great as
that which occuru at either entrance of the Strait.

The direction of the tidal streams corresponds generally, and
in fine weather, with the progress of the tide-wave, but is disturbed

occasionally by strong winds. The eastern flood stream enters the

Strait from the N.E., running at the rate of 2* knots round the

East Point of Prince Edward Island, but is much weaker in the

offing and over towards the southern shore. It runs round Cape
Bear, and with an increasing rate along the land to the westward

;

is strongest in the deep water near the land, and runs at its ex-

treme rate of 3 knots close past the Indian Rocks and Rifleman
Reef.

Losing strength as it proceeds further to the N.W., it is quite
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a weak stream when it meets the other flood stream off the Tryon TidalStream.
Shoals.

This eastern flood stream is not so strong along the southern or
Nova Scotian shore, unless it be in Caribou Channel for a short
space near Caribou Reef; and it is weak, not generally exceeding
half a knot, in the middle of the Strait.

The other or western flood stream comes from the northward,
along the west coast of Prince Edward Island, sweeping round
the West Point, and running strongest in the deep %ater near the
West Reef, where its rate is 2^ knots. Over towards the New
Brunswick shore its rate seldom exceeds H knots, and this is its

average rate as it pursues its course to the S.E., until we arrive

near Cape Tormentine, where the strongest part of the stream
runs near the Jourimain Shoals, and thence to the southward
round and over the dangerous Tormentine Reefs with a great

ripple, and at the rate of 3 knots.

After passing these reefs, part of it curves round to the S.W.
with decreasing strength, and unites with the other flood stream
in the Bay Verte, whilst the remainder' is lost in the central part

of the Strait. The ebb stream, generally speaking, pursues a
contrary course to the flood, and at nearly the same rates.

From this account of the tidal streams it appears, that a fast

sailing vessel, under favourable circumstances, might enter the

Strait with the flood, and, arriving at Cape Tormentine soon after

high water, might there take the ebb, and thus have the stream

with her, with but slight interruption, from one end of the Strait

to the other. Or, a vessel beating with the flood, might so time

her arrival at the same point, as to be able to continue her voyage

in the same direction with the ebb.

The tidal streams were observed in general to change their

directions soon after it was high water or low water by the shore j

but not unfrequently there were exceptions to this which it would

be diflScult to account for with certainty. Strong winds in the

Gulf greatly influence the strength and direction of the streams in

the Strait, as well as the height to which the tides rise : moreover,

as the two tide-waves that meet in the central parts of the Strait

are twelve hours difierent in age, so they are in consequence of

unequal heights, owing to the diurnal irregularity ; each of them

being alternately and in turn the highest, and probably occasioning

the stronger stream.

a: .1
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Directioni.

7\dalStream. But. it would require a long series of simultaneous observations
at different points, and continued through the different seasons of
the year, to reduce to order or to explain satisfactorily the seeming
irregularities thus produced. Nevertheless, enough remains, of
general occurrence during the summer months, which it is highly
useful for the seaman to know, and which has been stated in
consequence.

154. Vessels bound to Miramichi, and the ports in the Strait to
the westward of Cape Torraentine, after entering the Gulf on
either side of the Island of St. Paul, usually pass to the southward
of the Magdalens, and round the North Point of Prince Edward
Island. The reef of this last-named point is exceedingly dangerous
(Art. 139), and the lead should be kept constantly going when
approaching it at night or in foggy weather; bearing in mind the
probability of having been previously set to the southward in
crossing from the Magdalens, especially if the wind ha» been
from the northward.

Under the same circumstances, after rounding the North Point, the
course should be shaped well to the westward, so as to ensure clear-
mg the West Reef (Art. 1 39), which should be passed by the lead,
running along the edge of the bank off the New Brunswick shore.
Proceeding south-eastward, after having passed the West Reef,
the lead will afford sufficient guidance .long either shore, reference
being had to the soundings in the Admiralty Chart, until we
arnve near the narrow part of the Strait at Cape Tormentine.

There, if the vessel be bound further to the eastward, the shore
of Prince Edward Island should be preferred, the soundings on
that side being quite suflScient to guide the vessel past Carleton
Head, Cape Traverse, and more particularly the Tryon Shoals if
the irregular tides off the latter, and the frequent set of the ebb
stream towards them be remembered (Art. 1 42). The tides how-
ever, in this narrow part of the Strait, are not very strong' along
the Pnnce Edward Island shore, off which the anchorage is good
in the event of the wind failing ; whilst on the opposite side there
IS deep water, and very strong tides close to the Jourimain and
Tormentine Reefs (Art. 128).

If the wind be adverse, or scant from the southward, with the
ebb tide running, a stranger had better not attempt this narrow
passage at night, or when the land cannot be seen. Under such
circumstancoB, it is recommended to anchor to the westward of
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of

Cape Tormentme. till daylight or a change of tide renders it less n.- rhazardous to proceed. Vessels bound to ports ia the eastern d"
""'"'

v^sum of the Strait, enter the Gulf either through the Gut of Canso

Lilt!;?!
''•'^"' Inthefirstcase. the bearing of theLight at the northern entrance of the 'Gut will guide them up toCape George, from which, if bound to Pictou, there will be no

difficulty m running along the land to the westward, if due atten-
tion be paid to the soundings in the Chart, and afterwards to thebeanng of Pictou Light. If the weather be thick, or the light noseen beware of the reef off the east end of Pictou Island which
should not then be approached nearer than the depth of 10 fathoms
especza ly ,f the flood-tide be running. For the dangers around
that .land, «ee Art. 136; and for those on theopposUe shore ofNova Scotia, Arts. 135, 136, and 137.

at?hrt Tr'''"!
'"" ^^- ^''"''' ^"'^ «°*^"°8 *h« Strait

at the East Pomt of Prince Edward Island, should not ap-
proach the latter nearer than 20 fathoms in dark nights or thick

Cape Bear and its reef should not be rounded in less than 15
fathoms, under the same circumstances

; and then, if bound any-
where to the westward of Pictou, the vessel should be kept more
over towards Pictou Island and the southern shore, whL the
soundings will guide her, till the Indian Rocks and Rifleman ^eef(ArL 144) are passed. The Light on Point Prim (Art. 143) , will
greatly assist in passing the last-named danger, after which the
ead will agam afford sufficient guidance along the Prince Edward
Island shore, past the Tryon Shoals, and through the Strait to the
north-westward.

On the opposite, or Nova Scotian shore westward of Pictou. the
principal dangers to be avoided are the Middle Shoals (Art. 136),between Pictou Island and Caribou ; Amet Island and Shoals ; andWaugh Shoal (Art. 134). The approach to all these is suff.ci;ntly
indicated by the soundings, and therefore a constant use of the
lead, and a careful reference to the Admiralty Chart, will enable
the intelligent seaman to pass them at all times in safety ; and
also to conduct his vessel to any of the harbours of this coast,
where pilots will readily be obtained : Arts. 130 to 134, inclusive
From the account which has been given of the tides in this

Strait, It will be perceived, that they are very different from any-
thing that can be gathered from preceding r.ublications ; and

143
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the Admiralty Charts will show that the soundings are no
less so, for they vary greatly, both in the nature of the bottom,

and the depth of water ; thus affording much more assistance

to vessels than they would have done, if they had been of the

more uniform character which has been erroneoxisly attributed

to them.

LoHDOK
:
Printed by William Clowes and SoH», Stmnford Street,
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PART THE FOURTH.

THE SOUTH-EASTERN PART OF THE GULF, AND BRETON
ISLAND.

CHAPTER XIX.

GEORGE BAY TO CAPE NOBTH.

"L^rHea?''p''''"?TK'
"^^^ ''-'•- R-l^

5
Antigoni.hHarbour.-l56.

In „?H P '^""o"r^°"''
Pomquet Island and Roadstead

J Bow-man and Pomquet Banks.-157. Tracadie Harbour; Little Tacadie-

Sr'; cil"' 't1 '
^" ^°"'='^ ' ""' ^'«''''"'"- ''' North ent an e.'

Port H™S ^7 •
°'''"'" ^'''""^' •^"'''1"« Shoal and Bank.-139

JelS' :'f
'^'-•-""-leO.The West coast of Breton Island, generaldescription, and remarks respecting the s«t of the current and tidel -161Mabou River and Highland; Sea-Wolf Island; Marga^ R vl .- 62"

Chetican Island, roadsteads, and harbour; the CaVeau Shoal, and J.r nie"

North.'
°""'''"'*>''-»«3- Cape St. Lawrence; St. Lawrence Bay ; Ca^

155. George Bay* is of great extent, being 13* miles wide at ff«,^. b..u
entrance, between Cape George and Henry Island, and 20 miles
deep from the same Cape to the Gut of Canseau. It is traversed
by all the numerous vessels that pass in or out of the Gulf by
Its southern entrance, and hence its navigation assumes a more
than .usual degree of nautical importance. I shall resume the
description of the Nova Scotia Coast, which forms its western
and southern shores, from the point reached at the conclusion of
the 16th chapter of these directions.

• ^r ^^T^'
'^" ^•^- P°^"* °^ '^' ^^y' " ^b'^^d and pre- Cape George

cipitous headland, composed principally of slate, conglomerate,
'

and trap rocks, attaining the elevation of 600 feet above the sea.
The shallow water does not extend off it beyond a quarter of a mile,
but as there is a depth of 20 fathoms at double that distance,
the lead affords but little warning, and it should therefore be

See Chart.
U.
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Cape George, approached with caution in dark nights or tliick weather. Off

Ballantyne Cove, on the eastern side of the Cape, there is an-

chorage in westerly winds, but the ground is not very good.

Mac Isaac Rock, with 9 feet least water, is the centre of a

small detached shoal, distant nearly 300 fathoms Irom the shore,

between Mac Isaac Point and a remarkable patch of white

gypsum cliff. This rock, which is the only danger on the west

side of the bay, I jars from the gypsum patch E.N.E. i E. two-

thirds of a mile : it is distant 2i milec to the northward of the

entrance of Antigonish, and is shown occasionally by heavy
breakers.

Antigonish Harbour, II miles S.S.W. from Cape George,

and midway between Mac Isaac Point and Monk Head, is 90
fathomfl wide at entrance, between low points of sand, from
v'hich a dangerous bar extends to the distance of half a mile.

Two Beacons, on the northern point of entrance, kept in one,

and bearing W. by N. Northerly, led over this bar, at the time

of our survey, in 6 feet at low water ; but both the depth and di-

rection of the very narrow channel are said to change occasionally.

The anchorage oif the bar is not very good, and would be quite

unsafe in a gale of wind from the N.E. It is high water in the

entrance, on the full and change days, at about 9 hours ; the rise

being 4 feet in ordinary spring tides, and 2 feet in neap tides.

Northerly winds cause high tides, and southerly winds the con-

trary. The rate of the tides in the entrance seldom exceeds 2
knots, unless it may be in spring, after the melting of the winter

enow.

The harbour is of great extent, running in 6 or 7 miles to

the S.W. ; the channel, between flats of mud and weeds, being in

some places 5 or 6 fathoms deep. The scenery is exceedingly

beautiful, the shores being broken into numerous coves, points,

and islets, while a range of hills rises behind the western

shore to the height of 760 feet above the sea. There are flou-

rishing farms on either side, and the village of Antigonish,

containing about 600 inhabitants, and an English Episcopal and

a Roman Catholic Church, stands at the head of the western arm,

distant 6i miles from the entrance. Gypsum abounds here,

forming, with lumber, and the produce of an increasing agri-

culture, the cargoes of the schooners that frequent the harbour.

TXdei.
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166. Monk Head i. a cliff of gypaum 45 feet high. 2} mile. MonkW
S.ii. ifom the entran-.e of Antigonish Harbour. It has a rocky
bank, with 3 fathoms least water, extending off it three-quarter,
of a mile to the eastward ; and there are no more than 4J fathom,
at double that distance out from the shore.

PoMQUBT Hakboue has its narrow entrance, at the eastern Pomgu^t
extremity of a range of low sandhills and sandbeach, 2* miles

^'"^'"'

S.S.E. from Monk Head, and in the bay between it and Pomquet
Point. It IS an extensive place, branching into two principal
and many smaller inlets, coves, and islets. It is navigable for
small craft and boat, nearly 3 miles in from the sea, but it is of
no use to shipping, having usually only a depth of 2 feet at low
water over its shifting bar of sand. The principal settlement,
and the R. C. Church are on the western shore of the N W
arm

;
and the Indian, have a chapel and a reservation of land on

the- eastern and larger branch, at the head of which is Pom.
quet River, a small stream,

PoMQUBT Island. Which bear. S. * E. distant 14i miles from Pom^ei
Cape George, is of red-sandstone, low, wooded, about half a

^"'""^

mile long, and is joined by a reef to Pomquet Point, from which
It is distant 175 fathoms. The reef dries out from the point
more than half way over towards the island, and leaves a passage
only 3 or 4 feet deep at low water. Shallow water runs out
from the island nearly 400 fathoms to the E.N.E., and a reef
with a large rock near the end of it. dries out from its eastern*
shore to the distance of 150 fathoms. The island and its reef,
shelter Pomqubt Road from all points excepting between
N.E. by N. and East. This roadstead, which is considered safe
during the summer month,, but where the riding must be very
heavy in N.E. gales, is in the bay between Pomquet Point and
Little River

;
which last admits boats only at high water, and with

Its English Church and settlement will be seen bearing S. by W at
the distance of a long mile from the island. Vessels may anchorm any depth from 3 to 6 fathoms over sandy bottom, but the
best sheltered berth is in 4 fathoms at low water, with the
South point of the island bearing N. by E. * E. distant half a
mile. To run for this anchorage from the northward, pas. the
eastern shore of the island at the distance of half a mile, or in
not less than 8 fathoms, until Pomquet Point comes in sight to

L 2

\

{
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the southward of the island, when haul to the westward into the

bay. Approaching from the eastward, the Bowman Bank
must be avoided in a large vesse!, either by the lead, or by not

bringing the north point of the island to bear to the w jotward of

W.S.W. until the north point of the bank is passed. The bank is

of great extent, running oflF fully 2 miles to the northward from

Quarry Point and Bowman Head ; and has rocky patches on it,

with 13, 16, and 19 feet at low water, at various distances, from

three-quarters to 1^ miles cff snore.

The Pomquet Banks, discovered by Captain Bayfield, lie off

Pomquet Island to the N.N.E., distant from 3 to 6 miles. The
soundings on them are rocky and irregular, the least water

(6 fathoms) having been founU on the outer and smaller of

the two banks, when the church at Little River was shut in

behind the east side of the island, bearing S. by W. j^ W. 5i
miles.

157. Tracadib Harbour,* 3| miles E.S.E. from Pomquet
Island, has its narrow entrance about half a mile to the eastward

of Bowman Head. It is extensive, and 14 feet deep in some

parts within ; with many coves, islets, and small streams, the

principal of which, called Tracadie River, is at the head of the

eastern arm, 2^ miles in from the sea. The depth over its

dangerous bar of gravel and stones is only 2 feet at low water,

in a narrow and crooked channel ; it therefore admits only boats,

or very small vessels at high water. The village of Tracadie

and the Roman Catholic Church will be seen about a mile within

the entrance. The church is large a ' can be seen from a great

distance out at sea.

Little Tracadie, a similar but lauch smaller harbour, with

only 1 foot at low water over its bar, lies 2| miles further to the

eastward. Its entrance is in the bay between Barrio Head and

Blue Cape, the former being a cliff of red-sandstone 110 feet

high ; the latter remarkable from being of limestone, and shelter-

ing the entrance from N.E. winds. The inhabitants of these

small harbours, including Pomquet, are Acadians, of French

extraction, who live principally by agriculture ; fishing only to

a limited extent during the herring and mackerel seasons.

* See Plan.
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Cape Jack, a cliff of red-sandstone, 45 feet high, is the most Cap* Jack.

prominent headland on this part of the coast, forming the extreme
point all the way from Pomquet Island, from which it bears

E. I S. 7i miles.

Jack Shoal runs out from the cape N.E. by N. 1 mile to Jurk Shoal.

3 fathoms, and 1^ miles to 5 fathoms. Between the distances of
half and three-quarters of a mile off shore, there are two large
patches of rock, that dry at half tide ; leaving a passage for
small craft, il or 12 feet deep, between them and the cape.
This shoal has often proved dnngerous to vessels in thick weather,
when it should be approached with great caution, especially from
the eastward; the soundings on that side being irregular and
deep near the shoal, but nevertheless quite sufficient to ensure
safety, if the lead be kept going, with reference to the Admiralty
Chart. On the outer point of the shoal, in 3 fathoms, the Light-
house at the north entrance of the Gut of Canseau bears S.E. * E.

31 miles
; therefore a vessel will be clear of this danger if the light

be not brought to bear to the eastward of S.E. ^ S. If the light

cannot be seen, the shoal should not be approached nearer than
the lowwater depth of 10 fathoms.

Havre Bodche is a small but convenient harbour for Havre Bouekt.
schooners, lying between Cape Jack and the Lighthouse. It

has 4 feet, at low water, in its narrow entrance between stony
points, having no bar outside; and it is 13 or 14 feet deep
within. There is a small stream at its head. The shores and
neighbourhood are well cultivated, and the Roman Catholic

Church will be seen near the shore, and a mile to the westward
of the entrance, being half way towards Cape Jack.

It is high water, on the full and change days, at this, and the Tides.

other three small harbours last described, at about 9^ hours, and
the rise, unless increased by northerly winds, is from 4 to 2 feet,

accordingly as it may be spring or neap tides.

The Liqhtho oe at the north entrance of the Gut of Canseau Canseau

is a conspicuous object, standing on the western or Nova-Scotia -^'»"-

shore, 50 fnthoms within the high-water mark. It is a square

building of wood, painted white; standing on the bank so that

the lantern is elevated about 1 10 feet above the sea. It exhibits

a fixed light, which can be seen in favourable weather from all

the northern parts of the bay, at the distance of 6 or 7
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leagues. It waa established in the year 1842, and has proved of

the utmost benefit to the numerous vescels which pass through

this great thoroughfare. Haifa mile to the S.E. of the Light-

house, and on the same side of the Gut, there is tolerable anchor-

age in all but northerly winds.

Vessels frequently stop there to wait tide.

BRETON ISLAND.

1 58. Crossing the northern entrance of the Gut of Canseau, from

the Lighthouse to Breton Island at HeflFernan Point, a distance

of 14^ miles, we continue our description northward along the

western shore of the island. For the first 7 miles we meet with no

detached dangers, nor does the shallow water anywhere extend

to the distance of half a mile from the shore. The land is high,

and rather barren looking, rising, at the distance of half a mile

from the shore, to the summit of a ridge 850 feet above the sea,

and which continues parallel to the coast-line for 5 or 6 miles.

The only remarkable object in this interval is the Roman
Catholic Church at Craignish, which will be seen bearing N,E. i E.

and distant 2J miles from the Lighthouse. At Long Point, a low
cliff of red-sandstone, the coast becomes dangerous of approach,

and continues so to Emersion Head, a distance of 7 or 8 miles.

Judique Shoal. Judiqub Shoal, the greatest danger in the bay, is of rock,

and about half a mile in length, if we reckon only the very

shallow part, but there are patches with 2 and 3 fathoms, and

much rocky ground both to the north and south of it, as will be
seen in the Chart.

On the outer and N.W. point of the shoal, the Church at Port

Hood is only just shut in behind Susan Point, bearing N.N.E.

:

Long Point bears S. by E. 21 miles; Campbell Point (the

nearest part of the shore), E. * S. li miles ; and Judique Church,

(a large wooden building without a steeple), N.E. by E. The
least water (4 feet) is close to the outer point of the shoal, and
when on it the western extremity of the highland of Cape
Porcupine will appear in tha same line as Flat and Heffernan
Points, which form the right extremity of Breton Island at the

entrance of the Gut of Canseau, and which bear S. ^ W.—If the

whole of the highland of Cape Porcupine be kept open to the west
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of Heffernan Point, the shoal will be cleared in 6 or 7 fathoms : or Judiqu* Shoal.

if the church at Port Hood be kept open to the west of Cape Susan,

the shoal will be cleared in not less than 4 fathoms. There are

4 fathoms of water between this shore and the land, but only

small craft should attempt the passage.

JuDiQUE Bank lies 2| miles N.N.W. from the shoal, with 4^ Jiidiqu« Bank.

fathoms least water on a small rocky patch, with a great deal of

foul ground around it. When on this patch, Portsmouth Point

(the south end of Smith Island) and Cape Linzee will appear

touching, and bearing N.N.E. ^ E. ; Judique Church, E.S.E. i E.

3} miles ; and the left or eastern termination of the highland of

Cape Porcupine just shut in behind Heffernan Point. .This

bank, which is only dangerous to very large ships, when there

is a heavy sea running, will be cleared by keeping Cape Linzee

shut in behind Smith Island ; or the whole of the highland of

Cape Porcupine open to the westward of Heffernan Point.

JuDiquE Pond, close to the north of the church, is barred by Judique rond.

a sandy ridge, bo as only to admit boats at high water. The shallow

water extends off it to the distance of 1^ miles. Catherine

Pond and Susan Creek, distant 3 and 5 miles respectively to

the north of Judique Church, are similar places; the latter

admits boats at high water, and is situated just to the north of

Cape Susan, rendered remarkable by the white gypsum in its cliffs.

159. Port Hood,* the only safe anchorage on the west coast of Port Hood.

Breton Island to the north of the Gut of Canseau, was formerly a

much more secure harbour; Smith Island being then a penin-

sula, united to the mainland by a range of high sand-hills, which

has since been entirely swept away, and the sand widely spread

over the northern parts of the harbour. The first breach in this

sand-bar was formed by the sea about 20 years ago, during a

heavy gale from the north ; it was at first a very narrow channel,

and might perhaps have been easily closed, but, being neglected,

the tidal streams enlarged it with increasing rapidity, until the

present channel, 600 fathoms wide, and 9 feet deep at low water,

was formed between the island and the mainland. The combined

action of the waves and tides is said to be still widening and

deepening this passage, thus admitting more and more the heavy

swell from the north, and thereby rendering the harbour insecure,

See Plan.
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Port Hood, excepting over towards Smith Island, the eastern side of which

forms a bay where the anchorage is still perfectly safe with

all winds. At this anchorage, in which vessels may choose

any depth from 3 to 4^ fathoms, the bottom is of mud that

holds well, and the heavy swell is prevented from rolling in round

the N.E. extreme of the island, by a long shoal, derived from

the ruin of the sand-hills, and which runs to the southward from

Smith Point, with only 4 feet of water for the first 300 fathoms,

and less than 3 fathoms for an equal distance farther. This

shoal must be carefully avoided in hauling in to the anchorage.

The shelter from all south winds is complete, being afforded by

Spithead. the Spithsad, which is a sandy flat, nearly dry at low water,

extending 600 fathoms to the eastward from Portsmouth Point,

the south extremity ofthe island. The Spithead, which is very

steep, and can usually be seen, will be cleared at the distance of

50 fathoms, by keeping the small fish-shed, on the wharf next

within Smith Point, exactly in one with the chimney of the house

behind it, bearing N. i W.
Vean Shoal. On the opposite, or mainland side, there is also a steep sandy

flat, called the Dean Shoai., which runs off from the sandy

beach at Mill Creek to the distance of 300 fathoms j this, and

the shallow water on that side, as far out as opposite Portsmouth

Point, but not further to the south, will be cleared at the distance

of 100 fathoms, by the line of Cape Jjinzee and Isthmus Point

in one, bearing about N. by E. i E. On the same side, but

outside the entrance of the harbour, a rocky shoal, with 13 feet

least water, runs out 360 fathoms from the shore half a mile to

the northward of Ragged Point. This being very steep, must

be carefully avoided by a large vessel. Cape Susan and Kate

Point in one, bearing S. by W., just clears it, but may not be

easily made out by strangers.

Smith Island. Smith Island is 2 miles long and 210 feet high : it possesses

much fertile land, and the two Smiths, father and son, have

flourishing farms on the inner side of the island. The elder

Smith's house and barn will be seen in the bay, and those of the

younger, together with his fish-shed and wharf, farther to the

N.E., near the other end of the sandy beach, and a quarter of a mile

within Smith Point. These objects are mentioned because they

form leading marks for the anchorage. With the exception of

the sandy beach in the bay above mentioned, the island is every-

f
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where surrounded by cliffs of various heights up to 123 feet. Smith Island.

They are formed of soft reddish sandstones, shales, and marls,

containing occasionally thin seams of ooal, with beds of gypsum,

limestone, and trap, which last are well shown at the N.W. end

of the island.

Henrt Island, or Just au Corps, lies about a mile outside, Henry Island,

or W.SW. from Smith Island. It is much the smaller of the

two, being one mile long, and its greatest height is 195 feet

above the sea at high water. It is of the same rock formation,

and also nearly surrounded with cliffs, which yield rapidly to

the action of the waves and of the atmosphere ; and which, on the

outer side, attain the elevation of 100 feet above the sea. It has

no permanent inhabitants, but is much frequented by fishermen

during the fishing seasons.

This island is bold to seaward, but shal. jw water runs out

from Fishery Point, its S.E. extremity, one-third of a mile to 3

fathoms, and three-quarters of a mile to 5 fathoms.

The passage between these islands is rendered so extremely

intricate and dangerous by rocky shoals, that it should never be

attempted, unless in a very small vessel and with fine weather.

The village of Port Hood will be seen on the mainland oppo- Port Hood

site the northern part of Smith Island : it is well situated, and '
"^*"

will be recognised by the steeple of the Roman Catholic Church,

and the Court-house of stone. Supplies of fresh provisions may

be obtained there, but there is no good watering-place, the supply

from the wells of Smith Island being scanty and not very good,

while the brooks of the mainland are difScult of access, and

sometimes nearly dry in summer.

The following directions, with reference to the Plan, and Port Hood.

to the foregoing description of the dangers and leading marks,

will enable the intelligent seaman to take his vessel in or out of

Port Hood with safety :—Having a fair wind, pass to the south-

ward of Henry Island, at a distance not less than a quarter of a

mile, steering E. by S. until the Roman Catholic Church at Port

Hood opens out to the southward of Portsmouth Point, then

change course so as to pasn the latter at the distance of three or

four hundred fathoms, or in not less than 5 fathoms of water

;

taking notice, that the shallow water off it extends to the distance

of 210 fathoms. This course should be a little to the northward
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Port Hood.
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of E.N.E. and directly towards a house rendered remarkable by
its lower story being of stone, while the upper part is of wood,
and which should be nearly in one with, or only just open to the

northward of a hut near the entrance of a small brook at the

north end of a range of cliffs. Continue the course thus indi-

cated, until Henry Point (N. end Henry Island) and Ports-
mouth Point come in one ; when change the course immediately,

and steer directly for the Roman Catholic Church, or N.E. i N,
until the younger Smith's fish^shed (on the wharf next within
Smith Point) comes in one with the chimney of his house, bearing
N. i W, Keep these marks exactly in one, running towards them,
(they will lead in clear of the Spithead bank, as already men-
tioned,) and when the S.W, end of the elder Smith's barn comes
in one with the chimney of his house, bearing N.W. by N., change
the course, and steer directly towards them, until Cape Linzee
comes in one with Smith Point ; when the vessel will be in the

best anchorage, and in 4 fathoms at low wattir, witli mud bottom.

If any diflSculty be experienced in distinguishing the younger
Smith's fish-shed, let the N.E. i N. course towards the Roman
Catholic Church be continued, until Isthmus Point and Cape
Linzee are in one, then change the course, and keep them so,

running towards them, until the S.W. end of the elder Smith's

barn comes in one with the chimney of his house, bearing

N.W. by N. ; and these last-named marks will lead to the

anchorage as before stated.

It is high water here, on the full and change days, at 9 hours.

The rise in ordinary spring tides is 4J feet, and in neap tides 2
feet. The tidal streams are weak at the anchorage, and their

rate does not ordinarily amount to one knot anywhere within the

harbour. The flood comes from the north, and the ebb from

the south. The flood stream from the north meets that which

comes in through the Gut of Canseau off Long Point, whence they

set to the N.W., curving round the bay towards Cape George.

THE WEST COAST OF BRETON ISLAND.

ntTcm$"'^'
^^' "^^ ^*P® Linzee, IJ miles northward from Port Hood, the

west coast of Breton Island trends away to the N.E. by E.,

continuing in that direction to Cape St. Lawrence, a distance of
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'73 miles, without either harbour or safe anchorage for ships. Breton hl<tud.

The general character is high and bold, the dangers being few
t-»««''

and close in shore, but it is nevertheless a dangerous coast to be

near in autumn or early winte •, when the prevailing N.W.
winds send in a heavy sea, and ine set of the current is often in

the same direction. The swell frequently precedes the wind by
many hours, and, as there is no good holding-ground, becomes

dangerous to vessels caught close in shore. Even with a

smooth sea, and in fine summer weather, vessels are set in

towards this coast ; an effect which seems to be'due sometimes to

the general current from the N.W. coming from between the

Magdalens and Prince Edward Island, and at other times to the

direction of the ebb stream from the strait of Northumberland

inclining towards these shores. These streams, being inconstant

and irregular, both in strength and direction, are therefore the more
dangerous, and require the more to be guarded against. In the

summer months however, the rate of the current or tides

will not be found to exceed one knot, even close in shore;

excepting round Cape St. Lawrence and Cape North, where it

sometimes runs at the rate of 2 or 3 knots, causing a heavy

breaking sea. Its direction for three-fourths of the time is

from the westward ; this appears to be due to the combined action

of the current and ebb tide predominating over the flood stream

from the N.E., so as to render it nearly imperceptible, excepting

at or near the spring tides. There is no doubt that winds,

present or at a distance, also influence these streams, as they have

been observed to do in all parts of the Gulf.

The prevailing rocks of this coast are sandstones, shales, and

conglomerates, with occasional beds of gypsum, and thin seams

of coal ; together with a more ancient slate formation, in nearly

vertical strata, forming the higher hills, and rising in one part

to nearly 1300 feet above the sea. These rocks form pr«. ipitous

shores, on which boats can land only in fine weather, at the

mouths of ravines or small streams. The soil, especially in the

valleys and lower grounds, appears to be productive, and well

suited to the rearing of cattle, considerable quantities of which

are annually exported from Mabou and Margaree Rivers. The
settlements continue along the coast as far northward as Chetican,

after which the mountains approach close to the shore, excepting

at Grandance, where there are seven resident families.
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The fisheries are valuable. Salmon are taken in all the prin-

cipal streams, and Margaree is so celebrated for its salmon
fishery that it has sometimes been called Salmon River. Herring,

mackerel, cod, Ac- abound in their seasons, and are frequently-

taken in large quantities. The seal fishery is also attempted

occasionally, but is a precarious pursuit. Having made these

general remarks, we shall now proceed to notice briefly the few

places that afford shelter to small craft, proceeding in order to

the N.E.

161. Mabou River,* 5 miles from Port Hood, admits small

schooners, having 4 feet at low water o'.er its bar of sand. The
bar shifts occasionally during heavy N.W. gales, but is seldom

disturbed during the summer months, when those ^ales are of

rare occurrence.

The entrance, at the southern end of a low sand-bar, is only

50 fathoms wide, and the tides frequently run there at the rate

of 4 knots ; it is therefore a dangerous place to enter, excepting

with a flowing tide and a smooth sea. It is high water there,

on the full and change days, at about 9 hours ; the rise, in ordi-

nary spring tides, is 4 feet, and in neap tides 2 feet. N.E. winds

often cause high tides ; S.W. winds, the contrary.

From the entrance to the bridge, a distance of 3J miles, this

river resembles a mountain lake; being, in one part, three-

quarters of a mile wide, and 8 fathoms deep. Boats can ascend

with the tide to 2 or 3 miles above the bridge, where the fresh

water forms only a small stream. Beside? the Mabou, which is

the main branch, there are two other smaller streams, the S.W.
arm and Becket River, which last enters from the eastward.

The shores of the Mabou are well settled, principally by Scotch

highlanders ; flourishing farms are seen on either side, and there

is a Roman Catholic Church on the northern bank, 3 miles

within the entrance.

The scenery is very beautiful, the mountains rising imme-
diately from the northern shore to the height of 870 feet.

The Mabou Highland is a very remarkable feature of the

coast, seen from great distances out at sea. It extends 1 1 miles

along the coast to the N.E., forming a lofty and precipitous shore

and rising to the height of 1000 feet above the sea. After

• See Plan.
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passing these highlands, the coast becomes less elevated, the

beaches and landing-places more frequent, and the settlements

are continuous until we pass Chetican Island.

Sea-Wolf Island, distant 23 miles N.E. from Port Hood,

is of an oval shape, 1 100 fathoms long, parallel to the shore, 300

fathoms broad, and 200 feet high. It is of sandstone, precipitous

and quite bold all around, excepting at the N.E. point, and there

the shallow water extends only to the distance of one cable. It

affords some shelter to small fishing-vessels and boats, which can

land upon it only in fine summer weather ; at other times the

sea rolls comple^^ely round it, and the anchorage is never safe,

the ground being everywhere rocky.

The depth between this island and the shore, from which it is

distant rather more than 2 miles, is 7 fathoms, over a bottom of

rock, with loose sand and gravel occasionally. The neighbour-

ing sea abounds with fish.

Margaree Riveb,* which is "Ji miles further to the N.E.,

has 5 feet over its rocky bar at low water, in a very narrow and

intricate channel, through which the tides run at the rate of 4

knots. It is only under favourable circumstances of wind and

weather, and with a smooth sea, that schooners can safely attempt

to enter it. The surf on the bar is at times very heavy and

dangerous to boats, especially when the strong tide is running

out against the wind and sea. The shores of this river are

well settled, principally by Acadians and Scotch highlanders,

who, besides farming, prosecute the salmon and other fisheries.

It is high water on the full and change days at 8 h, 40 m.,

the rise in ordinary spring tides being 3^ feet, and in neap

tides 2 feet. Boats can ascend 5 or 6 miles from the entrance,

at which distance the tide ends.

Between Margaree and Chetican there are several places

where boats can land in fine weather, especially at Squirrel

Pond, distant 3 miles from the last-named place. There are

farms all along this part, the mountains running parallel to the

shore, at a short distance back, and attaining, at Mount Squirrel,

in rear of the pond of the same name, the elevation of 1220 feet

above the sea.

162. Chetican Island, distant 10 miles N.E. from Marga-
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Wand,

• See Plan.
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tee, is only an island when high tides overflow the low and
narrow beach of sand and shingle which, at other times, unites
it to the mainland at its southern extremity. This beach forms
the shore of the bay, within the S.W. point of the island, where
the Jersey brig, employed in the fisheries, usually lies moored
during the summer months ; receiving some shelter from the
shoal which runs out half a mile to the southward from Chetican
Point, but completely exposed to winds from between S.W. and
N.W., which send in a heavy sea. The depth of water in this

roadstead is 4^ fathoms, but the bottom, of sand and gravel, is

80 loose and bad for holding, that the anchorage becomes quite
unsafe after the month of August; as was experienced by one of
the Jersey vessels several years ago, when she was driven from
both anchors, and completely wrecked on the beach : since which
accid.^r.f they endeavour to leave before the commencement of
the September gales.

At no time is this anchorage to be recommended, and therefore
vessels mer.!;/ wishing to communicate with the shore had
better anchoi outside at the distance of a mile or two, where they
will have room to get under way in the event of the wind coming
in from the westward.

The establishment of Messrs. Robin and Co., of Jersey, on
Chetican Point, is the principal fishing-station on this coast, and
will be easily recognised by the buildings, fish-stages, and
flagstaff. There also is the post-oflSce, at which the mail route
from the southward terminates. There are several other houses
on the inner side of the island, and a settlement of Acadians on
the mainland opposite, where supplies of fresh provision to a
limited extent may be obtained, and also water, which cannot
be had good or in any considerable quantity upon the island.
There is no landing on the outside of Chetican Island, where the
cliffs of sandstone, containing coal fossils, are everywhere per-
pendicular or overhanging, being constantly undermined by the
sea. These cliffs, which extend the whole length of the island,
from Chetican Point north-eastward to EnragtJe Point, a distance
of 3i miles, are nearly equal in elevation to any part of the
island, rising in one part to the height of 200 feet above the sea.

Chetican Harbour," between the island and the mainland,

• Set Plan.
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is entered from the N.E. between the shingle spit at Gros Cape, Chetican

the N.E. extreme of the island, and Caveau Point. Within this
"'^ '""'

entrance, but outside the bar, which is half a mile further in,

small fishing vessels sometimes anchor, but the northerly winds

send in so heavy a sea, that this is considered even less secure than

the unsafe anchorage at the S.W. end of the island. There is a

depth of 3J fathoms within the harbour, but only 2 feet at low

water over its bar of sand, which is then in great part dry.

It is high water here on the full and change days, at 8i Tide».

hours ; the rise in ordinary spring tides is 3 ^ feet, and in neap •

tides 2 feet, N.E. winds cause high tides, and S.W. winds the

contrary.

The Caveau Shoals are two rocky patches, with II feet least Caveau Hhoah.

water, lying at the distance of half a mile off Caveau Point, and

from one-third to three-quarters of a mile from Gros Cape, on a

N.E. by E. line of bearing. They are much in the way of

vessels wishing to anchor off the entrance of the harbour.

The Jerome Ledge, with 5 feet least water, lies in the same Jerome Ledge.

direction from Gros Cape, and at the distance of l| miles. It is of

considerable extent, being two-thirds of a mile long, and its N.E.
point reaches to the distance of a mile out from the shore. The
line of 10 fathoms water is only 300 fathoms outside this ledge

and the Caveau Shoals : there is therefore little warning from the

lead ; but vessels beating alongshore, and standing towards them,

will avoid them by tacking when the points on the outside of

Chetican Island, namely Enragee Point and the Capes, come in

one, bearing S.W. | W.
At Fresqv'ile, 3 miles E.N.E. from Gros Cape, the mountains Presqu'ile,

come close down upon the shore, after which there are no inhabit*

ants, nor any good '.anding-place, till we arrive at Grandance, Grandance.

15 miles from Ch'jiloan, where there is a settlement of seven

families, and a small river silted up by a shingle beach, on

which boats can land, and be hauled up in case of need. From
Grandance to Cape St. Lawrence, a distance of 13 miles, the

coast is mountainous, with precipitous shores, affording an

indifferent landing for boats at one or two places, and there

only with a smooth sea.

163. Cape St. Lawrence, which forms the termination of Cape
the west coast of Breton Island, is of slate rock, affording no ^'' ^*"<^*"«'
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landing excepting on the west side, where there is a brook, and

a steep stony beat, h, on which a boat can be hauled up with diffi-

culty. Proceeding round this headland to the S,E., we first

observe the remarkable Bear Hill, a sugarloaf 750 feet high,

and close to the shore. This is distant less than a mile from the

cape ; and at an equal distance further on Black Rock will be

seen, always above water, and about 160 fathoms off shore.

M2AT Cove, where there is a settlement, and good landing for

boats, lies 300 fathoms further in the same direction, and one

mile N.W. from Black Point.

St. Lawrence Bay, between Black Point and Cape North,

is 4^ miles wide and l\ miles deep, with bold shores, and a

depth of water not too great for anchoring ; but the bottom is

not to be trusted, being either of rock or loose sand. Vessels

requiring supplies may anchor there in the summer months,

when strong northerly winds are of rare occurrence, and will

find 9 or 10 fathoms water at the distance of half a mile oflF shore

in the bottom of the bay, but they should be ready to weigh

immediately on the approach of a wind from the sea. At Wreck
Covis «»nd at Deadman Pond there are settlements, and good

landing, the principal fishing establishment being at the last-

named place.

Cape Nobth, the N.E. extremity of Breton Island, is a very

resTiarkable, bold, steep, and rocky headland, of slate in nearly

vertical strata, rising abruptly from the sea to the height of 1100

feet. There is no shallow water off it, only some rocks above

water, which at Money Point, a mile to the S.E. of the cape,

run oflF to the distance of a long cable. The passage be', vcen

this headland and the Island of St. Paul is 13 miles wide, with

very deep water, and no other danger than that which arises

from the frequent and heavy squalls which prevail off this great

promontory.

For a description of the Island oi St. Paul and its two Light-

houses, see Chapter IV., Art. 30, p. 43, in the first volume.






